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CHAPTM I

POLITICAL I::::OVATION:

A CONCEPTT,:AL EIANEW3RK

Introduction

I an very proud of your House of Representatives and your
United States Senate, and I know everyone is applauding the
historic action that the Congress has just taken. Since 1870,
almost a hundred years ago, we have been trying to do what we
have just done--pass,an elementary school bill for all the
children of America.

So spoke President Lyndon B. Johnson on April 9, 1965, in

reaction to the announcement that the United States Congress had

approved the Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1965. A

few days later, while seated outside the former one-room school-

house at Stonewall, Texas, whore ho first attended clas,;es, the

President signed the bill into law. Kt: cm7hasized his satisfaction

with the new legislation and its sunporters by commenting:

As President, I believe deeply that no law I have signed
or will ever sign means more to the t'ature of our nation . .

I predict that all of those of both parties of Congress
who supported the enactment of this legislation will be
rememl)ared in history as mon and men who began a new day
of greatness in American society.

The President's stress on the,innovative nature of this

legislation is quite understandable to those who are familiar with

April 10, 1965, p. 1.

21bid., April 12, 1965, pp. 1 and 22.
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the history of past efforts to enact a program of general federal

aid for elementary and secondary education.3 For nearly a century

the national legislature considered dozens of proposals which wore

designed to originate such a program; yet none wore approvod. he

various proposals invariably tended to introduces or reintroduce, a

host of controversial issues wh_ch made majority consensus on the

subject an extremely elusive occurrence. Many of the propositions

became involved with some corab:Ination of such explosive questions

as federal control of education, the granting of federal funds to

segregated schools, the distribution of federal aid to private

educational institutions, and the allocation of federal funds among

tho states. Indeed, this area of national public policy has been

so plagued by a variety of sensitive topics that careful students

of the subject have consistently predicted that the passage of a

federal aid for education bill was quite unlikely. For example,

at the coaclusion of a detailed and insightfLi analysis o: the 1961

congressixlal deliberation concerninr; federal aid to elemereary

and secondary education one political Je..entist

:ho 'oitt:rnciss of the 1961 le:1L1-.tive struggle and
the difficulties of reaching a consansus on the status of
nonpublic schools wilL no;:. soon be for gotten. In private,
many school-aid supporters admitted that federal aid of
the sort proposed by President Kennedy was dead, not just
for the 87th Congress, but probably for the decade of the
1960's.4

3Although this exact worsir.g will not always be used,
due to style and space consideration, the focus of this study
is centered on the kind of federal aid which is referred to
as general aid for elementary and secondary education.

4.
;.ugh Douglas Price', "Race, Religion and the Rul ©s Co=.ittee:

the Kennedy Aid-to-Education Bills," in Alan F. Westin, ed., hl
Uses of Power (New York: Earcourt, Brace and World, Inc., 1467
p. 67.
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The pessimism expressed t the termination of this investi-

gation is not an isolates' conclusion. A more historical study of

the federal aid to education issue, written by Frank Munger and

Richard Fenno, clearly Must-rates that the 1961 setback was only

the most recent of a long string of proponent failures. Their

account of the numerous attempts to enact a federal aid to education

program and the concomitant controversies and pitfalls surrounding

this issue suggests the remoteness of SUCCOSS in this area of public

policy. They characterize the movemc t for federal aid as one which

seems to continue but not progress and conclude that,:

For close to a century the federal aid story-lino has
run on without a break, rather in the manner of a daytime
television soriF.l. There is no particular reason to assame
the end is now in sight, and some good reasons to suspect
that federal aid will not be approved within the immediate
future.5

Cthor commentators have also noted the seemingly end1(.;s

attempts, yet proponent failures, which have been typical of the

school-aid movement. Robert Bend nor, for instance, who was

interested in p:esenting an argument for congressional institutional

reform decided tLat for purposes of illustration he rectuirod: ".An

issue with a lon varied, and frustrating life history, and had

no trouble therefore in choosing federal aid to the elementary

6and secondary schools of the country. "This issue served his

purposes well for Be diner had little difficulty in domonetrating

how the congressional machinery may bo utilized to block legislation

5F rank J. Munger and Richard F. Fenno, Jr., Nationpl
xr:L.:11-L12121,1dLLEduaa&ion (Syracuse: Syracuse University Press,
1961), p. 170.

6Robort Bendiner, Obstacle Course Ca t Hi 1 (New York:
McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1964 p. 7
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which lacks what he refers to as a determined and overwhelming

majority. After reviewing the recent history of the school-aid

campaign, ho also reached the view that the probability of passing.

a primary and secondary aid for education bill in the near future

was minimal. In his jud;.;ment, only a "miraculous" sot of circum-

stances could produce such an occurrence. The likelihood of this

fi

ideal pattern merging is expressed in the following manner:

From all that has gone before, it can be said that the
spontaneous arrangement of circumstances is possible--but
only in the same way that it is possible for pigments thrown
at a canvas to shape themselves into the 'Last Supper'. That
is, it may happen, but it is not a good bet, and to have to
count on it for the success of legislation approaches the
preposterous.7

Despite the momentum of almost one hundred years of proponent

failure and the informed opinions expressed above, the United Ltates

Congress did approve a bill during the spring of 1965 which many

sources have referred to as the first general aid for elementary and

secondary education program in American history. In view of the

history of the school-aid novement and particularly the most recent

occl.a.rences concerning efforts to enact such legislation, the perplexing

question uhich emerges from this decision is how*and why did the con-

gressional action of 1965 result in a unique proponent success?

More specifically, what accounts for the fact _Let a school-aid bill

(1) successfully reached the House floor for a vote in 1965 and (2)

gained a majority vote to reverse the most recent proponent defeat

NOY11=.11.

7Ibid, 192.
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of 1961 (see Table 1)78 The primary objective of this study is to

formulate reasonable answers to these questions.

Before discussing the manner in which this investigation

will be conducted, it is noce-Lary to establish the point that t;-le

legislation under examination Is indeed a major departure in national

education policy. Some students of federal aid for education may rea-

sonably argue that the ;-lementary and Secondary Education Act of 1965 is

neat an authentic general aid to education program which differs

sdgnifiCantly from the pattern of limited and specialized program

aid. They may affirm that it is comparable to the Smith-Hugh ©s Act

of 917 which sot up the initial program of federal grants-in-aid

to promote vocational education in precollegiate schools or the

Lanham Act of 1940, and subsequent "impacted area" legislation, which

provided federal funds for school districts experiencing enrollment

increases due to the presence of federal personnel and their families.

This is a fair position to take since the Education Act of 1965 does

have a somewhat specialized and "impacted area" characteristic.

Title i of the law, uhich accounts for about $1.1 billion

of the approximately $1.3 billion authorized for the fiscal year

1966, provides for grants to be made to local school districts on

the basis of 50 per cent of the average per pupil expenditures in

their state for the school year 1963r64 multiplied by the number of

8This emphasis on action in the HOUSG of Rep:nsentatives
stems from the fact that proponents of school aid have been relatively
7:ccessful in passing bills in the Senate during the post-World War
II period, but have encountered stiff resistonce in the house for
reasons which will becot.e apparent throughout this study.



TABLE I

HOUSE VOTE ON FED:1AL AID TO EDUCATION,

1961

1961 AND 1965

12L

% i0 Gain In

Yea Nay Yea Yea Lai Yea yea. V9tes

197 4 98 +54

31 53 37 +10

Northern
Democrats 143 12 92

Southern
Democrats 21 70 23

Total
Democrats 164 82 67

Republicans 6 160 4

Total Vote 170 242 41

228 57 80 +64

35 96 27 +29

263 1,53 63 +93

Source: Compiled from Laires2ioalaJE:sterly Ainanac, 1961
and 1965.



five to seventeen-year-old children in the local school district

from families with an annual income below $2,000 or with a higher

income resulting from aid to dependent children relief payments.

The local school districts do not automatically receive their pro-

portion of the aid but must submit to their State Education Department

for approval, plans "to expand and improve their educational programs

by various means (including preschool programs) which contribute

particularly to meeting the special educational needs of educationally

deprived children."9 Consequently, this is aid to school districts

which are impacted by poverty stricken families and is, in that

sense, a specialized aid program.
10

Part of to difficulty in determining Nhother such a program

is general aid or not revolves around the imprecise usage of the

term "general". Evidently the most general type of federal aid

would be aid that is granted to school districts in a manner similar

to the distribution of most state aid for education. That is, all

school districts would receive some aid, the amount dependent upon

the state's particular formula, with the funds being expended among

various categories at the discretion of the local school district.

This kind of aid is referred to as general because all districts

receive some proportion of the total and the local districts have

the right to decide how it is to be spent.

What makes the issue confusing is that the school construction

and teacher salary bills which have been presented to the national

9Senato Committee on Labor and Public Welfare, EllmanLaz
.,nd Second. Edtc-t'on Act f 6 89th Congress, 1st Session
1965 25.

14See Appendix A for a summary of the complete law.



legislature for the past decade or s) have boon referred to as

general aid even thettgh it is clear that the local school districts

would be compelled to use the funds allocated under such programs in

specialized expenditure categories. this context, the Education

Act of 1965 is certainly as general, ard probably more so, than the.

construction/salary proposals since both typos of expenditures are

possible under Title I as are many more activities which can be related

to improving the education of culturally deprived children. 11

Thor© are a number of other factor:: which indicate the general-

ness of the legislation. Funds under Title I, for example, N1 11

be allocated to school districts both public and private in at least

95 per cent of the nation's counties and grants under the other titles

of tho Act will presumably benefit all school districts .12 Title II

grants are provided for a five-year program to enable school libraries

to purchase textbooks and other instructional materials for the use

of children and teachers in all public and private elementary and

secondary schools. The provisions of Title III e:,,tablish a five-Tear

program of grants to states for the creation of supplementary educational

cenLers and services which aro to be available to both public and private

school students. And finally, Titles IV and V give aid to elementary

and secondary education in an indirect manner by supplying federal funds

for educational research and aid to.states to strengthen their state

education departments.

Additionally, the $1.3 billion authorized for the fiscal year

1966 represents a figure which is considerably higher than the estimated

11For a listing of the various programs possible under Title
I provisions, see: Senate Committee on Labor and EVblic Welfare,
9,11.t., 636..637.

12Ibid., 894.



$497 million expended by tho Federal government on all its various

elementary and secondary aid programs in 1965 (so© Table 2). Ine

Education Act of 1965, tnoroforo, almost triples the federal fiLeal

commitment to primary and secondary education. In this sense, it

appears that "the foot in the door' rronotary conservatives have

resisted for so long has boon im;erted.

r...-3T 2

FEDERAL FINA:CIAL ASSISTX.ICE TO EXCATIO11,
1956-1966 (In nilliaas)

Elementary and
el- LagandancIkcatiaa

1956

1953
1960
1962

1964
1965
1966
1966

$ 123.9
225.7

327.6
383.2
409.1

497.6
520.1*
1281.0**

*Estimates

Hicrhor Education Totn1

$ 5.1 $ 129.0
5.1 230.3

70.5 393.1
132.3 515.5
180 . 3 539.4
706.0 12G3.6
949.1* 1469.2*

**The Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1965

Source: Senate Committee on Labor and Public Welfare,

:';'''Inall2=11-1:1110-r.tio Act ).:" I_ 6c, 89th Congress,
1st Session (196,D, 98.

It is clear from the quotations included above that ?resident

Johnson percoivod the law as a major now school-aid bill as did nany

congrossmon, including Senator Jacob Javits, Republican of New York,

mho termed the bill "the most comprehensive and far-reaching education

program over sent to Congress."13 kmgros5ional CAlarter11-, the rost

authoritative periodical on Congress, arrived at a similar conclusion
111.1111.

13Quoted in the ____tsLL.IimuNmY/, January 13, 1965, p. 21.
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in its 1965 special report on the role of the Federal government

in education by stating: "The first general aid to education

bill ever to clear Congress was enactea this year. "`

aegardless of the view taken concerning wnether the legislation

should be termed general or n,-)t, the crucial fact remains that a sic:a-

ificant and substantial set of political chanjes occurred between

1961 and 1965 which consider alters the re atienship between the

Federal government aa education. Given the ;resent ana projected

role of the education function in American society, it is not unrea-

sonable to suggest that this new commitment of federal aid to education

may in the long run represent the most important change ih national

domestic policy since the :;ew Deal period. This point alone justifies

a study of the factors contributing to this 6ignificant decision.

III. Ll...LLaLuaLla
Folitic%1 Thnovation

In attempting to explain the advent of such a potentially

far-reaching alteration in naticnal policy and leiLislative action,

one finds it necessary to consider the more fundamental question

concerning the :.canner in which ma:,or inhcvation occurs in our political

syv,tem. Unfortunately for the stuaent of political change, the

t.end in political science toward systematic empirical ana theore-

tical inquiry has not includea an emphasis in explaining major

change. In addition, and more relevant to the orientation of

this study, the various approaches to national legislative politics,

14

Congressional Quarterly Service, Federal Role in education
(Washington, D.C.: 1965), p. 31.



such as the case study approach to a bill
15 and studies which focus

on functional and systems; analysis of sub-legislation unite,16 also

lack stress on what influences the national legislature to reverse its

position on a long-standing issue. The former kind of study tends

to emphasize a detailed empirical examination of the "full life" of

a particular bill to illuslinate the congressional processing of

legislation, while the latter generally utilizes an equilibrium model

dealing with conflict adjustment and consensus building at the sub-

system level rather than a model which stresses major innovation at

the more encompassing legislative level. Lacking an explicit model

of political change at this more general unit of analysis, the researcher

may either invent a unique model or construct a conceptual framework

through the adaptation of existing concepts. The latter strategy

has been selected in this study. More specifically, an attempt will

be made to combine elements of the systems approach to political

behavior at the societal level, as developed by such theorists as

155ae,

(Now York:
Boman, A Bill
1966.)

for axample, Ste2nen BaLley, Con7res,7

Columbia University Press, 19507Zd Daniel :.:.

r]ect7rls a Law (Now York: The Macmillan Company,

16_
of this more recent approach to national legis-

lative politics may be found in co:,:e of the studies included in

Robert Peabody and Nelson Pol:,17,y (eds.), ParInctivos on -51-o

Ho.lso of Henren,ntativel (Chicago: Rand ...1c;ally :4 Company, 1907.

Also sea aalph Huitt, "The Conressienal Conmittee: A Case Study,"

A-erir:An Scianr:o Iwir-!, Vol. XLVIII (June, 1954). PP.

340-365; Charles 0. Jones, "f-Te Role of the Congressional Subco=littee,"

Xid%-elt Journal of Polite cal Scicne:o, Vol. VI (November, 1962), pp.

327-444; George Goode-in, "Subcommittees, The Miniature Legislatures

of Congress," Vol. LVI (Septembe, 1962), pp. 596-604; and John F.

Manley, "The House Committee on Ways and Means: Conflict Management

in a Congressional Committee," American Political S 'e e Rev-ka,"

Vol. LIX (December, 1965), pp.-927-939.
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Easton and Mitche11,17 with aspects of a legislative model constructed

by Wahlke and his oolleagues.18

Prior to a more detailed discussion of what is involved in

such a modification, it is useful to delineate some of the basic

notions which relate to political systems analysis in general.

Probably the most basic point to be made is that the

systems approach posits the proposition that the subject matter of

political science may be viewed as a system because it focuses on

(or should if it does not) the set of interrelationships among

political actors and institutions. These actors, working through

the institutions, produce authoritative decisions concerning which

competinz political goals and aspirations will be written into public

policy and consequently enforced by the legitimate power of the

state. It is suggested that such behavior and structures may be

viewed as a system because the various parts are interrelated in

such a manner that variation in any one part has an impact on the

remaining soctors.

A second basic point is that the systems approach is esscn-

tially descriptive in character. It attempts to indicate the relation-

ship among various parts of the political systpm; thus, at this stage,

17Sea David Easton, "An Apnroach to the Analysis of PO1-Etidqj.
Systems," Wnrid Politics, Vol. IX (1.pril, 1957), pp. 383-400; .

Frinncl7sork Politic:11 (Englewood Cliffs: Prontico-Hal,
196); A Systons Analysis of7 2o'ttical Life (Neu-York: John :aley
Sons, Inc., 190: and William C. itchellt The Lrorican Polity
(New, York: The Free Press of Glencoe, 1962).

18John C. Wahiko, Heinz Erau,. William 3uchanan, and Loroy C.
Ferguson, Thr, Lcr,inlative F,vster :ew York: John WIloy & Sons, Inc.,
1962). For a related discr:_ssion see Edward A. Shils, "The Logislator
and His Environment?" The UnivPrsitv of Chicano Law Review, Vol.
XVIII (Spring, 1951), pp. 571-584.
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it is more useful as an organizational scheme than a predictive

Another fundamental proposition underpinning this perspective

is that such a unit as the political system may be sufficiently and

profitably differentiated from the other social systems operating .

in a society. The means for construct_ analytical category

centers on abstractin- out those aspects of human interaction which

are essentially political. "What distinquishos political interactions

from all other kinds of social interactions is that they are predomin-

antly oriented toward the authoritative allocation of values for a

society."
19

Clearly, the political system overlaps with the other

social, systems in a society insofar as the individuals involved are

members of various sub- systems. Consequently, the legislator may

be considered a momber of the economic system, the religious system,

and so forth; however, that portion of his behaviox. which is most

directly related to the authoritative allocation of values is

isolated (insofar as this is possiblo) and analyzed in order to

assess its impact within the political .-ystem. Theoretically, v.:len

such a process is successfully completeci for all nembers of a society

it is possible to delineate the interactions which compose the political

system of the society; realizing, of course, that the boundary between

it and other sub-systems is somewhat hazy and that the systems aro

highly interrelated,

19Eastan,
A Fra-r., fer Arthp--; s r. 50 .

For a discussion era7c1Traor=ystoris opt:::%-7-ang in socloty see: ,:alcott
Parsons, The social (Now York: The Free Press, 1951) .c-Id Talco;:t
Parsons and Edward Shils (ods.), T Genera'`. Theory-

(New York: Harper and Row, 1951).
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Although a political system is distinguishable from tho

environment in which it exists, it is an open system. In other

words, it is open to influences from other sub-systems within the

society and extra-societal sub-systems. The point hero is that

phenomena, both physical and social, which occur outside the boundaries

of a political system ray play an important and in some cases a

crucial role in influencing the manner of interaction within the system

and consequent outputs. Therefore, an inflation in the o nom, a

shift in cultural values, a redistribution of population, or an inter-

national crisis may each have important implications for a political

system.

Under particular circumstances these events and conditions

in the environment are transmitted to a political system in the forr

of political demands and as potential sources of stress which generally

stimulate the internal structures and processes within the system

to regulate or cope with the stress produced by the demands. Put

noro formally, the environmental conditions shape the inputs which

cross the boundary into a political system where they are converted

by the internal mechanism, e.g., the legislature, into outputs. It

is important to note that occurrences within a political system are

also capable of producing sufficient stress which requires a response

in the form of outputs.2° For example, a rapid shift in the relative

powers between the legislative and executive branches of a political

system may produce a state of tension that can influence the nature of

outputs.

20In order to distinguish these internal stresses from the
external, environmental stresses, Easton has suggested the term
"withinputs" for the former. Midi's pp. 114-115.
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The term outputs is reserved within this approach to refer

13 the authoritative allocation or values such as leE;islativo laws,

executive orders, judicial rulings, administrative decisions, and

all other decrees which aro backed by the legitimate power of the

state.

The discharge 01 auth.-)ritative outputs is not terminal;

once they have emerged from the system tho outputs have a feedback

effect on the general environment and potentially the political

system itself. Indeed, this feedback process becomes crucial to

the persistence of a political system since it plays the role of

providing a flow of information to the authorities within a system

which allows thorn to assess and respond to the impact previous

outputs have had on the original demands made upon the system.

This linkage of the feedback to inputs, the political system,

and consequent outputs and the indication of the function each concept

plays in relating a political system to its environment, as well as

the genesis of stress within he cyste : :, .-icnotes the emphasis on

process that is inherent in the approach. The task remaining is to

adjust this fra.r.ework, which pertains to a political system at the

to :al societal level, to tho national legislative level.

Such a shift involves reducing the unit of analysis from the

total societal political system to a tub-political system. For

purposes of this study th© sub-political system which will be the

focus of analysis is the congressional component of the national

government. As has already been implied in the preceding discussion,

changes in outputs emerging from a political system may result from

changes in the environment and/or changes within the system itself.
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The basic argument that will be developed in this study is that the

new output--The Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1965--wfze the

result of a mixture of past and immediate changes, both in,the

onment and within the political system, which came together in a unique

constellation capable of generating a now major public policy that

had long been blocked by a variety of factors. The principal task

is to identify and investigate the variables in both categories, the

environment and the system itself, which appear to hold the most promise

for explai..ing the nature of the changes and how they contributed

to the output under consideration.

Relative to the environmental category, it appears useful to

consider at least twc sub-categories, ono of which may be termed

"circumstantial conditions, "21 and another which may be identified

as "demand articulators." The first concept refers to the fact that

a legislative system exists at any specific tine within a generalized

environment that it shares with the other social systems in the society.

The conditinns which characterize the general environment, however,

nay have special implications for the functioning of the political

system; For example, it nake; a difference whether the legielature

is operating during a time of peace or war, during a period of economic

growth or ditress, or in a period of rapid social change.

Throughout the struggle for federal aid to education, proponents

have attempted to put the rationale for federal aid into a context

which refloated a condition in the general society wh4.ch had "crisis-

like"implications for the education function. The proportion of

2IThis particular concept and the consequent framework follous
in a general manner the approach suggested in Wahiko, et. al., OD. Cit..
especially pp. 3-29.
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selective service rejections during the World War periods produced

demands for federal aid in 1918 and 1943; the social and economic

conditions of the depression stimulated emergency aid to education

in the 19301s; and the postgar teacher shortage and baby boom of

the 1950's created the context for the most recent general aid bills.

This study will attempt to illustrate that at least three

environmental conditions which became prevalent between 1961 and

1965 altered the rationale underpinning federal aid for education.

Theso three circumstantial conditions include the "rediscovery" of

poverty in American society, the trend of metropolitanization and

its consequences for the education function, and tho civil rights

movement. The nature of these factors, their implications for educa-

tion, and their relationships to the Education z-ct of 1965 are explored

in Chapter :1.

The circumstantial conditions in the environment surrounding

the legislative system may be instrumental in creating input demands

on the system in two ways: they may have a direct impact on 1

lators who perceive the actual conditions as political demands requiring

responses or the conditions may be filtered through what may be referred

to as "demand articulators," the second sub-category in the general

environment.22

There aro at least four groups 14';lich may be identified as

demand articulators who perform the function of providing legislators

with sources of legislative input. Comprising this environmental

Zit is possible, of course, for the legislative system to
receive the same demands from circumstantial conditions and the
major demand articulators simultaneously.
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subcategory are constituents, organized interest groups, the

principal political parties, and the chief executive. All of theca

factors have an influential impact on the nature of interaction 14::t1n

the legislative system and the kinds of outputs which emerge from it.

Chapters III and IV aro devoted to a discussion of the various

changes which occurred among these factors and their subsequent influences

on the outcome of the 1965 bill. Tho opinions of constituents regarding

federal school aid as reflected through public opinion polls are

examined over time; the constellation of interest groups for and

against education aid in 1961 and 1965 are contrasted; the past and

more recent postures of the major political parties concerning the

issae are oxanined; and finally, the views of postwar ?residents

on aid to education and their relative commitments to the cause arc

compared.

As the previous discussion has indicated, changes in the

environment surrounding the legislature represents one principal

source of explanation concerning a new policy output; tho other

main origin of innovation may be found in changes which occurred

within the system itself. It would be impossible to take into

account all the changes within tho system which have occurred over

such a period of years. Therefore, for purposes of making the analysis

manageable, threo major alterations, which according to past studios

have been instrumental in influencing the outcome of federal aid

to education bills, aro identified and examined. Those three factors

include the alteration in the proportion of Democrats and Republicans

on the House Cormittee on Education and Labor in 1959, the change

from Graham Barden to Adam Clayton Powell as chairman of that committee

4
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FIGURE I

A MODEL OF LEGISLATIVE CHANGE

Envirormrmtll Chinqes

A. Circumstantial Conditions
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3. The Civil Rights
Movement

3, Major Demand Articula..
tors

1. Constituents

2. OrFlanized Interest
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4. The President
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Challos within the
Le1tts1.ntly,1 Svr;tem

A. Alteration of

Party Ratios

on House Education

Committee

E. Chance from Barden

to Powell as

Chairman Output

C. Enlargement of

House Rules

Committee

in 1961, and the increase in membership of the House Rules Committee

in 1961, Chapter V of this study is devoted to relating these

changes within the legislative system to the eventual passage of the

school aid bill in 1965.

In summary, then, this investigation has been put into the con-

text of political innovation because it involves an attempt to identify

and analyze the mast significant factors contributing to the enactment

of a bill which represents a now major policy commitment of the Federal

governme.at. First, an examination is made of the environmental changes
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which appear to have influenced this decision; second, a discussion

of the relevant system changes is presented; and third, the total

mixture of factors aro related to one another in the concluding

chapter.

111104512WMfilla sgmogY
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CHAPTER II

POVERTY, CITY SCHOOLS, AND CIVIL RIG:1TS:

THE NEW RATIONALE FOR FEDERAL AID

I. Bckground

One of the characteristics of a legislative system, as was

pointed out earlier, is its openness; that is, its responsiveness

to conditions existing in the surrounding environment which have

been converted to political demands either by members within the

system or demand articulators. Generally, this means that indivi-

duals or groups have identified particular social, economic, or

political conditions which they perceive as problematic and have

utilized whatever political rosources they possess to have those

conditions altered by governmental action. Those who are successful

in realizing their demands and why they are successful, or "who gets

.at, when, and how," has been a central focus of political science.

Although answers to these questions may be fragmentary, one factor

appears to be clear: the proponents of a goal increase their chances

of victory if they are able to convincingly relate their objoctives

to the alleviation of some general societal "crisis."

A recent illustration of this principle from the area of

national education policy is the enactment of the National Defense

Education Act of 1958. After the Soviet. Union launched its first

earth satellite, Sputnik, on October 4, 1957, grave warnings were

4
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made in many corners that the United States had lagged seriously

behind the Soviets in the field of science thus presenting a national

security crisis. Proponents of a federal education program to doal

with this situation were successful in linking this "crisis" to their

aim and by September, 1958, President Eisenhower had signed tho IILLA

into law with the comment that it would "do much to strengthen our

American system of education_sath4t it can meet the broad and increas-

ing demands imposed upon it by considerations of basic national cocurit:Y. 1

The supporters of federal aid to elementary and secondary

education have not ignored this strategy. Throughout the twentieth

century they have attempted to utilize a variety of pressing solial

conditions to strengthen the urgency of their political demands.

For example, they pointed to the high rate of selective service rejections

duo to illiteracy during both World War periods in an attempt to

dramatize the frequency of illiteracy in American society and the

inadequacy of the response made to this condition by the education

system. In more recent years proponents of federal aid have utilized

these factors plus the educational problems resulting from the post-

World War II teacher and classroom "shortage" to bolster their request

for federal support of education.
2

1
Quoted in Congressional Quarterly Service, Federal Rego in

Education (washington, D.C.: 1965), p. 10.

2,
silo efforts for federal action daring the two 7:sr periods

are discussed in some detail in Anne Gibson Buis, An
cf the Pole of the Fer!er-,7 Gowrnint in the Finnneinl Sloire,t of

Snecial RIffIrcnce to Pr.-, -Als 1,c4 .'diem

TT:71pablished doctoral dissertation, Ohio State University, 1953), and
William Alexander Mitchell, Federal Aid for Prinary Secerc!nry

Ks;tanalIan (unpublished doctoral dissertation, Princeton University,
1948).

4



During the last decade or so those arguing for federal aid

have tended to stress above all else the teacher and classroom short-

age and a series of interrelated conditions which they fool warrant

increased federal support for education. Generally, the argument

has boon presented in the following terms:

1. The education function is in a state of "crisis" resulting

from tho baby boom of the early 1940's and the postwar period in

general. The impact of the baby boom on scaools is eeflected in

public school enrollment statistics which show that enrollment actually

declined between 1930 and 1950 from 25.6 million to 25.1 million.

However, by the school year 1959-1960 enrollment jumped to 36.1 million,

an increase of about 43 per cent in one decade.3

2. The enrollment explosion has caused a serious shortage of

classrooms, ieereasod the size of classes, and has contributed, along

with low salaries, to the failure of attracting, and keeping a suffi-

cient number of qualified individuals in the education profession.4

Ceneequently, many schools are characterized by overcrowded conditions,

the operation of double shifts, and, undermanned instructional staffs.

3Individualz testifying before congressional connitteee have
used a variety of statistics at different times to illustrate this
trend. These figures are taken from: U.S. Depertment of Health,
Education, and eelfare, Office of Education, Diee-t Le:ecrt4ee-,1

Feeetiet!!es (e;ashington, D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1965),
p. 10.

Alch debate has centered around the statistics which ::eppoeudly
support those patterns. The National Education Association, for exe
ple, claimed in 1961 that there was a 140,000 classroom back Log. The
U.S. Chamber of Cone.erce, on the other hand, argued that claseroom
construction was outstripping increased enrollment and if there was a
shortage it wes much smaller. For both points of view see: House
CemeLttee on education and Labor, Federal Aid to Schools, 87th Congress,
1st Session (1961), 165-170 and 282-285.
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3. The Federal government has a responsibility to help

relieve these problems because of their Implications for national

welfare. National wealth and economic productivity have been related

to the increased educational level of the population. A sound educe-

tion system Also underpins the nation's scientific and defense capa-

bilities. In 'addition, the society has become increasingly inter-

dependent, particularly through the increased internal mobility of

the work force and school population; consequently, the quality of

education in any one pazt of the country has implications for the

rest of the society and is of national concern.

4. Not only does the Federal government have a responsibility

to support education but it also has the necessary resources. Local

school districts and state governments have had their fiscal resources

strained the limit by demands for improved educational and non-

educational services. The Federal government with its superior tax

base is in a position to provide relief for state and local governments

wnile simultaneously increasing the nation's potential through a

strengthened education system.5

Enrollment explosion, classroom shortage, toachor shortage,

fiscal strain, and national well-beingthese conditions constltuto

the environmental factors which recent proponents of federal aid have

utiliz ©d in order to support their political demands. Judged by

the results, the reasoning of school aid supporters has not been

convincing to the majority of the decision-makers within the national

.11.01111

5For a typical presentation of this argument see the testi-

mony of Carl J. Mega, President of the American Federation of

Teachers, before the House Committee on Education and Labor during

1961. Ibld., 267.
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legislature. Apparently, the educational "crisis" they have depicted

has not been sufficiently urgent to secure positive legislation.

How is the enactment of the Education Act of 1965 related to

these arguments for federal aid? Did the environmental conditions

referred to worsen and thus provide the proponents with a strorKor

'foundation from which to present their position? Did the conditions

remain relatively the same with the supporters of aid pleadiiv their

case with more force and intensity? Or wore new environmental condi-

tions introduced into the picture which allowed federal aid IN.ckers to

construct a novel context for their demands? The remainder of this

chapter will endeavor to illustrate that the latter interpretation is

the most plausible.

Instead of reasoning for federal aid on the grounds reviewed

above, a no' rationale for federal aid to education was utilized by

its proponents in 1965 u.tlich centered around such terms as the poverty-

stricken family, the poverty cycle, tho disadvantaged student, and th©

Cri;is confront .n? urban school . /stems. 2o appIciate why this sl:ift

in emphasis occurred it is necessary to review the Q:7.er:;ence of a sot

of social and oconomic patterns which have become salient public issues

in the mid- -1960' s. Thorefore, th© following discussion examines tho

major cha:-acteri-tics and interrelationships among three subjects

which characterize tnis tine period: the "rediscovery" of poverty in

the United States, the recognition of America as a metropolitan society,

and the civil rights movement.



II. 22291rRedioverty

An awareness and concern with the problem of poverty in J.;merica,

the land of abundance, is not a recent phenomenon. Ih his volu:-.e,

Pro,,rons Poyerty, Henry George desc'bed tho United States of the

post-Civil War period as a land .'horn "amid the :reatest accumulatLoh

of wealth, men die of starvation and puny infants suckle dry breaots." 6

in 1890, the reporter Jacob Riis prescntcd in hls widely quoted 'cook,

How the Other Half 'Avon, a vivid portrayal of the de:;rading living

conditions of New York City stun dwollere7; and President Franklin D.

Roosevelt in his State of the Union Y.ossage of 1933 made his now fanous

reference to the "one third of the nation that is ill-clothed, ill-

housed, and ill-nourished."

The recognition of im?overishment in the United States was

considerably obscured by the economic prosperity of World II

and the postwar years. Indeed, by 1958, John Galbraith, the author

of one of the best sallinz books of the year, The A-:'flrc!nt Soentv,

suggested that the widosoroad poverty had characterized man's

historical experience had been replaced 'cy teneral well-being in

sections of Europe and especially in the United States. He wrote:

No ono would wish to are that the ideas which
inter.ereted (that) world of grin scarcity would serve
equally well for contemporary United States. Poverty was
the all- Dervasive fact of that world. Obviously it is not
of ours.d

6::enr George, Proeress and Poverty (New York: Robert Sc hr
Foundation, 1940), p. 12.

7Jacob Rids,
;Gang, 1957).

6John K. Galbraith, The Afflum-t.kgli)S2 (New York: The New
American Library, T958), p. 14.

Noel the Other Half LI.vee (Now York: Hill and
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AlthouEh Galbraith recocnized that 1,overty was by no mea:.-

absent in American society, his Look emphasized the ,iicatieas

affluence rather than poverty. i:owever, the -1;oint strese...

wao "reCseovered" 'Joverty fh af'lueht Am-;ric,L

co:IcealeL: and invisible n-tua.e. in

1..covied the f.m etos for this

.o the avera6e L.ru rs:f

mo.in thorcue-,hros-es which the L.t.d

"ru L 0 irc 4.... 1...1. C

cicthinz, hi es their Idoverty; oxe the wron,; 16.A .

too old) to be noticed; and the poor :.re invisible,

have no cr(:ahizeu crculJs or 1. iolatich.

Vioual coacealmeat .and numerical -.

of 1;ovcrty in contemporary ;.ne:Ica cifficlt to :..:E:33.

on :,overty nay bc misle..ainL; for a hum'oer of reasons, incluok.- tne

fiL:ure in tae ,

diff,.rent L, of the 1:Lfc

i:Nolved. liver. suea C.ifficulties, it is nct

to discovcr that thi..re is (lishcreem::ht in the cvci-

'proliortion the Americo h which may be consiacre:. in t:Te

rover ty catei7cry. Eeneral, the ficxes most often cite:: ra:.k.

from a low estimate of about 32,b,C30 to a hit:h of

K

'Vichael llarrinctoh, "2,thr.!r 7c,v1..-t- in

rJ1,,%ter, (2altimore: .7enEuin Lcohs, :nc., 19e2
extension of this theme see Dwight racDon,Ild, "Our Invisible rocr,
The New Yorker January 19, 1963.
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..ne basic noint rerlains that ."

there is disagreement over statistics, most of the recent stunien cn

poverty agree that it is a rather widespread and serious p-nencLenon in

America.
1C

The notion that poverty is still an inortant eharacteritic

of American society discloses only a portion cf the situation.

theme that is repeated time ar.L, again in the literat.re acalinc

this topic is that present day poverty is a new 'nina cf poverty with

new implications.
11

The argument is made that the cld noverty sroup

was Generally composed of immigrants who came to a new larn1 with hir'n

aspirations and saw poverty as a te-orary state, if not for tnc: at

least for their children. 2ssentia117, their anticf.nation was correct;

their arrival coincided with an expand:.: 1; cconc::.y which containen an

abundance of unskilled and semi-skilled sobs which made economic and

social mobility possiblc.

In contrast, the new poor are cr.enerally internal ulienlien :n

a prosperous society, They include far:1 worker:, wo have :no.n

by mechanization, white and Negro migrants who have :over. from 1ckward

emillINI1111111

10One of the more rigorous attpts to define anf its

extent can be found in the ronc:ral.h "cy "Colz.%:n

the -2cor; 1-.nother Look at the T-overty 7

Ja '65. Also see': U.+- " - .

9

Poor in ArLrica (I:ew

H. ':_eyoe.rlini: 1orress or "Z'overt7*: Unitea F4-tc'r: th.,>

(1.%shinc.:ton; D.C.: Conference or. .;:cone: ic 1.2.rocress, 1,94;;

!organ, ot incore and 7A::fL in the United .7tates (:ew York:

Book Company, Inc., 1902).

11For a Lood sumary of this ar.,-;a=nt see :'ichael
introduction to Poverty in America: A Pook o edf.ted

A. Ferman, Joyce L. Kornbluh, and Alan ':iaber Ann Arbor: r2 :e University

of Michigan Press, 1965).

4
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rural areas to urban slum centers, the unskilled and undereducate.:.

workers in declining industries, displaced workers who are victi:s

of technoloc;ical chance, and the aced or physically disabled who

cannot participate in the labor force. For these individvale

is less likely to be viewed as temporary, they are rcre inclined tG

perceive it as a way of life whic:. contains little pror.ise for char.;:e.

This perception of poverty is related to alterations in the op.sert

structure. Unlike earlier neriods, the labor rarket of today is unaLle

to absorb treat numbers of underskilled and undereducated workers.

Thus, ob;ectively, the poor of today have less chance for upward

than the poor of the past. The recognition of this fact -;.ccr

breekis pessimism amoni; them and ultimately among their children.

alaminc concern is that this condition of poverty will -eeccne "hereditary,"

passed fron generation to generation.

r,.he educational implication c: poverty stens from the fact that

low farr.:Lly income relates to low educational

children of the poor are less ikeiy to de well while attene. school

and have a creJ,ter tendency to leave scheol before cor.....letinz: C. . J.

school ion.12 Their lower eclueaeJ.c..a..

at a dicadvantare in the labor market which is increasily de::anainL;

nore educated and skilled workers. Cince eauce.: na_. sack-

zround fails to prepare ther for the recuirer.ents cf the le..:er :s.rhet,

iV is not surrxisin6 that the younz poor experience hick uner-ploy: ent

1..1. discussion of thie relationehi-e
,nco-e: T.n.2ities in

?ress, 190); h. r..nc:r,as Jones, J. ;;.lan "....:oz, and :iarcld

J. D;:ck, LL, L rnd 7cr 7Th!c%.,ien

(2tanford: LAanford Universit-: Iress, 19u3); an, JQ:c-
F'el,..tionsh'..7Ds in City 1.:1(-'n orthcor:.int;

publication, 1:yracuse University Press, lyo.).

4
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rates and receive low wages when they are employee..
:13

This situr...elon

obviously relates to the fact that their intones are low which, In

is associated with a whole range of concUtions: residence in su'e

and unhygienic housings inadequate diets, lack of re;ular meaieal

greater incidences of sickness and absence from work or schcol 'ehien

is conducive to perpetuatinc. the whole cycle.

From the pe r of this study the moct irpertant ae:,cet

of this situation is the linkaLe between the so celled "poverty eynare:-.e"

and education as a nears for breaking the c:rcle. AEI the renewe: s:ect-

ii6ht on the extent of poverty in the United States beeane

leuch attention centered on the "disadvanta6ed student," "the culturally

de_prived student," "the underprivileged student," and "the secially

inpeverisned student." A .:reat deal of writin ana discersion came

forth concernini: what the schools were doinc and nelecting to do to

74
meet the needs of these students.' The general line of reasoning

that characterizes this literature is captured succinctly by :artin

Deutsch who writes:

Aron: children who co::.e from le',7er-class soen'ly intsver-

isned circa:' Lances, there is a hicl. pronortion of school failure,

school dropouts, readin,; and learninL.

life adjustrent nroblens. his neans not only that these child-

ren crow up poorly equipped acadenically, but also that the effective-

ness of the school as a major institution for socialization is

diminished.

13Louis A. Ferman, et al (eds.), on. cit., pp. l3'' 5.

114 or a sselpling of this literature see Frank 7:c

Cultury rie-Tivod (hew York: Harper and

Kra:ier afl :;eymour Leventnan, Children of7 t1-1

(I:ew :lave n: Yale University Press, 1961); L. harry easscw
(111cation in De:fessecl 1,1-:!as (:ew York: r2eachers Collerel

University, 1963); and C.. Hunnicutt (ed.), Urbln ancl

Cultural Deprivation (Syracuse: Syracuse University cress , 1 964).
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The thesis here is that the lower-cla1;4 child cn4-ers
the school situation so poorly prepared to produce :rnat the
school demands that initial failures are almost inevitable,
and the school exi)erience becon3s ne,;atively rather than
positively reinforced. '.`::us, the child's exi,erience in scnool

does notnine to counteract the invidious influences to which

he is exposed in his slum, and scnetir:.es sei;regated nei,:nLor-

hood.15

Lducati:Jnal and other institutions re.spohded to this erc's1c7.

in various vo.;;s. In sore instances local school districts rf-al7c-at,d

tortions of their resources to fashion special eiucation serviccs for

these sT,udents and occasionally the districts were assieted in the

develoment of proiyans by private foundations.
16

recentl:',

from our interests most frportantly, they have received aii fro: the

Federal L:o-v.ernment under its various anti-poverty :rsijrarl.-; enacted

by the ;.ennedy-Johnson Adrinistrations. Tncse proLI%-s

Area l',cdeveloent Act of 1562, the Vocational Lducation Act of

and most i=portantly the 7..cono:7.ic Opportunity Act of 196:. r:he latter

lez;islat'on represents the first :ajor trocra::. oric,inated bv

Johnson in his declared war on _over y. environental conaiticns

+ +re -abed to cne an,..-no verty the rationale -t

and its political appeal. are not unrelated to the kind of school aid

bill presented to the natio:.al lecislature in 1965.

"It is su-n-e,ted that ..e-e=,hazis on _,over :r in Azerlea

and its linkace to the function of education constitutes an i:-::2ortant

,.....C.Awily.omimmama,-
-c
-L/Yartin Deutsch, "The Lizadvantaced Child c...d the Lc-rnin:.;

Process," in :tarry Pa:..sow (ed.), cis., p. 163.

16A su.=ry of the various -;,ro;---..a:7-3 in usere:tien in

can be found in U.S. Department of Eealth, :ducations Zelfar:,

Office of Education, Prorrarns for :,:lucationall7;farlvantcrea

ton, D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1962).
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environmental change which took place between the school aid fiu.t

in 1961 and the passage of the federal aid bill in 1965. A.40,fta "4,14.40-.;.

in which this development was utilized by t.le proponents of the

in 1965 will be illustrated below. However, 'before turnin: to that

discussion it is necessary to review educational chaniLes which resulea

fYom t.etropolitanisL ane. the civil rints rcvement since these factors

contributed additional new environmental in:;uts.

!'etrcr,o14 and C:t-

The renewed interest in poverty and its implications for

education occurred almost si-.ultanecusly with the reccznition of

another set of social patterns which also pro.luced ir.i:ortant conse-

quences for the education function.
4-^

concurrent shift of people, jobs, and economic activities from

the rural to the urban and from the city to the suburban areas cf the

nation. This total process and its various social, economic, and

political conccnitan..s been Le_, "...ea a,

4-+ :7.ortant to note ' 4 in cont.-6.st to the ter:. ur,..:.izatio", "ich

basically refers to the Lro-,:th of relaively 1.:..ri;o, densely po.:u.late.;,

non-farm centers (cities) and all of the accc:.panyinc conditions,

concept of metropolitanization stresses the spill -over cf urban

populations and activities beyond the ::overnmental boundaries of cities

into the surrounding area. This latter process is not new, in

17-..ucn recent literature deals with this topic. ?c:-

cc:ne:ral acco.,.ntc see Rcsece 1,:artin and Lou,:las Price, - c-

:: (and It Syracuse: :axwell Graduate School, Syracuse :::iversity,

19c0); :;cott Greer, Tne_17,rer-inc! Citv: ar.:1

The Free Press, 1962;and Jane: Bollens and henry Schmandt, The; : ro-

tolis (New York: Harper and Bow, 1965) .
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it began at a noticeable pace in the last half of the nineteenth

.18
century;

World War

however, its reacceleration has occurred in the post-

II period, as is shown by the data presented in Table 3.

TABLE 3

POPULATION GROW= IN TEE ma= STATI-S, IN
KETROPOLITAN AREAS AND DISTRIBUTION WITHIN

METROPOLITAN AREAS: 1900-1965 (Conter-
minous United States)

Percent

United States T'SA rr of 21:LA

Percent Percent as Per- Fon.

Pcpulation Increase Popula- Increase cent of Outide
by tion by Total Cen.

(C00) Decade (000) Decade Pol;u1E. Cities

1900 75,995 MM. 31,836 MM. 41.9 37.6

1910 91,972 21.0 42,012 32.0 45.7

1920 105,711 14.9 52,508 25.0 49.7

1930 122,775 16.1 66,712 27.1 54.3 35.4

1940 131,669 7.2 12,576 8.8 55.1

1950 150,597 14.5 86,964 22.6 59.0 41.3

1960 178,1;64 18.4 112,385 eV' -) 63.0 143.6

1965 19:,185 N.A. 123013 N.A. 65.0 51.9

Source: U.S. Bureau of the Cenzus, U.S. a.ns::; cf

tic:: 1960 Selected Area 2encrts Stanch rd 5tatistics.1

Area:;. and ____-entPou.ti.onlletcrtsCuri , Series P-20, No. 151, Apri.1

19, 1966.

The statistics included in this table atterpt to sumnarize

three relevant population trends: (1) the populaticn within :Letro-

eMil.els

8See Adna F. Weber, 7;:e Crouth of the Ci7,iC3 in t1-.: :inel:Lunth1

Century- (New York: The 1.!acmillan Coni.any, 1 yi9) and Bla:,:c ::cHtavey,

The "Qrb&nization of Anerica 1860-2211 (New Brunswick: Rutgers

University Press, 19 particularly pp. 232-238.
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politan areas has increased since 1900 at a more rapid rate than

the United States population in general; (2) the proportion of the

United States population living within netropolitan areas has

increased since 1900 and is row 65 per cent of the total; and (3)

the proportion of the population within netro')olitan areas livinz;

outside the central cities has increased considerably since 1940,

when it was at approximately the sa.r.e level that it was at the turh

of the century.

This latter development, in terms of cur i=nediate inter,:st,

is the nost significant since it hints at an important cpulation

characteristic of the metropolitan process: the decentralization of

population from the central city to areas outside the central city.

This trena is illustrated more clearly and specifically in Table 1.

which shows the shift in population in both sectors of

largest r_etropolitan are for tne decade 1950-1963. :he central

cities ,sf ;hese areas, with the exce-Aien of :,!ilwaukee,

and the Southern cities, all experienced a aecline in population during

the ten-year period while their outside central city areas ull .aner-

went substantial population increases. Althouuh ti.eze ficures are

for only fifteen of the 212 mctropelitan areas in 1960, they are

generally representative of national patterns. The Ziouthern and

Western metropolitan areas have exterienced both central city and

outside central city growth; however, in ;he other sections of the

country the large central cities have tended to either remain at t:-.cir



1950 population level or decrease, while their suburban areas have

increased in population.19

POPULATION 03WM IN C=AL CITY AND C=I::
CL:;TRAL CITY ALL.; 1; LA201-Sr2

195J-1500

1960
(ow)

1-ercont in

crease
clncE lcc.0

1)60
(30)

:?ercc:.t

"Pro,

Nuw York

*Los AnL,ules

Detroit
Lalthore
Eouston
Cleveland
Vashinc.t.cn

Louis

:rancisco
..;oston

Lails
New Orleans

United :tates
all S::LA's,

7 P

3,550,
2 82)

2,002,
1,670,

939,
938,
576,
763,

750,
741,

1,159,

(971
675,
627,

58,004,

- 1.9
27.1

- 3

9,7
1.1

57.1;

- )42

-

12.5
lc

1 r:

- 13.0
..50.4
10.0

10.7

0 (.0"') 9

sld

!Y r"

2,347),

2 n9"--), 1a.9

872
2

11

./.

7

r^r

403,

2L09

54
11
880

.

1 ."

I j

L
'd

"
j.0;

/,

c

*Includus Lcnc :each

..nc_Ludes

Scurce: U.S. :areau 02 the Census, 7.7. of 7c -on:
:0(0. Vol. :, Chara,..ter'zitic of t;t:e Par;; A. .,11:-.ser of

Inhabitanzs, Table 33.

These population trends alone carry implication:3 for educatio:..

The rapid increase of population in the outside central city area,

AsIMI
.or a discussion of these rerional di2ferenc,2s see Alan

Ca=pbell and Seynour Sacks, Vetronolitan Arericn.:
and Governrental S' steps (forthcominG publication by Free Presc, 1 9C7).
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particularly of married couples with young children, put a treren-

dous strain on the educational facilities available in these area:,

and was reslionsible, in part, for the large capital expenditures of

suburban school districts during the 1950's. However, these basic

population trends take on even LIeater significance for the education.

function when they arc examined in relation to such factor; az race,

income, and educational attainment. :xaninud in these tcrns, it

becones apparent that the redistribution of population wit.nin metro-

pclitan areas has not occurred cn a random basis.

shift is not only a ratter of nurber of people, it also invcivcs

a sortinL;-out process. In General, it is the poor, less educates.,

non-white k:ericans who are remaining in the central city and the

higher income, better educated, whites who are.mloving out, althouz:h

this descri:Aion must be :lualified somewhat in t rEs of the size of

the metropolitan area and the region o f t he country in which it iz

located. The larger the retropolitan area however, the more accurate

is this description.

A look at Table 5 iIlurtrates this .:)oint rel.tive to the

emerging racial composition of large central cities. It indicates

that all of the largest central cities, regardless of Irtether they

lost population or not since 1950, had a cons_Iderable increase in

Negro population.
20

In ae:dition, eleven out of the fifteen citics

underwent a simultaneous loss of white pcDulation.

20
This is not a new pattern; for a discv.s:;ion of the 15L-

1950 aecade see Eorton Grodzins, The ::etroroiitan Arca r.3 a 7ncia:
Problem (Pittsburgh: University of Pittsburgh Press, 195c,).

4
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differences exist, but as the total line in the table shows cen:;ral

cities in Eeneral are becominG increasingly inhabited by : :ice;,.

"ABLE 5

WHITE AED NITTO PULAT-rON
15 LARG= CI.=, 1950-1960

Wh2,.to

.crcent
ancLe

1c,60 Since

(0CC) 1_222_

7L;.ro

Cince

Yk;rk

Chicz,:;o

*Lcs

Detrcit
241ti::3r0

Ecustcn
Cleveland
1:!ashincon

LcLis

*an :'rancicco

DL7las
New Orleans

All Central
Cities

e l,
0

S S
2)713)
21391)
1211072

121332
6112

721,
623,

345,

534,
67(,2

05,
629)

548,
393,

47,575,

0.7

lr 4

-13.3
-23.5

53.1
-13.6

-33.3
-24.3

9.9

45.5

1.2

4.7

rsnn

529,
V32)
31.°)
215,
2`77

S

_/ - )

1 o,

129,
234)

9,7040

1r r

(c7 1

r).',.':

.1
5

..6

28.5

50.3

-

,-.n ,-

=2.2

,
c

on

11,3

1:4.3

L..e

/

*Includes Lone; Beach

4"Includes Oakland

ource: U.S. Li reau of 4-^,A U

Fe?.ected Area Reportst -e-,

-'able 1.

This decrease in whites, who are t:enerally riddle class in

their social and economic characteristics, and incr;:ase in ::L!croes,

who are less economically affluent, presents central cities
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number of General problems and some specific educational. prob1es.
21

If low income, for example, is related to educational achievement,

and there is considerable evidence that it is, then the fact that

central cities are becor.linc increazincly inhabited Ly ::c roc::, ha: un

important impact on the school system due to, among other thincs,

the incore characteristics of :;eLroes.

It is a well known fact that NeLroes earn less than whites

in the United States. Specifically, the median income for all white

income earners in 1959 was y3,027 per year compared to :r1,519 fcr all

Negro earners--about 50 per cent of the white income. ::ore recent

data indicate that the relative levels have not chanLed.

white male workers fourteen years and over earned ::;14,316 in contrast

")0
L.

to :::2,444 for Negro male workers, again about a 50 per cent difference.

These income differences are reflected in data which cc:L-sares

t:le proportion of families earning less than :,;3,000 cn a central city-

outside central city basis. Centlz1 cities in cLeral have a larr

percentage of such families than do their suburban areas--18 ter cent

to 12 per cent. Even more siL;nificant, ,:iven the 1;opulation tr,nds we

21por a con;ariscn cf relevant 'ifferencrs ZUC.
of Labor, 'he :conor-ic of th is

D.C.: U.L3. Govcr-T%cnt ::_ntinc Office, .._u2);
D,.ireau of the Cerc-us Currev. 7("'i0"" n-')- --

142, "Ne-ro Population: Al_rch 1965," (V r:ton, D.C. : "j.S. Lever:: -

rent Printin:; Cffice, 1965); and U.S. 2ei.,a_r tr ent of Ls:bor, Mc :7e-rc

r7le Case for :7aticnal Action (ashiniton, D.C.: C.C. Csv.:rnment

22Cee Sexton, ot. cit.; K. Thomas Jares, et e7. cit.;
and Burkhead, cit.

23U.S. 3ureau of the Census, "Necro Population: parch,
on. cit., and U.S. Department of Labor, The 'e_ro Far'i: The Case
fo :rational Action, op. cit.
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have discussed, is the fact that the population of central city

non-whites with incomes under .33,000 is more than double the accn.,

white proportion-14 per cent compared to 36 Ider cent.
24

Const...t..y,

if present population shifts continue, and there is little eviuenee

that they will not, it is clear that many central cities will beec:-c

the principal location of the 2overtv croups discussed a'sove.

An examination of the data Ixesented in :able C ouausts

another future characteristic of larTo central eitit.:s.

that the 1960 proportion of the central city population tenty-five

years and older with at least four year of :ii;-;h school was less

than 40 per cent while in urban fringe communities the eorparable

ficare was 52 per cent,
25

A Glance at the last column in is able

shows that this difie_ence is likely to become even Lreater 6s he

non-white proportion of the cities' population increases. :nose

latter ficures imply the possibility that so: et like 70 -per cen-.

of non-white central city students have arents vith less

school education. Indeed, about 61 :7-er cent of ::::,.roc:

years old and over had no nore than ei years of schoolin _;-

...nese income and educational characteristics of ne-rees

have several implications for school ace ::ecroes. Com.inc: from

with low income and educational levels they are loss th(ln

averace middle-class white pupil to be e: posed to an environment w.hich

24:: constitute 92 per cent of non-vhiten in the I.nited

States; thus the words are used interchancably in this stud;,'.

25Urban Prince is that portion of the outside central city area

which is most "thickly' settled" accordinc to criteria established

the Census Bureau.
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TA3LE 6

EDUCATIONAL ATTAINL.I:T OF PERSONS 25 YEIT.S 01:
OLDER IN 15 URBAIII7.:;;D AREAS, BY RESIDa:CE,

BY COLOR: 1960

U.banized Area

Percent 4 Years of Eir:1 creimimmoNmrliae

Central Ci.ti Url)an Frinre
Central Cit.;

71.
4

Yor:t.

ChicaGo
Los An;;eles

Philadelphia
Detroit

36.4
35.3

53.4
30.7
34.4

1111.11111.001.1110=111M1111111111MD

48.7

53.9
53.4
48.o
47.5

2

2

r
n( C

Baltiore 28.2 42.3 1907
:Touston 45.2 50.1 2602
Cleveland 30.1 55.5_

Washin:ton 47.8
St. Louis 26,3 43.
/ilwaukee 39.7 54.4 267.0

San Francisco 49.4 57.9 3).1
Boston 44.6 55.8
Dallas 48.9 56.4 25.2
New Orleans 33.3 4.6 lC

Mean 38.4 52.0

Source: Ocr.puted fron U.S. 2ureau of the Census, "J-,. Carus
of Po-nulr.tion: -),,o General ocinl and .7._concr_c

WashinL;ton, D.C.: U.S. Government Printinc Cffice, and u.S.
Census of Por,ulation and Enusini-: 1Q60 Census Tr,7.cts.

has materal objects such as mazazines, books, records, and a L.,tuiy

area that aid a student's school performance or a value structure

whi'h stresses the importance of Educational aClievement. As the

material in Table 7 points out, students with such a bach,:round Ina:Ze

up a considerable proportion of the school population in larc,e cities.

In many respects they constitute the basic problc:: confrontinL; these

school districts because they require special educational cervices

that central city school districts cannot support riven their acclininc;

.4

,,,,,,,Dmpv,----42.11... al cu.. -c-,-,=az==wall=r1 W=3"1:C=AVI.V4.11C7Otai=2,....1.a.t.Uit."4-0111a3=C-113Prir==.-fan"
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fiscal resousces.
26

If the present population trends continue anc:

if white families remaining in the central city continue to send

their ehildren to private schools in increasing numbers, as they

presently are, then other central city school districts nay be con-

fronted with a school population that is over 75 per cent non-white,

as is now the case in Washington, D.C., and encounter t'ne pr,:b1c.7.6

which accompany such a school population composition.

PERCENT

AIJI71

NOU -WHITE POPULATI02: CONT2ASTED 7-TH P.-.:Iscz:72

NON-WHITE SCHOOL F07. 15

LARGEST CIT:ES: 1960

Percent Non-
white of Total
Population

.,ew York 14.0%
22.9

Los br.f;eles 12 .2

Philadelphia 26.4
72etroit 28.9
Baltimore 34.7
Kouston 22.9
Cleveland 28,6
:ashinL:ton 53.9

., 4 n
L./44 1JUsA 28.6

8.4

L;an Francisco 14.3
Ecston 9.1
Dallas 19.0
New Orleans 37.2

Percent Non-
whfte of School

291Ellti" iln IMMO

22.05 8.05

39.8 16.9
2-3.5 8.3
46.7 23.3
42.9
50.1 15.
30.2
1.(

0 '7

r
7.7 .
,Iel

23.2
7 r

30.5 lo.2

26.0 7 r

55.4 18.2

Source: U.S. Bureau of the Census, ofMa
Celect.72d Lrca 2e7Jorts. 2tanc:ard

and 2::ncral ,ocial and cono.:,:ic aaracteristizs:

This brief discussion as atterpted to outline some cf

salient aspects of postwar metropolitanization that are Eost relevant

411111 OW.

26
For a discussicn of -Cnis point see Alan C4r-7,be11

Meranto, "The 7.retropolitan Education Dilemma: :,:atchinz.,;

to Needs," Urban Affairs Quarter LL (Sepember, 1966).

=,:0==. latclooramoSA=110......1.--=7-11.4=4 o=.4

an:1

7..escurces

emaa.oti01.1.4SCZIP,VOCIPr=171=OfP0011..:inamntrcrvtavamyrtmaren=7Inferm4Von.=1119C-Mar.7-4KL-301z4ci
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to the educational conditions existing in large cities. It is not

being suggested that the process of metropolitanisn and its conscrLuences

are unique to the 1961-1965 period; however, it is proposed that

those aspects which were identified as being nost pertinent to arcs_::

education became particularlj visible in the r:id-19:0's. These factors

were most explicitly related to the question of federal aid for educa-

tion by its proponents during the 1965 cor4;ressional

specifying how this was done, it is necessary to review several event:

which apparently stimulated the increased recognition cf these condi-

tions.

As noted earlier, the publication of 1:arrington's

The Other America played an important role in s irring the renawed

emphasis cn American poverty. A book written by James Conant in

1961 entitled Sluns and Suburbs perforred a sirilar Publicity funct:on

for calling attention to the status of large city education systems.

In this slim but widely referred-to volt e, Conant contrasts the

dichotorous characteristik.s of public schools in what he desi7natez

as "city slums and wealthy suburbs."

the metropolitan context we have discussed, he arLue:; that:

Me are allowin,-; social dnc...te to ace=u1c.te in or
larze cities . . . . The buildini: f aF,o a ns c'
and frurtrated :ear° youth in conc.;,...;ted of a cit:- a

social -...-:enomenon that ray be conpared te the of

inflr.,=able material in an e:::pt:r in.a city blec?,.

Potentialities f(4- trouble - indeed possibilities of disaster -
are surely there.

e7

'Mil; view is based upon a nunbcr of characturiuti,2s

Conant attributes to schools in large centr.-t1 cities. Ir. accorda:.cc

41.1. mama"

27,,uu=s B. Conant, Sl= f:nd Cuburl;s:
in !'etronolitan Areas (I:ew York: The I:ew Anerican Library,

pp. 10 and 24.

u =rm..= c.v.race. v=e7,1v.71.7.,....
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with what we have already observed, he points out that the larce

rthern cities are increasinzly being inhabited by low income and

"inadequately" educated Negroes, many of whom have recently mcve,:. fro::

the rural sections of the Zouth. Their children, who are in need of

special educational traininG and services because of their bac::Lrounds

are becominG a larder and larGer proportion of the school pc.culation

in these cities. This increase in recd has put the city schools at

a disadvanta,;e because of the financial condition o:' cities relative

to their suburban areas. Conant arcues that while wealthy C*6.1,4:1

school di tricts can afford to support per pu'D'l (1.enditurcs cf ,11000

per year, bit.; city school districts, with their needy student body,

spend less than half that arcunt. In addition, sul,urban di;Jtricts

Generally have spacious and well-equipped modern school plants nanned

by as ::,any as 70 professionals per 1,000 pupils in contrast to city

slum schools which often are overcrowded, dilapidated structures

staffed by 40 or fewer professionals per 1,000 pupils.

There is no doubt that Conant, as he sel,:eted extr:.:ne

cases and sc::.ewhat ovcrsimnlified comperiso:.s to illu:,trate t.

Eowever, the siE,nificant fact is that hls d(_piction of the educational

problems in city schools as contrasted to those in suburban schools

was accurate enough to Gain widespread attenticn and ccrInent.

this book was being- reads reviewed, and referred to, another set of

circuiztances was simultaneously ,;ainine, :=entu::. and also appears to

have done such to attract public attention to the eo.ucational situation

in larGe cities. The reference here is to the accelerated pace of

28Ccnant, on. cit., pp. 11-12.

car:..rataa.crs crnrac.xn,sy.I..ns,....V..v=Xs=...rnrwo

IV
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the civil rights movement durinu this period and it role in

lighting the predicament of urban schools and :e,l,roe:; in Lr.Lricz..n

society.

IV. Mc 7:ew 'Thruct of Civil

The pli6ht of the ::eiyo has been relatea too well

and too often by others to be profitably repeated here. 1:atl.er than

reiterate an account of the historical factors which ha-i contriuted

to the status accorded to :;eL-roes in the UniteLl States and earlier

attenl.sto made by them and others to innrove their situation, this

section will focus, due to the nature of this study, on sera: cf

more recent efforts nude to grant ::ecroes an equal opportunity to ta?.e

their rizhtful part in the social, economic, and political life

the society.

y y..i.ko is of course difficult wo date with any cer.,

of the current phase of the civil riots move:zent, but surcly two events

which occurred in the nid-1950's save an 4.::.i:crtant f.:-.petuL, to t:.e

recent str--"-"ik... The first event was t.0 histeric decis'on

by the "L;nited States :;111,e;:.e Court on ::ay ;3, lr)54, in the cane of

..,r on v. 3card of 1_.ucation of '2o-oeka. :Tritin- for a uhani7.ous court,

(jhief Ju.Aice Larl warren stated that " . . . in the field of

education the doctrine of ise;;arate but ucuals has no ..ce.

educational facilities are inherently une,lual."
29

4:,:thouGn the Co.,-t'.

implementinj, decree did not co=and the immediate adission of ::eLro

pupils to schools from which they had bee:. previously barrek:, it dit
GINV ....../.

29suoted in U.S. Comnis.Jion on Civil Ri,;hti;, tr
.D .

rC uovermnent Printing " 7d

ig67;=,==' - .0.411,e1 4"0 ..........s.1.11.1144.1,12=S rtz..h 1*....A ',II'. A ..Ira..,"Ti=.7.2,12e O C.3.1.1.=71.0ruleso....m.......s.-,.1..
^.1 V I

- mm ......

r,
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state that the transition to a racially non-discriminatory school

system should be acconplished "with all deliberate speed." Ce-ta:Ln1:-

many proponents of school desecrecation rust be less than :-..leased

with its pace, particularly in the deep Couth where little more than

2 per cent of all ::ez;ro students are attendinL: schools with white:,;

however, it is reasonable to suLest that the V.

decision established an ii:;ortant princii:le in the field of civil

rights and provided renewed eneri:y for its advocates.-j

in the winter of 1955-56 another occurrence cave the

novenent an additional injection. Le,..1 by the younL

I inister, Vartin Luther Kink, Jr., who tre:_ched 4 .e stren`,.. ci ---

violent resistance, the Negroes. of 1.:ontcorery),Alaba7%, *J. C

bus boycott which gained national attention. and his orL;anization,

the Southern Christian Leadership Conference, stressed the stratc,:y of

mass, b'..t peaceful, action which brour-ht ::cgroes into tl.e streets to

press their case for equality. In contrast to the -.,:t cos of such

oranizations as the ::ational Association fov sf the

Colored which 6enerally pursued C., tVC2 -

or throw:: quiet necptiation, tie new al,i;vcach bean the current Lode

of involving larEe numbers of Neroes in aelonstrations.

Further momentum was gained in 7Csruary, 19:.:31 when fc.ar

:,e6ro students at the Agricultural and Tcchnical Collej,e in Crcensboro,

1:orth.Carolina, at down at a lunch counter and were denied cc:rvIc..:.

30-ee Layard Rustin, "Fron Protest tc Politics: The 7uturc
of the Civil Richts !!ovement," in Louis A. Fernan, et al (cds.),
pp. cit.) pp. 457-470.

wa vo r = = I .0=2.71 mit., ^-,--.11FIVtar.

(21
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They decided to stay in their seats until the diner closed thus

initiatinG the "sit-in" and brinGinc into prominence another civil

richts orGanization, the ConGress of Racial Ecivality. r.,he sit-ins

eventually led to kneel-ins, .ray-ins, stall-ins, and other fors

of non-violent protest. :--yy the sprinj of 1961, ::ecrous and IThitez

rode toi,;ether throuch the South on "Freedom 2:uscs," domain dine their

local riGhts to share alike in the restaurants, -,7aitint roorrs, and

rest rool;:s at interstate rail and bus terminals.31

Intensity of action reached an hiLh durinc

and lay of 1963 in birmincham, Alabama. Lescribed :inc as "(l'he

most thorouchly segreGated bin city in the U. S. ," Ilin-inilham

the tarcet for a macs non-violent campaign: to end discrimination in

restaurants, shops, and erployment. rarchers met ur, with an .-aent

advocate of segreL;ation in 2olice Commissioner L,;.Lenc: "T-u21" Connsr

who secured an injunction aGainst the rarch. Connor and his deputies

met the archers daily and arrested hundreds cf them.

was jailed on Good Friduy, A:eril 12, and by 1.ustor hatenin-,a

in ::irmincham became the focus of naticr.Li attention. Durinj, thc

week of :ay, daily newsral,ers and eveninc television 1-,ros

showed the marchers, including: :any women and children, seinG sna:z..cd

at by polio: and thrashed by powerfsul fire hosea.

doj;s and f::2-(2 hoses of LiniinLham became, as T.luodore :7r;ite has

suGested, the symbols of the Arerican :c,1-;ro revolution an ,
.At.:;04-2

the symbols which pricked the conscience of the nation. _ndeed, -,, _a

.M.,

The interstate Com:7erce r111.-,_ in 1)55 t. -:t the

sccrecatinn of intecstate trans:,ortation facilities as, illeal.

32-,,hcodore Wh4te -1_?fn of t' le 7-

':ork: Atheneum lublishers, ). 1N-11)(_,:

an interixetation of the in.1;act of the civil rihts oh national

presid:!ntial

C:.-741=



reported that President Kennedy often said, "The civil rights movement

should thank God for Bull Connor. He helped it as much as Abranam

Lincoln.
163

Although the new push for civil rights was initiated in tne

South, it gained sufficient momentum to make the issues equally impor-

tant and dynamic in the Northern and Western urban centers. Tne social

and economic problems confronting I:egrous in tne mia,;or central cities

seemed to become more conspicuous during this period. Repeatedly,

the question was raised concerning the extent to which tne scnsols

were perpetuating, instead of reaucing, the problem.

Evidently, some Negroes a.id Negro ordnizations felt that

the schools were doing more to perpetuate the ixoblems tnur. to solve

them. In 1964, for example, a series of scncol boycotts were conducted

by Negroes in New York City, Chicago and several of ,:r cities. ?roteL;ting

the existence and spreaa of what has come to be cdlied (ie factor school

segregation, the boycotters argued that more and more :;e,;ro st.udent:,

were being forced to attend schools exclusively or prcc.c:::inantly

lated by Negroes.- Although some acknswledged tne pcir.t thu.t tr.e

increase in de facto segregation was-reldIed to the changing populLtion

composition

33C,uoted in Theodore C. Sorensen, 1-.Tened7 (New York: har-:?er

and Row Publishers, 1965), D. 489.

3
iYor an analysis of the New York boycott,.;, see 1-ert E. LwansJon,

Social Inl:c:-ratior, Controvt:rsiz in 2;cr Yor:: D.C.:

Office of Lducation, Cooperative lAe:;earch lu5).
Also see Robert L. Crain, Cchnol Des'er-rtio:Iir, the :%nrth
N4-ional Opinion Research Center, 196u) for d discussion of the roli-
tics of school integration in eight large cities.
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of the cities, the protesters stressed the point that the increase

was due to the past gerrymandering of school district lines by school

officials and the present lack of redistricting or other corrective

methods by officials which would result in racially balanced schools.

In addition, they pointed out that schools with large non-white student

bodies are Generally second-rate; they arc more likely than "rhite"

schools to be overcrowded, old, dilapidated, and lacking in educational

equipment. Yore importantly, they also tend to be staffed Ly less

qualified teachers, many of who are substitutes ;;;rich seldor.. are

willing to go or remain in a "slum" school if they can help it. It

was, and still is, argued that Negro pupils as a result of these factors

are receiving less than an equal opportunity to achieve an adeyeate

education. Not trusting that predominantly nor.-.bite schcels will

or can be upgraded, Negro spokesmen have continued to press for inte-

grated schools based on the proposition that this is the only means to

insure quality education for Teo younceters.-35

he validity of the ceeiticieme leveled at the .;drools by e,re-
.

testers and the usefulness of the strateLeLes they have ueilized to

pursue their coals are complex issues which will not be explcred here.

more central to the concern of this study is the fact that all of the

boycotts, deeonstrations, public meetinEe3, newspaper articles, becks,

and television broadcasts which have dealt with these issues have

41110111110MIIMO

5Literature on this general issue is volu:einoue,

selected diecuesione see :athen Glazer, "Is interatien T-ozeeble

the "eew ':ors: City Schools?" Ce-ee2nteee-, Eepten7eer, 1e63;

De Facto Public School Se-ree-t4o- " Vi'7--eva Lee ::ee4.0w I Lee- .)

1961; Daniel Levine, "City Schools Today: Tho Lete -eith :oo Litele,"

Phi Delta Ye...nenn, Spring, 1961; were ,r Larner, "The 7:ew Eeecel

Crisis,' Dissent, Spring, 1964; Charles E. Silherran, Crisie in

and WI-alto C7e73.ork: Rendor Souse, 1964), Chapter 9, "r:ne 2:ce-_ee a : :d

the School.;" and nartin "'aver, "Close to ridnight for the :",ew

Schools," New York Tires reeeefee, May 2, 1965.
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performed the function of focusing public attention and concern

on the circumstances surrounding central city schools.

This action, in both the Southern and Northern regions cf

country, has made the current civil rights movement one of the central

forces of social change in contemporary America. :n addition tc

general influence, a strengthened civil rights novement has had an

important bearing on the topic of this investigation in two specific

ways: (1) it promoted the enactment of the Civil Rights Act of 1961,

which eventually undercut an issue which had previously complicated

the passage of federal aid to education bills and (2) it called

renewed attention to the relative circumstances of ::ekes in Arerica,

particularly in relation to the educational opportunities available

to Negro youngsters in the cities.

The initial action to press for additional civil rights legis-

lation began during the Kennedy Administration. President Kennedy,

after r_uch consultation with various parties and deep consideration

for its possible influence on the enactment of other key progrars,

sent his civil rights bill to Congress on June 19, 1963.36 Reiterating

statistics he had used in his opening debate with Presidential candidate

Richard Nixon and his Civil Rights Yessage of February, 1963, the

President noted:

The Negro baby born in America today, regardless of

the section of the nation in which he is born, has about

one -half as much change of con: feting high school as a

white baby born in the same place on the sable day, cne-

third as much chance of completing college, cne-third as much

3 °For insightful accounts concerning the political issues
surroundinr civil rights, the type of bill proposed, and its tin-in;:,

see Soren::en, on. cit., pp. 470-506, and Arthur Schlesincer, Jr.,

A Th°".121:11aL,SLLEtEPEaLLID1121ILati1111 (,"ton: 11°uEllt"
Mifflin Company, 1965), pp. 924-977.
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chance of becoming a professional man, twice ari nuch
chance of becoming unemployed, about one-seventh as
much chance of earning $10,000 a year, a life expec-
tancy which is seven years shortex;4 and the prospects
of earning only one-half as much.'

Among other things, the legislation called for a variety of

reformulations in the votinE; rights laws, goverru,:ental authority to

file suit to desegregate public accommodations, a provision waist

would supply the Attorney General the power to initiate school decegrcEa-

tion suits, additional programs to assure fair employment, and a

provision authorizing the Federal government to withhold funds for

programs in which discrimination was practiced.

'luring his first appearance before the United E,tates Congress

following the assassination of President Knnnedy on 1:ovember 22, 1963,

President Johnson urged "the earliest possible passage of the civil

rights bill for which he (President Kennedy] fought so long." The

bill was passed in the House of Representatives by a two-to-one margin

in February, 1964. After a filibuster of almost three months, the

Senate took the unprecedented step of vcting to curtail a filibuster

against civil rights legislation. The Senate bill was altered zo

place more stress on local enforcement and the House accepted tile till

as modified by the Senate. Belpre a nationwide television audience

President Johnson signed the bill into law on July 2, 1964.

Under Title VI of the 1964 Civil Ri6hts Act no program or

activity receiving federal assistance may discriminate against per

because of race, color, or national origin. If such practices are

37Quoted in Sorensen, op. sit. p. 472.

;s.
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verified by a federal agency and not voluntarily terminated, the

agency is authorized to halt the distribution of funds to the unit

involved after providing an opportunity for a hearing and after

giving the appropriate legislative connittees thirty days' notice.

The in ;fusion of this provision in leL:islation passed six

months before Congress began its hearings on the Education Act of

1965 generally eliminated from the sphere of discussion a controversial

issue--the grantivg of federal aid to segregated educatic.:1 -,ysters--

which had in recent years been one of the key factors hindering the

creation of a solid coalition of federal aid proponents.

Since 1950 the National Association for the Advancement of

the Colored People (NAACP), which has supported federal aid for

education since it was organized, has insisted that any education aid

program include a stipulation barring federal funds to segregated

schools.
38 Testifying before the House Subcommittee on :ducation in

1961, Clarence Mitchell, director of the Washington 2ur...au of the

NAACP, made it clear that this position was not sub,;ect to comEdrorise

when he stated:

We shall never cease to resist the dishonest and

undemocratic idea that the taxpayers of all the States

should be called upon to build segregated schools in

a few states; no shal7 we be silent when such proposals

are made.39

11
38Prior to 1950 the NAACP had stressed the equal distribution

of funds among schools. See Frank J. Munger and Richard F. 7,=.:nno,

Jr., National Politics and Federal Aid to Education (Syracuse: Syracuse

University Press, 1967775777:7:

39House Committee on Education and Labor, Feeiersa Ai: to

pools, p. 666.
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Other advocates of federal aid, to the dismv of the NLA:2,

have been more willing oh occasion to the point 'in their

enthusiasm to attract Southern support for school aid bills. Althouch

condemning segregation in schools, many of the croups (such as the

National Education Association and the ArL.cic) have opi,ened, at onr.

time or another, an anti-segrecation Avendnent to pending bills.

Negro consressli.en have p-eviously split on the issue; '2,epresenta4.ive

Adam Clayton Powell has often introduced or threatened to i.-,troduce

such an amendment and has been supported by Representative Charles

.Diggs of Detroit but opposed by.Representative'William Dawson tf

Chicago. 40

However, the existence of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 during

the 1965 congressional hearings and floor debates on education aid

meant that dissension among supporters of aid resulting Ire::

segregation issue was no longer a potential threat to the creation

of a cohesive proponent coalition. Tt also eliminate,1 the pozsibility

of non-Southern opponents of aid voting for the inclusion of a se,recAtion

amendment and then turning around to vote against the bill cn a final

roll ccell as was the case in 1956 and 1960. Consec.uently, tl.e civil

rights legislation of 1964 represents an excellent exsrple of how a

previous output of the political system may have a feedback affect

on the current political process.

Ito
James Q. Wilson, Nepalgjolitics: The rearch for Lcaderzl-ir.

(New York: The Free Press, 1960 ), pp. 114-115.
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V. The Rationale for Federal Aid to
Education: The 19,5 Version

.

In this review of p6verty, metropolitanism, and civil

rights an attempt has been made to specif'y the nature.of three

environmental changes which occurred in kmerican society durin.- the

early 1960's. The reraining task is 'ofold: to demons trate how

these environmental changes 1,cre utilized by the proDonents of

sc.sool aid in 1965 in.constructing their new argsiler.-:. no: federal

support of education and to sake some assessment of the effective-

ness of this approach in promoting the passage of the 1965 legislation.

The first overt public hint concerning the kind of federal

aid to education program which would be presented for cons:deration

to the 89th Congress was given by President Johnson in his State of

the Union Yessage on January 4, 1965. Reviewing the national a,:enda,

the President stated: "I propose we bez;in a program in education

to insure every American child the fullest development of his mind

and skills." Later in the essage he elaborated slight'-r by sayin,;:

"For the.,primary and secondary school ysars we will aid sc ss.oci2

servint, w-incohujanilies and assist students in both public and

privase schoo

The pre:: ses and dimensions of the elementazy an (.. econds.ry

program were more explicitly put forth by the President in his

education message o the Congress a week later on January 12, .1')65.

41
U.S. Senate Connittee on Labor and Public elfare,

tar- and Secondary Education Act of 1 6 : "Lack round l'ateris.1
:,elated Presidential Recerrenatione Washington, U.C. Govern-
ment Printing Office, 196377 pp. 5 and 7.
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n accomplishments in the field of education

and the nation's dependence on-a strong educational system, the

President declared, "There is a darker side to education in leeer:.cf.."

He included in this view the student dropout rate, the crowtn3. une--

ployment of young people with an eighth grade education or leee,

the proportion of students not able to pursue a hither eelueation, thc

growth of enrollment at the elementary and secondary level, and the

need for facilities to meet this growth;

Referring to education as "(T)he No. 1 business of the AT:ericLn

people," the President outlined hic programs.

In the section devoted to elenentexy and secondary education

he noted that, in the past, six or seven years of schooling did not

seriously restrict an individual's opportunities, "but today, lac::

of formal education is likely to mean low wages, frequent uneneloynent,

and a home in an urban or rural slum."

The President continued his message by describing the relation-

ship between a deficient education and poverty. He rerar'eed:

Poverty has nary roots, but the tarroot in irnorancc:
Poverty is the lot of two-thirds cf the families in which
the. family head has had 9 years or less of schooling.

Twenty percent of the youth aced 19 to 24 vith an
eighth-grade educatioilor less are unerployed--four tines
the national average.4"

He continued by .stressing the point that poverty is not evenly

distributed throughout the nation thus presenting sl_ecial educational

problems for areas with disproportionate levels. Here the linlr.ae waz

rade between poverty and cities. The pattern was surmarized by the

4
2Ibid., p. 14.
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President in the following terms:

The burden on the Nation's schools is not evenly
distributed.. Low -moor: families are. 'heavily concen-
trated in particular urban.neic,hbOrhoods or -rural arcs_
raced with the Largest; educational needs, many of these
school districtS have inadequate financial resources.
This imbalance has bee:. increased by the movement cf high
income families from the center of cities to the suburbs--
and their replacement by low-incce families frcr rural
areas.

Despite a massive effort, our 'sic, Cities cenerLlly
spend only about to thirds as much per pupil as their
adjacen:. suburbs.

In our 15 larcest cities, 6o percent of the 10th
grade students from poverty neighborhcods dron cut
before finishinL high school.

This is a national problem. Federal action is nees:ed
to assist the States and localities in brinLinc the full
benefits of education to children of low-;.hoop efurilics.

The recommended national response to these conditions was

Title I of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 195.

noted previously, this is the key title of the Act. :t provides

federal funds to school districts based on the number of 5 to 17-

year -old children from families with an annual income below 2 ,000

or with a higher income as a consequence of aid to dependent chit Oren

relief puynents multiplied by 50 per cent of the avera,:e

expenditure in the state durinc, the school year 1()C1-64.

In order for a school district to receive the funds allocated

'to it on the basis of this formula, it :ust take an assesi;ment of the

educational needs of low-income both public and privi-te,

in its district and design special proGrans to assist these studen-ss.

Once the plans are formulated they are submitted to the State 2:epart:,:ent

of Education for review; if the State approves the plans the funds

43
Ibid., pp. 14-15.

4.*-4.11V 11E7 r.
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authorized are forwarded to the local schgeol district.
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utra..T.

Education Department is responsible for seeing that the plans SIft::

carried out and for providing the Federal Office of Education'with

evaluative reports.

In addition to recommending a program of aseistance to scLoc,is

serving children of low.,income families,. the Presic;ent also recenmeeded

a program to authorize grants to assist Si-ates in the purchaee of "*.doCi.:-,

for school libraries (Title II), t proposal to provide federal.funde for

the establishment of supplementary education centers and service::

within-con unities (Title 111), the creation, under the Cool,erative

Research Act, of''regional e4ucational laboratories to undertrIke

research, train teachers, and implement tested research findir.L:e

(Title IV), and a program to provide federal assistance to etreni:then

,
State education departments.(Title V).

44

Hearings on the Administration's bill were held Before

respective congressional committees during the last wee 7f January

and the first week of February, 1965. The leading Adninistratf.on

witnesses were, of course, the Secretary of Health, 'zclucat,iol:, and

Welfare, Anthony J. Celebrezze, and the Commissioner of Education,

Francis Keppel.

Speaking before the House Subcommittee on lalucr.tion on Je.nuary

22, Secretary Celebrezze reviewed the President's recuest and described

it as "something new and different in magnitude, in concept and in

direction It is a major innovation from Federal proposals

44
More will be said about these other titles of the Act

as they relate to the political issues that are discussed in Chapters
III and IV.

4
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and policies in recent decades, particularly with respect to

elementary and secondary education."45 Quoting the President's

remarks on, poverty in America, the.Secretary noted:' "The President's

program as embodied in H.R. 2362 is designed to break this cycle

which has been running on from generation to generation in this

most affluent period of our history."

In a similar fashion to the President's Education Message,

the Secretary sketched the relationships among poor education and

poverty, unemployment, delinquency, and crime. Ho continued by

stressing the seriousness of the dropout problem and the concentration

of poverty in the cities nd rural areas.

Tne caus= of these dropouts, and the despair and dis-
illusionment that characterize them, is not co =eh that
students have failed education as that education, as they
have found it, has far too often failed them

iducationts deficiencies, we have eon./ to roce7nizo, arenowhere more marked than in the poverty of the schools that
serve the children of the poor--in the heart of our :roatcities and in many rural nomnunities. In the case of thosecities and communities, poverty reduces local resources to t'noperil point. Because the tax base is low, funds for educa_tion are inadequate and the schools and the children suffer.

The testimony of Commissioner Koppel emphasized the correlations

among poverty, undereducation, unemployment, and the lack of financial

resources of cities and.rural areas to meet their educational needs.

Referring to the President's proposal to meet th so problems ho said:

The new program dramatically parts company ve_th educa-tion proposals and policies of the past . . a . It pro-vides aid to students in elementary and secondary schools

45douse Committee on Education and Labor, Aid tnIN..,.. Ilarand SeconciAry Education, 89th Congress, 1st Session (1965), p. 65.

46111., p. 66.
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to a larger degree than ever before proposed. It gives
special and long-needed attention to the education of the
children of the poor who need the best our schools can
give and who usually have received the worst, p . It
commits education to end the paralysis that poyerty breeds,.
a paralysis that id arox4c and contagious and' runs on from
generation to generation.47

The Commissioner supported his testimony by submitting; the

partial results of several studies which indicate the relationship

between income and e'ducational attainment. This relationihip waS

illustrated by reference to a study of Tucson, hrizona, in which the

forty-five census tracts of the city were divided into five major

groups on the basis of proximity and similarity of incone, educational

achievement, and housing conditions. As T&ble 8 indicates, the census

groups with the lowest family income had the lowest percentage of high

school graduates and the highest dropout rates.

TABLL 8

DROPOUT AND GRADUATION RATES IIJ TUCSON PUBLIC HIGH
SCHOOLS, 1960-0, AND SOCIO-ECONO DATA

BY GROUPS OF CENSUS TRACTS, 1960

5 of Stu-
dents Ln-

Cen- redian rolled
sus Total Yrs. of Vedian Who Drop-
Group Pop. School Incore Zed out

5 of au-
dents who
Graduated
from
E.S.

I 28,195 8.1k $3,669 17.. 1 37
II 44,052 ln.2 4,726 10.5 53

III 39:996 11.8 5,;308 10.4 75
IV 47,863 12.3 5,873 7.0 70
V 80,367 12.6 6,804 3.7 90

Supplementing the development of the bill's rationale as

constructed by the President, the Secretary, and the Commissioner as

47
Ibid.0 p. 83.
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the testimony of large city school superintendents. Several super-

intendents, representing fourteen large cities,48 were divided into

two groups: one to appear before the House cormitteesthe other 'cetera.

the Senate. Each superintendent briefly discussed the kinds of problems

confronting large city school systems. They usually illustrated their

points with references to conditions in their own districts and cop rented

on how the legislation under review would aid in mitigating Sore of

the problems.

The summary statement presented by Dr. Benjemin C. Willis,

Superintendent of Chicago Schools, and moderator of the panel appearing

before the Senate, is typical of the case presented by the large city

representatives before the committee members. He concluded his testi-

mony by stating:

To summarize, I would say Ilat the great cities of
America are confronted' by unique educational problems:

(1) Well-educated and highly skilled people are roving
out of the city.

(2) Their places are being taken by large families from
the rural South.

(3) In the midst of rapidly'd:veADping technological
advances, the adults among the newcoters h eve little
education aad limited vocational

(4) The children, retarded in acacleric achievement, and
lacking in motivation for school, require specialized
programs of education if they are to overcome the
disadvantages inrosed upon them by their limited back-
grounds.

(5) Programs to meet the needs of disadvantaged children
have been successfully demonstrated in each of the great

11111.

168The cities included were Baltimore, Boston, Buffalo, Chicago,
Cleveland, Detroit, Houston, Los Angeles, Milwaukee, New York City,
Philadelphia, P,A,tsburgh, San Francisco, and St. Louis. They represent
27 million people and about 11 per cent of all public school students.
It is of interest to note the cities voted overwhelmingly Democratic
in the 1964 Presidential election; the largest Republican proportion
was recorded in Los Angeles, 35.4 per -lent.
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cities but these cannot be extended to serve all
of the children in need because of lack of financial
resources.

.(6) Local 'support of education comes largely from taxes
on p'roperty; 12ecitieS pay.well-dver 60 pere6rit-bf the
cost of operating their schools from local taxes.

(7) By 1965 enrollments in t4 schools of the Ereat cities
will have increased 48.6-pdrcent over 1550, and these
enrolLeents include.large relmbers of pupils requirin
costly specialized progrcus.

(8) Site and construction costs are considerably higher
in the large cities than in smaller communities.

(9) A large portion of the tax dollar in the great cities
is required for nonschool governmental services.

(10) In the face of increased need for financial resources,
there is a smaller assessable tax base behind each
child in the schools in the great cities than ever
before.

(11) The sharing of taxes from other- sources and.from ether
levels of government is reouired in order for the great
cities to prvede opportuniqee for their children, each
in accordance with hisneed.44

?'ore testimony could easily be incWded to denote the kind

of rationale utilized to support the request for federal aid for

elementary and secondary education in 1965, but certainly the point

is already obvious. The argument was clearly presented in terms of

poverty and the consequences of metropolitanism, thus departing

considerably from past approaches. The question which remains is

how effective was this new approach in influencing congressmen to

support the legislation.

VI. Conclusions

Any attempt to answer this question immediately encounters

the difficulty of isolating the influence of the rationale underpinning

the bill from other factors that cotgressmen consider as they cast

49Senate Committee on Labor and Public Welfare, Elenent
and Seconder Education Act of laql, 89th Congress, 1st Session,
pp. 1210-1211.
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their votes, such as the preferences of their p.. by leaders, their

constituents, their close colleagues, their state delegation, the

executive, interest groups and their -own personal predispositions.

Just how influencial any one of these factors is at the time of

a particular vote is extremely difficult to ascertain. Perhaps the

safest statement possible iE that each vote results from a slightly

different mixture of all these factors.

No pretense will be made here cf introducing a technique

which claims to untangle and weigh these factors relative to the vote

on federal aid to education in 1965. Instead, at this point we

include some observations on how the new rationale strengthened

the possibilities of passing the school aid bill. Later, in Chapter

IV, data icy presented which illustrates that the party variable

played an important part in influencing the final vote. However,

the party factor is not sufficient to account for the voting pattern,

on education aid in 1965. Consequently, the party voting analysis

is supplemented by additional empirical data which suggests that the

rationale and features of the bill which have been discussed helped

secure congressional votes for the legislation which cannot be explained

by the party variable.

The first and most obvious observation has already been

noted: the rationale for federal aid to education was presented in

a novel and apparently refreshing manner. After many years of listening

to essentially the same witnesses reiterating essentially the same

statistics showing either the existence of or lack of an education

es,m111111Mingile
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"crisis" revolving around enrollments, classroom shortages, teacher

shortages, and state-local tax resources, congressmen certainly

must have welcomed the change in presentation if for no other reason

than variety. One close observer of the 1965 action suggested that

the new approach at least did not doom the bill before congressional

consideration as a construction and/or teacher salary bill might have.

In a conversation with this researcher he remarked:

If we had brought a construction or salary bill to
the Hill I doubt if it would have had much of an impact- -
they [the Congressmen] would have said 'So, what else
is new?' As it was, they at least had something new to
bat around.5°

Novelty alone, of course, is not enough to gain political

support for a bill. The rationale, whether old or new, which supports

a legislative proposal must be presented in terns which are likely to

convince legislators that positive action is necessary. In this

sense, the rationale used in 1965 was clearly an improvement over

earlier proponent arguments. It effectively focused on educational

problems which were undisputedly acute. Whereas opponents of federal

aid to education could bring forth reams of statistics, as they did

in the past, to "demonstrate" that the classroom and teacher "shortage"

was being sufficiently dealt with by state and local resources, they

were unable to cast doubt on the seriousness of the education problems

involving poverty-stricken students. The persuasiveness of the poverty

"This and following unattributed quotations are from
interviews conducted with various individuals yho were involved
with the Education Act of 1965. The interviews were held in March,
1966. The questions were open-ended, no notes were taken during th.:
interview, and the quotations are derived from notes made immediately
after each interview. The respondents were told that their comments
would not be identified.
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approach is indicated by the fact that some congressional opponents

of the bill (and federal aid in general) argued that the legidlation

was deficient because, among other reasons, it did not concentrate

sharply enough on aiding poor students, 51
Whether this argument

was made in good faith is difficult to determine, but one fact

appears clear; it vas ideologieally difficult for opponents to be

publicly opposed to providing aid so that poverty-stricken children

could receive an adequate education which would allow them to take

responsible economic roles in the future instead of becoming public

wards.

Not only did the new rationale weaken the posture of the

opposition, but it also helped to unite the proponents of federal

support for education. Aiding disadvantaged students in urban and

rural slums was a program that all long-time proponents could back

with. some enthusiasm. Presentation of the legislation in these

terms averted a repetition of past occurrences which witnessed major

supporters of federal aid disagreeing among themselves over the question

of whether aid should be for classroom const=uction or teachers'

salaries or both. The cohesion among proponents, which is a basic

prerequisite for legislative success, was from all the available

evidence as high as it has been in recent years arid must be explained,

in part, by the context in which the pro-gram was predented.

It appears that the rationale used encouraged the passage

of the bill in still other ways. By utilizing the poverty theme,11 iimea/amaNI

51
See, for example, the minority report in the Senate Committee

on Labor and Public Welfare, Elementary and SecondaTmSducation Act of
1262, REport, 89th Congress, 1st Session, April, 1965, and Congressional
Record, March 25, 1965, pp. 5592-5597.

---,..-16451126NOMMERn.IRIONNIONISIMOIXONIMIA.MME
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it is likely that the Education Bill profited fromthe political

momentum of the overall anti-poverty program. As noted earlier,

poverty legislation became the first and one of the key cornerstones

of the Johnson Administration and its pursuit of the Great Society.

The Economic Opportunity Act was passed in August of 1964 by a Congress

which had fewer liberal Democrats than the 89th. Consequently, it

is not unreasonable to suggest that legislation presented in 1965

and linked to poverty would be most attractive to the many congress-

men who profited by the Johnson landside in November of 1964 since

the President himself was deeply committed to battle poverty and its

consequences. Additionally, it is important to note that the poverty

formula used to allocate funds to 95 percent of the nation's counties

meant that every congressional district would qualify for some school

aid.

Although the point was not particularly stressed during

the congressional hearings or debates, it was no secret that the

funds made available under Title S of the 1965 Education Act would

be allocated disproportionately to aid Negro students since a large

percentage are from families with relatively low incomes. Representa-

tive Howard Smith (D., Va.) reminded the House of this fact when

he commented on the floor:

You know, this bill got its steam out of the hysteria
that is going on now relative to the minority race. They
are the ones they say need education in order to put them
on a basis of first-class citizenship.52

From the proponent perspective, this fact appears to be another

strength of the context in which the bill was presented in 1965.

-14=forlownimem

52
gollapssional Recordi March 25, 1965, p. 5553.
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By providing aid to disadvantaged students in general, the legis-

lation also represented an indirect response to the civil rights

movement discussed above. The bill provided the Congress with

a vehicle for at least partially satisfying the needs of Negroes

withov. appearing to "knuckle under" to the demands of civil rights

groups.

This chapter has attempted to illZstrate that three

environmental changes, which became particularly visible and relevant

to education in the mid-1960's, were utilized by the proponents

of federal school aid to develop a new rationale to bolster their

aGreement for greater federal assistance to the education function.

The results would suggest that in this instance the proponents

of aid were particularly skillful in relating their political

demands to acute social conditions. This shift in rationale

constitutes the introduction of new legislative inputs relative to

national education policy which helped promote the enactment

of the new policy under consideration.

In the two chapters that follow an examination is made

of additional sources of environmental change. First a discussion

is presented concerning demand articulators as represented by

constituents and organized groups. This discussion is followed

by an investigation of changes which occurred in relation to

the major political parties, the President, and the issue of federa:,

school aid.

...41111111111ENIMINOMMIVESSIMINPAIN
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CHAPTER III

DEMAND ARTICULATORS CONSTITUENTS

AND ORGANIZED GROUPS

I. Constituents and Federal Aid for Education

The relationship between a representative and his consti-

tuency cuts across several normative and factual issues in political

science. At the normative level, for instance, exists the Burkean

question concerning the extent to which the representative should

serve his constituency's interest but not their will. At the

factual level exists the empirical problem of determining tie actual

nature of the relationship between a representative and his consti-

tuency. 1 Underpinning both of these perspectives is the basic

conception that there is an influential linkaGe between the represented

and their representatives. Relative to this approach, the attitudes

of constituents on various public policy issues as perceived by their

representative, constitute one, and perhaps the most important, political

input influencing his decision-making behavior. Consequently, the

1
See, for example, Julius Turner, Part and ConrAituency:

Pressures on Conems(Baltimore: Johns Hopkins Press, 1951); Lewis
A. Froman, Con ressmen and Their Constituencies (New York: Random
House, 1963 ; Warren E. Miller and Donald E. Stokes, "Constituency
Influence in Congress," American Political Science Review, Vol. LVII
(March, 1963), 45-56; Lewis Dexter, 'The Representative and His
District," in Robert Peabody and Nelson Polsby, New Perspectives on
the House of Representatives (Chicago: Rand McNally & Company,
17651,773:29; and Charles F. Cnudde and Donald J. McCrone, "The
Linkage between Constituency Attitudes and Congressional Voting
Behavior: A Causal Model," American Political Science Review, Vol.
LX (March, 1966), pp. 66 72.
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behavior of a congressman toward a measure such as federal aid to

education may be explained, in part, by his perception of his consti-

tuency's attitudes on the question.

According to this framework, changes in policy outputs would

result from actual changes or perceived changes in the attitudes of the

population, the recognition of these alterations by congressmen, and

a decision by the representatives to react in harmony with the shift.

Unfortunately, utilization of this framework to explain the change

in national education policy is complicated by a number of factors,

including the lack of data on a district by district basis and the

changing membership composition of the national legislature. These

factors preclude an analysis which would atteApt to explaia the voce

of individual congressmen on the Education Act of 1965 in terms of

changing constituency attitudes on federal aid to education. It is

possible, however, to explore the nature of nationwide public attj.-

tudes on federal school aid and relate this information in a rough

manner to congressional action on the issue. Since the unit of

analysis in this study is the entire national legislative system, it

is reasonable to use national constituency attitudes as inputs into

the system and possible sources of innovation.

The approach to this topic will be structured around several

questions: (1) What have been the historical national attitudes

toward general federal aid to education? (2) What have been the

national attitudes concerning aid to non-public achools7 (3) Is

there evidence to indicate that these attitudes changed between 1961

and 1965? (4) If so, to what extent can the enactment of the 1965

Education Act be linked to these changes?
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Several national public opinion polls have been conducted

by various survey organizations since the 1940'; which provide

data concerning attitudes toward federal aid to education. Table

9 summarizes the results of the available surveys taken since 1943.

It indicates that for the period 1943 to 1961, approximately six to

seven out of every ten individuals interviewed have expressed approval

of federal aid while about two out of every ten have specified disap-

proval. However, this considerable majority favoring federal aid seems

to have diminished by 1965, precisely at the time that Congress

enacted legislation. This rather surprising development obviously

raises some questions about the relationship between public attitudes

and congressional policy making.

TABLE 9

NATIONAL PUBLIC OPINION SURVEYS CONCERNING GENERAL

FFZETAL AID TO EDUCATION: 1943-1965

Percent In Favor Percent Opposed Percent With
Date of Federal Aid to Federal Aid No ()anion

1943 72$ 18% 10%
May, 1948 77 13 10
Dec., 1948 61 23 15

1949 66 24 10
1950 66 24 10
1955 68 24 8

Jan., 1957 76 19 5

1959 77 16 7
1961 73 20 7
1964* 40 58 2

1965 49 42 9

*Excludes 258 which indicated no interest in the issue out
of a total sample of 1571.

Source: American Institute for Public Opinion, 1948; 1949; 1955;
1961; 1965; Elmo Roper and Associates, 1950; National Opinion Research
Center, 1943; Surrey Research Center, 1959; 1964.
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At first glance this information would imply that there

existed a long-time solid support for federal aid that was thwarted

by the failure of the national legislature to enact a program and

that when ;:he public support decreased considerably the legislature

acted. There are several considerations, however, which caution

against this interpretation of the data.

First, it is not at all clear that the results of the polls

for the period 1943-1961 reflect stable, widespread support for

federal aid. Information included in two other surveys, one in 1950

and the other in 1956, show that a surprising number of interviewees

were unaware that federal aid to education was a controversial subject.

When the panels were asked if they had heard or read about the debate

in Congress over the issue, on both occasions 42 per cent replied that

they had not.
2

This finding would suggest that a considerable number

of those who favor federal aid do not realize its controversial nature

and consequently are not likely to have been or become politically

active concerning the issue.

Other evidence also indicates that the general support for

federal aid shown in Table 9 is less extensive than is apparent.

The proportion of affirmative answers fluctuates considerably when

the same question is asked and even more so when the basic question

is rephrased. For example, in May and December of 1948 similar cross

sections of the population were asked be same aid question. On the

first occasion 77 per cent responded affirmatively and seven months

41.110...11, VEIMNIMINIM

2See Frank J. Munger knd Richard F. Fenno, Jr., National Politics
and Federal Aid to Education (kracuse: Syracuse University Press, 19Uni
p. 92.
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later only 61 per cent answered affirmatively, a difference of 16

per cent. Similarly, in a 1947 Gallup poll a national sample was

asked the question: "Would you be willing to pay more taxes to

the Federal government to raise educational levels in the poorer

states of this country--or should the poorer states take this responsi-

bility themselves?" Federal aid couched in this context was supported

by only 35 per cent of the sample. In contrast, a 1959 panel was

asked the question: cities and towns around the country need

help to build schools, the government in Washington ought to give

them the money they need. Do you agree or disagree?" Presented in

this form, 77 per cent of those interviewed agreed that federal

assistance should be extended. Then in 1964 comprablp national

sample was asked: "Some people think the government in Washington

should help towns and cities provide education for grade and high

school children, others think this should be handled by the states

and local communities. Have you been interested enough in this to

favor one side over the other? (If yes) Which are you in favor of?
113

On this occasion 16 per cent of -,he sample indicated no interest in

the issue and only 40 per cent of those interested enough to have an

opinion favored federal assistance.

Fundamental to all of these questions was the proposition

that the Federal government should provide some contribution to local

education. The fact that the same question asked at different times

and r-phrasing of the basic question have produced such diverse results

implies that the underlying attitudes are quite shallow and certainly

VEMINIIIIMON=11.91111117111

3
The .040 question was asked by the American Institute of

Public Opinion and the 1964 question by the Survey Research Center.
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not crystalized enough to produce strong political pressure for action.

In this sense, it would be a mistake to place great reliance on the

significance of the shifts in opinion since it is likely that the

variations reflect the phrasing of the question rather than thoughtful

revisions of attitudes on the part of the public. It is interesting

to note, however, that on the one occasion when an attempt was made

to separate the segments of the public interested enough in the issue

to have an opinion only 40 per cent of those that were interested

favored federal aid, which suggests that the results of other polls

overestimate the proportion of the public which is both aware :-de the

issue and in favor of assistance.

In addition to the instability of public attitudes expressed

on.the issue, there is further evidence to indicate why the apparent

broad support for aid did not stimulate the enactment of a law before

1965. Those individuals who favored federal aid for education disagreed

among themselves, as did interest groups and legislators, over the

kind of aid program desirable. If the questions of aid to segregated

schools and non-public schools and aid for buildings versus salaries

are introduced into the discussion, it becomes clear that the public

support for school aid has been utterly diffused. All three questions

were included in a 1961 survey. Those respondents favoring aid were

split over the terms of the program as is reported in Table 10

The fact that no alternative had as much as one out of five

supporters illustrates the diffusion of public pressure for school

aid and in no small way exemplifies why the national legislature did
)t,
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TABLE 10

PROPORTION OF INDIVIDUALS FAVORING VARIOUS

FEDERAL AID PROGRAMS, 1961

212eram
Percent Favorint

All Public--Only PublicBuildings 18.3

All Public - -Only Public--Salaries 13.9

All Public --Only Public--Both

All PublicAlso PrivateBuildings 12.6

All Public--Also Private--Salaries
8.4

All Public--Also PrivateBoth 8.6

Not Segregated--Only Public--Buildings 7:1

Not Segregated --Only PublicSalaries 4.e

Not SegregatedOnly Public- -Both 5.6

Not Segregated--Also Private--Buildings 3.0

Not SegregatedAlso Private--Salaries 2.5

Not SegregatedAlno PrivateBoth

N = 2772
4 100.0%

not develop a poiitive consensus on the issue in the face of what

seemed to be widespread public support .5

.1.M.74.1MINNI

4
Frank Munger, "The Politics of Federal Aid to Education,"

unpublfshed paper presented at 1965 meeting of, the American Political

Science Association Annual Conference, Washington, D.C., September, 1965.

51t is worth suggesting that the case of public attitudes

toward federal school aid appears to be a good example of the point

made by V.O. Key, Jr., that the intensity of opinion rather than its

direction is likely to be more crucial in attempting to establish any

relationship betveer public attitudes and governmental action. Public

Opinion and American, Democracy (New York: A/fred A. Knopf, 1961 7
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Given these addit nal dimensions of the data presented

in Table 11 it is e-ident that the passage of the 1965 Education

Act was not the result 'Al increased public backing for federal aid.

In fact, if the 1964 aad 1965 polls were at all reflective of public

attitudes, less than half of the adult population approved of the

action taken.

II. Public Attitudes on Parochial
School Aid

If the passage of the 1965 bill cannot be linked to greater

public endorsement, is it possible that a shift in attitudes on the

key sub-issue --aid to parochial schools--occurred and contributed

to the enactment of the law? Again national surveys provide us with

a source of information, however, the results reported in Table 11

although helpful do not reveal some important reservations. On surface

it appears that public attitudes displayed little variation on the

question of aid to parochial schools for the period 1938 to 1961

during which about 55 per cent of those interviewed opposed such

aid while approximately 35 per cent favored the idea. Additionally,

it seems that this two-decade pattern shifted sometime between 1961

and 1963 so that by the latter date a small plurality favored aid to

parochial schools, but the earlier distribution was recorded again

in 7964.

In order to assess the meaning of these corflicting changes,

it is necessary, first of all, to analyze in detail the shift which

occurred between 1961 and 1963 since this alteration represents an

important development in the school aid fight due to the fact that

aid to non- public schools has been one of.the major obstacles blocking

4
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TABLE 11

NATIONAL PUBLIC OPINION SURVEYS CONCERNING

FEDERAL AID TO PUBLIC AND PAROCHIAL

Year

SCHOOLS:

Percent Opposed
to Parochial Aid

1938-1965

Percent in Favor
of Parochial Aid

No
ainion

1938 53% 35% 12%

1949 51 41 8

1961 57 36 7

1963 41 51. 8

1964 51 4o 9

Source: American Institute fdr Public Opinion, 1938; 1949;
1961; 1963; Survey Research Center, 1964.

earlier legislation.6 During the postwar period Catholic organizations

have insisted that any general federal aid to education program include

equal assistance to parochial schools. Opposition to this demand

has been basically centered among Protestants and Protestant organiza-

tions; therefore, an analysis of this change in terms of religious

groupings is essential. If this shift in public attitudes merely

reflects a greater proportion of Catholics favoring parochial school

assistance, then the political dynamics of the situation has not

changed significantly. However, if individuals with other religious

affiliations have also changed their opinions on the question then

a new set of circumstances does exist.

6The second portion of the chapter discusses this topic at length.
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It is worth noting at the outset that the fluctuation

between 1961 and 1963 was probably not due to the phrasing of

the inquiry. On both occasions the American Institute for Public

Opinion asked a national sample the following question: "If the

Federal Government in Washington decides to give money to aid

education . . should this money go only to public schools, or

should money go to help Catholic and other private schools as well?"

The proportion of the respondents affiliated with the three

major religions who favored federal aid to parochial schools is

recorded in Table 12 . shows that not only did the proportion

of Catholics favoring non-public school aid increase between 1961

and 1963 from 70 to 76 per cent, but a larger proportion of Protest-

ants to 45 per cent) and an even greater proportion of Jews

(2 to 26 per cent) also revised their attitudes.

TABLE 12

PRAT'ORTION OF RESPONDENTS FAVORING FEDERAL

AID TO PAROCHIAL SCHOOLS, BY RELIGION:

1961-1964

Total % Percent Catholics Percent Protestants Percent Jews
Favoring Favoring Favoring Favoring

Year Private Aid Private Aid Private Aid Private Aid

1961 36% 70% 31% 2%

1963 51 76 45 26

1964 40 62 34 27

Source: American Institute for Public Opinion, 1961; 19634,
Survey Research Center, 1964.
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Although the change in attitudes between 1961 and 1963

was greatest on a percentage basis among Jews, the total number

of individuals changing opinions was greatest among Protestants.

Given the nature of past conflicts over school aid and simple

population statistics this fact, in political terms, becomes the

most important aspect of the shift. It is likely that as Catholics

and Protestants tend to converge in their attitudes on the issue of

the possibility to enacting a bill increases. With the segregation

issue essentially reconciled by the Civil Rights Act of 1964 and

the construction versus salary question avoided by the terms of

the 1965 bill, to what extent can this initial shift in public opinion

on the religious issue be related to the passage of the 1965 act?

Did congressmen previously opposed to parochial aid view this new

development as a mandate to vote for a measure including private

school aid?

In order to satisfy these inquiries it is necessary to consider

several relevant factors. First, a closer examination of the magnitude

of change among non-Catholics provides some revealing clues. The data

in Table 12 indicate that of the Protestants and Jews opposed to

non-public school aid in 1961 approximately one out of five had modified

their opinion by 1963. This ratAer moderate change plus the considera-

tion that even after the shift less than half of the Protestants and

only one-fourth of the Jews favored the proposition would infer that

this was less than a "revolutionary" innovation and unlikely to have

much of a direct impact on congressional voting behavior. To arrive
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at an opposite conclusion would mean that one would have to

assume that this alteration in constituency attitudes Was, first,

great enough to be brought to the attention of congressmen and,

secondly, significant enough in both size and intensity to convince

those who were previously inclined to oppose a federal aid bill

which included parochial school aid to favor such legislation.

The existing evidence concerning the major influences on congressional

voting behavior would argue against this interpretation. For example,

in the rather ingenious study by Miller and Stokes, it was discovered

that party policy, the representative's own policy preferences, and

his perception of preferences held by his constituency were all

more influential than the actual views of his constituency on issues

other than civil rights.

There is further evidence to suggest that the shift recorded

between 1961 and 1963 was unlikely to be a factor in the passage

of the legislation under consideration. The results of the poll

conducted by the Survey Research Center in 1964 show, in contrast

to the findings of the American Institute of Public Opinion, that a

majority of the total sample was opposed to aid for parochial schools

and that the proportion of Catholics (62%) and Protestants (34%)

favoring non-public school aid was considerably smaller than what

was reported in the 1963 AIPO poll.

Additionally, there is some reason to believe that the Survey

Research Canter poll is perhaps a more accurate measure of the relevant

attitudes. It will be recalled that the AIPO phrased its question

?
"Constituency Influence in Congress," OP. cit.
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along the lines: "If the government decides to give aid should

the money go to public schools only or private as well?" The short-

coming of phrasing the question in this manner is that it requires

the respondent to accept the fact that an aid program has been

established (whether he favored one or not) and then asks him if

some of the money should be given to private schools. In this con-

text, the proportion of the population which desired parochial aid

in a positive sense is somewhat obscured because it is possible

that some respondents who actually oppose all federal aid would

be willing to see some aid distributed to private schools if,

contrary to their basic opinion, a school aid bill is enacted. In

other words, this phrasing of the question tends to group together

those segments of the population which want a federal aid program

that would include assistance to private schools and those who are

opposed to all aid but think it should also be given to private

schools if it must come. In contrast, the wording of the SRC

question is more straight-forward. It reads: "Many grade schools

and high schools around the country are run by various churches

and religious groups of all faiths--Protestants, Catholics, Jews.

Do you think the government should provide help to these schools

or not?" With the question posed in this manner, it is likely that

only those respondents who favored both the basic concept of federal

aid and aid to private schools would give an affirmative answer.

For this reason, the 1964 SRC poll is probably the most reflective

of the state of public attitudes on the question of assistance to

parochial schools. Just prior to the 1965 Congressional consideration

...4wwfflormammi w
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of the issue and it does not indicate strong public support for

parochial school aid.

In summary, it is not likely that a change in public opinion

on the question of aid to non-public schools is an important source

of innovation related to the passage of the 1965 Education Act. If

a shift in opinion did occur, as the AIPO data indicate, the shift

was small in magnitude, a majority of Protestants and Jews were

still opposed to federal assistance for parochial schools, and there

is little evidence to indicate that congressmen who would ordinaricly

vote against a program including parochial school aid would feel

compelled to vote for it as a result of new constituency pressure.

It would be-misleading, however, to completely neglect the

possibility that the shift in public opinion recorded by the AIPO

polls may have had an indirect effect on the passage of the legislation.

In the following section of this chapter an examination is made of

interest group alignments on the issue of general federal aid and

parochial school aid prior to and during 1965. That discussion shows

that one of the salient developments in 1965 was the modification

in position of the major Protestant organizations on the religious

issue and the consequent implications of this change for the proponent

victory. It is conceivable that the growing proportion of Protestants

willing to accept the notion of private schools aid (according to

the AIPO findings) meant that the leadership of the major Protestant

organizations may have been given a freer hand to make a looser

interpretation of the relationship between their previous stance on the
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issue and their position in 1965. CoLaequently, the interest

groups, given their greater visibility and more direct contact

within Congress,
8

may have performed the function of transmitting

any shift in attitudes at the grass roots to representatives through

their policy statements before the congressional committee hearings

on the education bill (H.R. 2362 and S. 370).

8
See, for example, Charles L. Clapp, The Con ressmantLHis

Work as He Sees It (New York: Doubleday and Company, 19 3 , Chapter
%.
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The attempt to locate the genesis of political change

among demand articulators has led to an investigation of innovation

Ls it relates to changing constituent views as reflected in public

opinion surveys. Another and certainly not contradictory way to

probe the origin of political innovation involves the group theory

approach to the policy-making process.

This notion of politics was lucidly developed by Arthur

Bentley in his book, The Process of Government, which first appeared

in 1908, and has been recently restated and revitalized by David

Truman. Truman suggests that in general Ln interest group is character-

ized by "a shared attitude" that makes certain claims upon other groups

in the society. A political interest group is one "that makes claims

through or upon the institutions of government."
9

From this perspective

most political outputs are basically a function of conflicts among

organized interest groups which have resorted to applying political

demands upon the governmental system to achieve their objectives.

Earl Latham summarizes the basic postulates of the conception by
44%

writing:

The legislature referees the group struggle, ratifies
the victories of the successful coalitions, and records
the terms of the surrenders, compromises, and conquests
in the form of statutes . . A . The legislative vote on
any issue thus tends to represent the composition of strength,
i.e., the balance of power among the contending groups at
the moment of voting. What may be called public policy is
actually the equilibrium reached in the group struggle at
any given moment, and it represents a balance which the

411111IIII

9David B. Truman, The Governmental Process (New'York:
Alfred Knopf, Inc., 1951), p. 37.
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contending factions of groups constantly strive to
weight in their favor.lu

In a recent paper Frank Munger has proposed that within

the interest group framework major political change may be brought

about in two principal ways. First, a major external influence

may unsettle the existing equilibrium of groups, thus forcing a

rew response by both the groups and governmental decision-makers.

Secondly, the balance of groups which produced and supports existing

public policy may be altered by: a) an increase or decrease of the

political influence and access of some Or all of the groups; b)

a redefinition of group doctrines by the group leaders and members

which in turn generates new combinations and coalitions; or c) the

activation of new participants in the political process with a

11
consequent alteration in public policy outcomes.

The available evidence indicates that from among these

possible means of group stimulated change, the emergence of a new

interest group coalition supplies the most reasonable interpretation

of the group influence on the enactment of the Education Act of 1965.

In the year of success the proponents of federal aid were able to

fashion a powerful alliance which a weakened opposition was unable

101111111111.

1
°Earl Latham, "The Group Basis of Politics: Notes for a

Theory," The American Political Science Review, Vol. XLVI (June,
1952), p. 390, It is worth noting that some political scientists
have cautioned against an overstressing of the importance of interest
groups at the expense of inCeviduals and the legislature. See, for
example, Peter H. Odegard, "The Group Basis of Politics: A New Name
for an Ancient Myth," The Western Political uarterl Vol. XI
(September, 1958), pp. 89-702.

11Frank J. Munger, "The Politics of Federa3 Aid to Education,"
unpublished paper presented at the 1965 Annual Meeting cf the American
Political Science Association, Washington, D.C., September, 1965.

4
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to seriously challenge. To demonstrate the dimensions and impact

of this development it is necessary to discuss the former group

alignments on the issue of federal aid, the nature of the new alliance

in 1965, the basis of the new coalition, and the extent to which

the proponent victory can be explained in political interest group

terms.

V. Former Group AUJEnrents

One of the , -storical characteristics of the movement for

federal support of education is the variety of interest group coalitions

for and against the various proposals which have been presented to

the national legislature. Throughout the twentieth century several

groups have altered their position on the basic question of federal

involvement in education, while others have alternated between supporting

or opposing federal aid proposes depending upon the details of specific

bills. Among the major groups which are included in the former cate-

gory are the Daughters of the American Revolution, the National Catholic

Welfare Conference, the American Legion, and the American Farm Bureau.

The Daughters of the American Revolution voted in 1921 and

1922 to endorse both a U.S. Department of Education and the distri-

bution of federal aid to states for educational purposes. However,

late in the 1920's the D.A.R. began to shift its position on federal

aid and other issues as its ideological !mterests gravitated toward

fighting the "communist menace" in America. By the post-World War

II period, the D.A.B. was strongly opposed to the expansion of the

12Fddera1 government and a staunch opponent of federal aid to education.

12Martha Strayer, The D.A.R.: An Informal Histo (Washing'.
ton, D.C.: Public Affairs Press, 195 Also see Munger and Fenno,
Sat....tast Pp. 29-31.
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What may be referred 50 as the Catholic viewpoint on

federal aid to education is not always easy to identify because it

has shifted over time and has varied from individual to individual

and from one Catholic organization to another. However, the organize.-

tion which represents Catholic bishops, the National Catholic Welfare

Conference, and its policies have generally been considered to be

the most important index to the Catholic position on the issue of

federal aid. From 1919 to 1944 the N.C.W.C. officially opposed

federal aid to education basically on the grounds that the acceptance

of federal funds would eventually necessitate the acceptance of federal

control over Catholic schools. Presumably, the increased fiscal

strain experienced by Catholics in their efforts to maintain a Catholic

education system overshadowed the fear of federal control because

during the postwar period the N.C.W.C. has altered its view on the

issue. Monsignor Frederick G. Hockwalt, speaking for the N.C.W.C.,

indicated the revised position in the 1945 congressional hearings when

he indirectly endorsed the principle of federal aid by declaring that

no federal aid program would be acceptable to Catholics which excluded

some form of assistance for private schools.13 The N.C.W.C. has been

joined in this position by the National Council of Catholic Men,

the National Council of Catholic Women, and the Citizens for Educational

Freedom, the latter a nonsectarian organization although Catholics

constitute a majority of the membership.
01411414

13
Senate Committee on Education and Labors Federal Aid for

Educationg 79th Congress, 1st Session (1945) , pp. 302-2,04. An analysis
of the development of this position may be found in Seymour Paul Loch-
man, The Church-State Issue as Reflected In Federal Aid to Education
Bills 122a115.0. unpublished doctoral dissertation, New York University,
1963

,
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Both the American Legion and the American Farm Bureau

supported federal aid for education through the 1930's and 1940's.

Since the early 1950's, however, both organizations have shifted

their views on federal aid to strike a more harmonious alignment

with their legislative ally, the U.S. Chamber of Commerce. By

1958 the delegates to the National Convention of the American ,Legion

had unanimously voted to direct their officials

to present the pea..tion of the American Legion .,o the
Congress of the United States and to vigorously oppose any
and all legislation before the Congress that seeks to impair,,
erode or destroy independent and complete state control over
public education or which makes appropriations, loans, grants -
in -aid, gifts or use of Federal funds or financing either
direct or indirect for general public education or school
construction . . . .14

At that time the Farm Bureau had arrived at a similar position

which was expressed by the Bureau's Assistant Legislative Director,

John Datt, before the House Committee. He stated:

The Farm Bureau has opposed any temporary program and
is vigorously opposed to any permanent program of Federal
aid for school construction . In our opinion the
instigation of Federal aid to education in the form of
assistance for school facilities may actually be a great
disservice to our public school system.'2

In sum, over the years the advocates of federal aid have

witnessed the disassocation from their ranks of three major groups

and have been joined by the Catholic organizations which favor school

aid on conditional grounds.

Iii11111Mi

14Senate Committee on Labor and Public WeiLfare, Grants for
School Construction and Teachers' Salaries, 85th Congress, 2nd Session,
TIT5B), p. 102.

15
House Committee on Education and Labor, Federal Grants to

States for Education, 85th Congress, 2nd Session u95 .57714327----
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The presentation of clear-cut group alignments on the

issue of aid is complicated further by the fact that the specific

features of any bill, particularly as they relate to aid for segregated

and non-public schools, has resulted in various groupings. For

example, the National Association for the Advancement of the Colored

People has supported general school aid, but has opposed any bill

which fails to stipulate that funds are barred to segregated schools.

Similarly, a host of religious organizations have supported federal

aid, but have been opposed to the distribution of funds to private

and parochial schools. This category includes the American Jewish

Congress, the Baptist Joint Committee on Public Affairs, the National

Association of Evangelicals, the National Lutheran Church, the Pro-

testants and Other Americans United for Separation of Church and

State, and the Unitarian Fellowship for Social Justice, In addition,

the largest educators' organization, the National Education Association,

has also resisted aid to non-public schools as have a number of other

non-religious groups. The Catholic groups identified above have

opposed these groups and have argued against any bill which does not

include assistance for private schools.

The fact that tuese variations exist does not mean that

it is impossible to identify the combination of groups that have been

for or against federal aid, but it does indicate that caution must

be used in assessing the stability of the factions. This taken into

consideration, the summery listing below indicates the major interest

groups which have generally taken a consistent stance on the issue

during most of the post-World War II period.

11161§11Mallammummair.., asamaintexammatew.
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The major organizations which have supported federal

aid for education are:

National Education American Association of
Association* University Women

AFL -CIO and its af- Americans for Democratic
filiates Action

American Federation National Farmers' Union
of Teachers*

Council of Chief
State School Of-
ficers*

American Parents Committee

National Congress of American Veterans Committee
Parent-Teachers

American Association National Association for
of University Pro- the Advancement of the
fessors Colored People (only

to nonsegregated schools)

*Although supporters of federal aid these groups
have indicated opposition to aid for non-public
schools.

Those which have been Ipposed include:

U.S. Chamber of Commerce Investment Bankers Asso-
ciation of America

Council of State Chambers American Farm Bureau
of Commerce

National Association American Legion
of Manufacturers

Southern State Indus- Daughters of the American
trial Council Revolution

National School Boards
Association (opposed
since 1961)

The following religious organizations have supported general federal

aid, but wits, hout funds for non- public schools:

yr

; 4
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American Jewish Congress National Lutheran Church

Baptist Joint Committee
on Public Affairs

Protestants and Other
Americans United for
Separation of Church
and State

National Council of Unitarian Fellowship for
Churches Social Justice

National Association of
Evangelicals

The following groups have supported school aid only if non-public

schools are also assisted:

National Catholic Welfare Conference

National Council of Catholic Men

National Council of Catholic Women

Citizens for Educational Freedom

Those organizations which have actively pushed for federal

aid have placed their demands in the context discussed in Chapter II.

They have stressed such factors as the enrollment explosion, the

classroom and teacher shortage, the fiscal strain on state and local

governments, the superior tax base of the Federal government, and the

national, stakes in a sound e6ucation system.

The groups which are opposed to federal school aid:_have taken

exception to this reasoning and have argued that the so-called "educa-

tion crisis" has been vastly overstated. They point to the fact that

while school enrollment between 1950-51 and 1960-61 increased by 1&1.1&

per cent the number of teachers increased by 51.9 per cent, that

classroom teacher salaries increased 70 per cent during the same time

period, and that between 1950-60 new classrooms were built at the
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annual rate of 67,360, or 7,360 over the neeta projected by

ed,xco.tional authorities.16

Secondly, they have maintained that public education is

not a federal responsibility. The sphere of federal services and

functions should be limited to those matters which can be handled

only by the Federal government.17

Thirdly, federal aid would eventually lead to federal

control of education.

Federal subsidies mean Federal decisions about school
problems which should be left to States or their communities
to make . . . . While the present Congress may deny most
sincerely any 4.ntention of Federal 'takeover' in education,
subsequent Congresses will find that both more Federal
money and more Federal direction are necessary.1°

And finally, the foes of aid have asserted that in contrast

to the fiscal capacity of state-local governments,

the Federal Government is in a precarious financial situation,
as evidenced by the balance of payments problem, the impending
budget deficit which threatens further the domestic and inter-
national integrity of the dollar, the enormous public debt, and
the crushing Federal tax rates. These factors point to the
conclusion that the Federal. Government should be retrenching,
rather than extending, its financial commitments.19

r7

16
These statistics were used by the National Association of

Manufacturers before the Senate Committee in 1961. See U.S. Senate
Committee on Education and Labor, Public School Assistance Act of
1961, 87th Congress, 1st Session (W M, pp. 375-37

17Ibid.

18
Included in testimony of U.S. Chamber of Commerce. See

House Committee on Education and Labor, Federal Aid to Schools,
87th Congress, 1st Session (1961), pp. 282 and

19From 1961 testimony of National Association of Manufacturers,
224.211es P. 374.
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It is clear that neither set of arguments is more "correct"

than the other, but that they are different perspectives on the

same question. If other decision-making influences are held constant,

it would appear from past results that the opponents of school aid

have presented the more persuasive case to the national legislature.

In this sense, the proponent decision to shift the area of discussion

to aid for the disadvantaged was well-advised since it introduced

an additional perspective on "educational problems" and federal aid

which the opposition was less prepared (or willing) to dispute.

This shift in rationale, however, was not enough in itself

to alter significantly the previous group alignments on the issue

of aid to non-public schools. An additional modification of past

proposals was necessary if the church-state issue was to be overcome

in 1965.

In prior years, the groups on both sides of the religious

question developed involved arguments to support their respective

positions. Those organizations which argued for some form of assistance

to non-public schools reasoned that private and parochial schools

perform the public functions of educating about 7,000,000 students

(in 1961) and fulfilling the State requirements of compulsory education.

Therefore, they deserve an equal or equivalent share of any aid the

Federal government might provide for public schools.2°

20
The arguments for aid to non-public schools are derived

from the testimony of the groups identified in the above list.
See particularly the 1961 congressional hearings referred to _previously.
Also see Neil G. McCluskey (S.J.),

Catholic 171..ec....n:$1.../........onEh,......tcation

(Garden City: Hanover House, 1959).
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In addition, those groups supporting aid to private schools

point to the fact that the "education crisis" involving classroom

and teacher shortages which exists in public schools is also prevalent

in non-public schools. All the parents who desire to send their

children to parochial schools are not able to do so because the

schools cannot accommodate them.

Since both school systems perform necessary functions and

are confronted with similar problems, to aid one at the exclusion

of the other is to engage in discrimination. To make federal aid

available to only public schools would hinder considerably the ability

of the private schools to maintain comparable standards and eventually

would result in the termination of the private school system. Such

an occurrence would be an injustice to both parents and private

school students since it would limit their freedom of choice concerning

education which is constitutionally guaranteed.21

Another form of injustice would be performed by excluding

private schools from a federal aid program. It would put an additional

and undue economic strain on those parents who are taxed to support

the public schools, which by reason of conscience, their children

do not attend, and who have willingly taxed themselves again to

support a non - public school system. According to a spokesman represent-

ing the Citizens for Educational Freedom:

21-.La.,e reference here is to the case of Pierce v. Society of
Sisters, 1925, in which the Supreme Court ruled that the government
may not reserve educational functions to public schools and forbid
education by private institutions meeting the standards prescribed
by law for public schools. See U.S. Senate, Constitutionality of
Federal Aid to Education in Its Various Aspects, 67th Congress, 1st
Session (19 r1757/7ZMeaio. 29.

4
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Aid to public school children only would place a
further double burden on private school parents, and force
them to sacrifice more and more just to keep up with a public
system buttressed by Federal funds. Congress must consider
that'Dthere is a breaking point for the private school parents.22

Finally, those associations which favor assistance to non-

public school students argue that 5t does not viblate the principle

of separation of church and state. They stress the fact that the

Supreme Court has not explicitly ruled against the practice of the

Federal government aiding individual private school children and

cite the GI Bill of Rights and the National Defense Education Act of

1958 as precedents for providing aid to individual students who may

attend the school of their choice, public or otherwise.

These arguments have been vigorously challenged by the

groups which have protested against the provision of federal funds

to private and parochial schools, The basic proposition underpinning

their position is that such aid would definitely violate the separation

of church-state principle as set forth in the opening words of the

First Amendment to the Constitution which states: "Congress shall

make no law respecting the establishment of religion or prohibiting

the free exercise thereof." They maintain that federal support for

non-public schools would be inconsistent with the no "establishment"

clause and thus unconstitutional. To buttress this view they refer

to three court cases: Everson v. Board of Education in 1947, McCollum

v. Board of Education in 1948, and Zorach v. Clauson in 1952, all

of which ruled that the government may not finance religious schools or

22Public School Assistance Act of 1961. p. 1254.

4
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religious education. Writing for the majority in the Everson

case, Justice Black stated a view which is often cited in this

context: "No tax in any amount, large or small, can be levied

to support any religious activities or institutions, whatever they

may be called, or whatever form they may adopt to back or practice

religion.
"23

The opponents of aid to non-public schools argue further

that the lack of federal assistance does not infringe upon religious

or educational liberty nor does it constitute discrimination against

private school parents and children. They maintain that

it is one thing to say that religious liberty forbids
the Government from closing down church schools,,as
the Oregon Legislature sought to do in the Pierce case;
it is something entirely different to say that religious
liberty Qrso requires the Government to firance the
schools.

Concerning the Catholic accusation of discrimination, the counter

charge is made that it would be discrimination indeed to tax all

citizens to support schools which are not open to all students.

Additional grounds are also used to oppose the claims of

private and parochial schools for federal funds. The National Council

of Churches, for example, has affirmed that any substantial aid to

non-public schools carries with it at least three dangers:

1. Those seeking to avoid desegregated public schools might

attempt to establish segregated private schools with public funds.

23Quoted in Constitutionalit of Federal Aid to Education
in Its Various Asp...utle p. 12.

24Statement by a representative of the American Jewish
Congress in Fe- deral Aid to Schools, p. 970.
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2. Such aid would be used as a precedent for more direct

and more substantial forms of aid to parochial richools, thus diverting

rather than increasing the already inadequate resources available for

public schools.

3. This type of aid would, therefore, tend to encourage

the development and expansion of several competing systems of sectarian

schools . . whose practical results would be the shattering of the

American public school system.
25

VI. Religion and the 1961 Confrontation

Prior to 1965 the advocates of these conflicting views on

aid to non-public schools clashed "head-on" during the 1961 effort

to enact the Kennedy Administration education bills.
26

As a presi-

dential candidate John F. Kennedy had endorsed federal aid for education,

both for school construction and teacher salaries, on many occasions.

However, he also stressed that he favored aid for public schools

only and was opposed to providing funds to parochial schools. As

the second Catholic candidate for the Presidency in American history,

Kennedy recognized the political necessity of explicitly expressing

his views on the proper relationship between church and state. He

25Ibid., p. 395.

26
For am excellent case study of this topic see Hugh Douglas

Price, "Race, Religion and the Rules Committee: The Kennedy Aid-to-
Education Bills," in Alan F. Westin, ed., The Uses of Pow6r (New York:
Harcourt, Brace, and World, Inc., 1961), pp. 1-71. Also see the
ConAmispional Quarterly Almanac (Washington, D.C.: 1961), pp. 210.234.

,
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was presented with an important opportunity to respond to critics

when he was invited to appear before the Ministerial Association of

Houston, Texas, to discuss the religious issue on September 12, 1960.

On that occasion he stated:

I believe in ar America where the separation of church
and state is absolute--where no Catholic prelate would tell
the President (should he be Catholic) how to act, and no
Protestant minister would tell his parishioners for whom to
vote--where no church or church school is granted any public
funds or poli;ical preferences.27

His statements certainly did not satisfy all the reservations of

all Protestants, but they did provide Catholics with additional evidence

that John Kennedy as President would be obligated to maintain the status

quo on church-state relations.

Following the election, President-elect Kennedy established

Several advisory task forces to study certain substantive areas,

including education. The Education Task Force Report was made public

on January 6, 1961. Included among the recommendations was a proposal

to initiate a program of general federal suppert for elementary and

secondary public schools which would entail general aid of $30 per

year for each pupil in average daily attendance, an additional $20

per child for states with personal income per student below 70 per

cent of the national averages, and also an added $20 per pupil in the

public schools of cities with a population over 300,000. In total

the program would amount to about $1.5 billion, none of which would
O

be available to non-public school students.

27
New York Times, September 13, 1960, p. 22.
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Needless to say the task force recommendations were not

viewed with enthusiasm by Catholic leaders. The proposed elemen-

tary and seessdary program was strongly attacked by Cardinal Francis

Spellman of New York City who declared in part:

I believe and I state that these recommendations are
unfair to most parents of the nation's 6,800,000 parochial
and private school children. Such legislation would discrim-
inate against a multitude of America's children because their
parents choose to exercise their constitZonal right to educate
them in accordance with their religious beliefs.

I cannot believe that Congress would enact a program of
financial assistance and secondary education unless all children
were granted equal educational privileges, regardless of the
school they attend.

By denying this measure of equality to church-elated school
children and their parents, the task force proposals are blatantly
discriminating against thsm, depriving them of freedom of mind
and freedom of religion.2°

The Cardinal's statement may have signalled rough going for

President Kennedy's education legislation, but it did not alter the

latter's announced position on the issue of aid to non-public schools.

This became evident on February 20th when the President presented

his special message on education to Congress. In it he recommended

a three-year program of general federal assistance for public elementary

and secondary classroom construction and teachers' salaries

which amounted to about half that proposed by the task force report.

On the crucial question of parochial schools, he stated:

2a-il,
ew York Times, January 18, 1961, p. 1. This was not

the first time that Cardinal Spellman became involved in a contro-
versy over school aid. During the 1949 congressional consideration
of the Barden Bill, which excluded any aid for private schools, Cardinal
Spellman and Mrs. Eleanor Roosevelt became involved in a well publicized
conflict over the issue. A discuss of this dispute may be found in
Seymour Lachman, tig"cit.

4
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In accordance with the clear prohibition of the
Constitution, no elementary or secondary school funds are
allocated for constructing church schools or paying church
school teachers' salaries, and thus non-public school
children are rightfully not counted in determining the
funds each State will receive for its public schools.29

Reaction to the President's message was predictable; a

spokesman for Protestants and Other Americans United for Separation

of Church and State approved the President's stance! "We congratulate

the President for declaring that direct Federal aid to church schools

at the elementary and secondary levels is unconstitutional." Catholic

leaders, of course, viewed the situation much differently. On Hard,

1st, Archbishop Karl J. Atter, Chairman of the Administrative Board

of the National Catholic Welfare Conference, indicated the position

of the Catholic hierarchy in the following manner:

1. The question of whether or not there ought to be
Federal aid is a judgement to be based on objective economic
facts connected with the schools of the country and conse-
quently Catholics are free to take a position in accordance
with the facts.

2. In the event that there is Federal aid to education
we are deeply convinced that in justice Catholic school
children should be given the right to participate.

3. Respecting the form of participation, we hold it to
be strictly within the framework of the Constitution that
long-term, low-interest loans to private institutions could
be part of the Federal aid program. It is proposed, therefore,
than an effort be made to have an amendment to this effect
attached to the bill.

4. In the event that a Federal aid program is enacted
which excludes children in private schools, these children
wire be victims of discriminatory legislation. There will
be no alternative but to oppose such discrimination.4°

The concluding sentence: implied rather clearly that if

Congress refused to authorize the suggested loans to paochial schools

29New York Times, February 21, 1961, p,) 1.

30New York Times, March 3, 1961p. 18.

4 .111.11.111
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the bishops would seek to defeat the entire federal aid, program.

The adoption of such a posture, to put it mildly, discourages

consensus building, a quality which the movement for federal aid,

to education has clearly lacked. The religious controversy surround-

ing the 1961 legislation is a good example of why this has been so.

It is evident from the above that the lines of conflict

concerning school aid in 1961 were drawn well before the respective

House and Senate committees began deliberations on the proposed

legislation. In fact, the hearings did little to alter the situation.

On the third day of the Senate hearingsv March 11th, the case against

parochial school aid, in the form of low-interest loans or any other

manner, was forcefully delivered by spokesmen representing the Baptist

Joint Committee on Public Affairs, the American Jewish Congress, and

Protestants and Other Americans United for Separation of Church and

State. C. Stanley Lowell, associate director of the latter organiza-

tion, presented the most vigorous opposition by reading from en

editorial published by the Christian Cent., a leading Protestant

publicaAon.

Cardinal Spellman has not changed his mind. His aim
is still to compel Protestants, Jews, and others to support
a wholly controlled function of the Roman Catholic Church.
The compulsion lies in the use of taxing powers of the
Federal government to raise funds for Catholic schools. He

has given us fair warning, so he should have our answer.
American Protestants will never pay taxes to support Catholic
schools. We will oppose enactment of laws which require such
payments. If Congress is preisured into enacting such laws,
we will contest them it the courts. If the courts reverse
themselves and declare .$uch laws constitutional, we will still
refuse to pay these taxes1 p.ying whatever price is necqqsary
to preserve religious liberty in a pluralistic society.'""

31Public School Assistance Act of 1961, p. 489. It is inter-
esting to compare the tone of this statement with statements made in
the same periodical durin, 1965. For somewhat milder statements see the
issues of the Christian Century for February 17, 1965; February 24, 1965;
and March 24, 1965.
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Two days later Cardinal Spellman, in response to inquiries

concerning "vhetur [he] desired to modify or clarify [his] views

in light of recent developments," issued an additional statement

from his New York Office. The Cardinal made it plain that he was

"still opposed to any program of Federal aid that would penalize a

multitude of America's children" because their parents choose to enroll

them in parochial schools. He commended President Kennedy for his

interest in education and equitable proposals in the field of higher

education, but ne maintained "the administration's proposal in the

field of elementary and secondary schools is not fair and equitable."

The Cardinal concluded that:

Since equitable alternatives are available, the enact-
ment of a program of Federal aid for the children of our
Nation that would exclude those attending private and church-
related schools would be a great injustice.32

The testimony by the representative of the N.C.W.C., Monsignor

Hockwalt, was similar in tone. After reviewing the extent of the

parochial school system in the nation and its complementary role

and similar problems related to the public school system, the Monsignor

presented tae well-known case for aid to non-public schools. He posed

the question, "What can be done for the private schools and in parti-

cular the parochial school?" He provided the following answer:

We have the courageous example of Government aid to
our colleges without discrimination. My petition today
points up the need to grant similar assistance to the
elementary and secondary schools by way of long-term, low-
interest rate loans, with the interest rate compvted on an
annual basis. To grant Federal assistance to only part of
the American educational effort is to deny to the other parts

32New York Times, March 14, 1961, p. 21.
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the chance to grow. In fact, it hinders parents in that

free choice of education which is essentially theirs.33
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Senator Morse, Chairman of the Senate Committee, commended

the Monsignor on his statement and then made a suggestion which added

the possibility, although not great, of working out a compromise on

the whole issue. He suggested the creation of a task force composed

of Senators and Representatives of both parties which would attempt

to determine the best procedural course to pursue in regard to handling

the issue of aid to parochial schools. "They can at least give us

the recommendation as to whether or not separate legislation should

be submitted in handling this matter."

In response, Monsignor Hockwalt pointed out the obvious

reservation from the Catholic perspective. He stated:

I have a feeling that one measure would pass in this

Congress, the Federal aid as such. I have a feeling that

a second measure, which would provide for our schools,

wouldn't have much of a chance. So I am being very frank

with you. Therefore, it seems to us that our welfare should

be considered in tandem with the administration bill in some

fashion so that that can be done.

This strategy of detaching the parochial school issue from the basic

education bill became the key theme of subsequent developments.

Much of the testimony before the House Committee was a

repeat of what had transpired in the Senate and did little to modify

the entrenched stance of the major contenders, thus underscoring the

need for fresh ideas if the Kennedy bill was to be given a reasonable

chance for passage. It was obvious that:the Administration's initial

33Public School Assistance Act of 1961, p. 935.

34Ibid., p. 937.

,PC.....,
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attempt to dismiss the whole question on grounds of constitutionality

was ineffective and that some kind of alternate approach Igoe needed.

Two stabs at resolving the situation were made in the

following weeks. In the Senate, Senators Joseph S. Clark (D., Pa.)

and Morse introduced a "Private School Construction Loan Act" which

would authorize forty year loans, at a low interest rate, for non-

public schools to construct classroom facilities. In the House,

Representative Herbert Zelenko (D., N.Y.) introduced a bill which

contained the Administration's public school program in addition to

a proposal for grants to non-public schools for science, mathematics,

and modern foreign languages classrooms. (Under Title III of the

National Defense Education Act of 1958 the government was authorized

to lend funds to private schools for the purchase of equipment in these

three fields.)

Although reasonable attempts, neither bill approached the

heart of the dilemma and both were consequently shelved. Parochial

school proponents were still reluctant to endorse a separate bill

and the Administration was still against including public school aid

and parochial school assistance in the same bill.

The Zelenko proposal was not acceptable due to the above,

but it did suggest a possible path to compromise. Since many of

the programs under the N.D.E.A. were due for extension in June, 1962,

why.not tie the parochial school classroom loans in with the extension

of N.D.E.A.? This would provide parochial school supporters a 'getter

chance of achieving their goals than they would have in a separate

new bill and it would not threaten the fortune of the Kennedy legislation.
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Apparently, this kind of thinking became attractive within

influential circles because on April 25 President Kennedy sent a message

to Congress which formally requested the extension and expansion of

the N.D.E.A. Although the President did not explicitly mention

adding loans for non-public schools to construct special classrooms0

he did say that it would be appropriate for Congress to consider

adding other proposals to his draft legislation,35 In other words,

if Congress wanted to amend the N.D.E.A. to include loans for parochial

school classrooms it appeared that the Administration would not object.

By late April, then, the prospects of school aid legislation

began to brighten. During the early weeks of May the respective

congressional committees reported the 'public school bill and on May

16, the Senate began debates. The bill passed the Senate on May

25, 1961, as had others during the postwar period. The real challenge

would be presented in the House which had passed only one general

school aid bill since 1870.36

There is no doubt that the House presents a more hazardous

journey for legisle'on than the Senate. Superimposed over such

factors as the re _eve homogeneity of the constituency of many

House members and the short term of office, both of which tend to

restrict the capacity for compromise, are the structural characteristics

of the House which make it necessary for legislation to pass through
WIlIM:211101111110

35New York; April 27, 1961, p. 1. For a discussion
of this strategy see Theodoze Sorensen, Kennett (New York: Harper
& Row, 1965), pp. 359-362.

36The House passed a bill in 1960 which differed from the
Senate ver3ion. The House Rules Committee failed to a:low a confer-
ence and the bill died. This event is discussed in Chapter V.
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two additional obstructions before enactment. In the Senate a success-

ful bill moves through four stages. The advocates of legislation

must secure: first, committee hearings on the bill; second, committee

sessions to discuss the bill; third, a positive report by the committee;

and finally, a favorable vote on the floor. However, in the House,

once a bill has been granted committee approval it must also obtain

a "rule" from the Committee oa Rules which permits consideration of

the bill on the House floor and establishes the conditions of debate,

If a rule is granted, the bill is also subjected to debate and amend-

ments by the "Committee of the Whole." In terms of membership the

Committee of the Whole is identical with the House, but in operating

procedures there are important differences--the most crucial being

that votes are not officially recorded on changes proposed for the

pending legiclation. Consequently, before a measure is considered

on the floor of the House it may be altered considerably by action

of the Committee of the Whole.

After the public school bill was favorably reported by the

House Committee on Education and Labor, the next step confronting

its supporters was to get the Chairman of the Rules Committee, Howard

Smith (D., Va.), to schedule hearings on granting a rule. Then they

would be faced with convincing at least eight of the fifteen members

of the Rules Committee to vote for a rule on the bill.

While maneuvering for a rule was being conducted, the Education

and Labor subcommittees met jointly on June 1 to begin hearings on

amendments to the N.D.E.A., including loans for special classrooms

for non-public schools. It soon became evident, however, that the
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Administration was not particularly anxious to support aid to

parochial schools, even in this form.37 The Commissiorer of-Education,

Dr. Sterling McMurrin, did not take an official stand on the proposals

and Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare Ribicoff and the

President were evasive on the issue. In addition, it became clear

that the chances of the N.D.E.A. amendments (if approved by the

joint committee, and they eventually were) being given a rule were

not good. It could be reasonably assumed that Chairman Smith and

William Colmar (D., Miss.) would join the five Republican members

of the Rules Committee to oppose granting a rule. This meant that

all of the eight remaining members (all Democrats) would have to

support the legislation. However, three were Southern Methodists

who were reportedly under pressure to oppose parochial school aid.38

To complicate matters further, at least for the proponents

of public school aid, committee members James Delaney (D., N.Y.)

and Thomas O'Neill (D., Mass.), both Catholics, announced that they

would not support a rule for the Administration's school bill until

the N.D.E.A. parochial school provisions were also ready for the

floor. This threat became a reality on June 20 when Delaney and O'Neill

joined Smith and Colorer plus the five Republicans to support a motion

that no hearings for a rule on the public school bill be held until the

parochial school bill was also before the Pules Committee.
39

37This reluctance was not =related to Kennedy's thoughts

of re-election in 1964. See Price, op. cit., pp. 61-64, and Sorensen,

2p. cit., pp. 361-365.

38The three members were Carl Elliott, (D., Ala.), Homer

Thornberry (D., Tex.), and James W. Trimble (D., Ark.). See Congressional

Quarterly Almanac (Washington, D.C.: 1961), p. 214.

39Congresdional Quarterly Wilekly Report) June 23, 1961, p. 1032.
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A week later the N.D.E.A. measure was reported from committee

by a vote of nineteen to eleven. Its future prospects, however, did

not appear promising. The minority views included in the report attacked

the bill as a transparent effort to provide federal aid for non-public

schools instead of a measure to improve the quality of N.D.E.A.

Matters culminated on July 18. On that day the public

school and N.D.E.A. bills were awaiting rules, as was the President's

aid to higher education bill. A few days earlier Congressman Delaney

expressed the view that all three bills should be killed and a new

"nondiscriminatory" measure be drafted to permit federal grants to

parents of children attending public or non-public schools. There-

fore, it came as no great surprise when Delaney voted with Smith,

Colnerro and the five Republicans of the Rules Committee to table

all three education bills. The motion to reconsider the decision

was voted down by the same eight to seven alignment thus killing

education legislation for 1961.4°

The intensity of conflict surrounding the 1961 school aid

bills certainly did not appear at the time to improve the feasibility

of enacting future aid to education legislation. 'Jae battle itself

and the outcome seemed to only solidify the conflicting views of

the major religious and non-religious groups involved. The 1961

action pointed out the absolute necessity of resolving the church-

4°Eclianaiti2E212HEELElitieELL2222E5.9 July 21, 1961, p.
1270. It was possible, of course, to bring the legislation to the
floor via one of the three procedures available for circumventing
the Rules Committee: the use of a discharge petition, a "suspension
of the rules," or the use of "calendar Wednesday." In fact, the

Administration did take a last fling and presented a limited school
construction bill via "calendar Wednesday:" A roll call vote an
whether to consider the bill was 242 opposed and only 170 in favor.

r-
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state question if the proponents of federal aid for education were

to realize their objective. For the supporters of school aid in

1965,41 the devising of an acceptable formula to deal with this

issue would be a prerequisite for any earnest attempt to pass

legislation.

VII. The New Coalition

The first indications concerning the kind of approach the

Johnson Administration was planning to employ in terms of the church-

state issue began to filter to the general public a few days before

the President's State of the Union Message, which was to be delivered

on January 4, 1965.

A report in the New York Times on January 2 stated that

Administration sources revealed that the President had some time in the

past sounded out number of Representatives and Senators on the

religious question. He found the consensus was that a bill to provide

general aid for teachers' salaries and school construction limited

to public schools would once again be stalled by those also advocating

aid to parochial and private schools. In response to this finding

(and no doubt the memory of the 1961 action), the Administration had

reportedly developed an educational proposal that would include

assistance to private school students by utilizing the "shared-time"

concept, the provision of grants for the purchase of instructional

material, and the establishment of community supplementary educational

centers open to all students. 42

1The school aid effort of 1961 h d created such a high degree
of conflict that the proponents of aid did not make another serious
effort to push general aid legislation again until 1965.

42New York Times, January 2, 1965, p. 1.
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Although the President alluded publicly to his position

on the church-state question in his State of the Union Message

by stating "we will aid public schools serving low-income families

and assist students in both public and private schools," it was not

until he delivered his education message to Congress on January 12

that the means for aiding private school students were explicitly

and officially outlined. From the message and the subsequent legis-

lative draft of the Elementary and Secondary Education bill that was

presented for congressional consideration, it became apparent that

three of the titles included provisions for assisting both public

and non-public school students.

Under Title I, Financial Assistance to Educational Agencies

for the Education of Children of Low-Income Families, grants would

be allocated to school districts where 3 per cent of the elementary

and secondary students, or a minimum of 100 children, were from

families with annual incomes under $2,000. As indicated earlier,

funds made available under this provision were to be utilized to

develop programs to meet the special needs of educationally deprived

children. In the process of establishing and executing programs the

local educational agency would be required to take into consideration

the number of educationally deprived students attending private schools

in the area and make provision for including special educational

services and arrangements (such as dual enrollment, educational radio

and television, and mobile educational services and equipment) in

which such children could participate. The emphasis here wavy on intro-

ducing or increasing, depending on the history of the particular school



district, "shared-time" educational experiences in which both

public and private school children wolud be involved.

Title II, School Library Resources, Textbooks, and Other

Instructional Materials, would authorize a five-year program to

make available for the use of school children library resources

and other instructional material, including textbooks, to improve

educational quality in the schools. Although the materials purchased

with federal funds could not be used for sectarian instruction or leligious

worship, they would be provided "for the use of children and teachers

in public and private elementary and secondary schools." The materials

to be made available under this provision for use by private school

students would be required to be the same as those used or approved

for use in the public schools of the state. In the event that no state

agency was legally authorized to distribute the provided materials

to non-public schools, the Federal Commissioner of Education Would

arrange for direct provision of the material and pay the cost out

of that states allotment.

Irivate and parochial school students would also benefit

from the provisions of Title III, Supplementary Educational Centers

and Services. This title would establish a five-year program to

provide

vitally.needed educational services not available in
sufficient quantity or quality, and to stimulate and
assist in the development and establishment of exem-
plary elementary and secondary school educational programs
to serve as models for regular school programs.

Under this title a variety of services could be provided, such as:

counseling, remedial instruction, and school health, physical education,
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recreation, psychological and social work services designed to aid

individuals enter, remain in, or re-enter educational programs; aca-

demic services and counseling for continuing adult education; specialized

inJtruction and equipment for students interested in studying academic

subjects which are not taught in the lor'al schools; and making avail-

able modern educational equipment and specially qualified per:onna,

including artists and musicians, on a temporary basis to public and

other nonprofit schools, organizations, and institutions.

The planning of such programs would require the participation

of state educational agencies, institutions of higher education, non-

profit private schools, and public and nonprofit private agencies such

as libraries, 'seums, musical and artistic organizations, educational

radio and television, and other cultural and educational resources.

Additionally, the programs must provide for participation by students

enrolled in nonprofit private schools. 43

Although the Presidentls program did not furnish direct funds

for private and parochial schools (as the construction loans requested

by Catholics in 1961 would have), it did offer them participation in

developing some of the programs and made it compulsory that non-public

school students be given an opportunity to share in the educational

materials and services provided under the relevant titles of the

legislation. The vital question, of course, centered on the extent

to which these arrangements were sufficient enough to at least partially

satisfy the Catholic demand for equal treatment and at the same time

43Senate Committee on Labor and Public Welfare, Elementarv,and Al6., 89th Congress, 1st Session
19 5 ,
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did not venture so beyond the separation of church-state principle

that they would produce vigorous opposition on the part of other

religious and nonreligious groups.

A partial answer to this question was provided on the very

day that the President delivered his education message. A stdtement

issued by Monsignor Hockwalt indicated that the proposals had won

qualified support from the Catholic hierarchy. Reacting to the

message, the Monsignor said:

The major purpose of the President's message is to -,eet
the educational needs of the children. This emphasis
the child, the student, I applaud. Priority is given to
children in areas of economic distress. This is as it should
be. Improving educational opportunities in areas of proven
need will best profit both the children and the Nation. I

would urge, however, that consideration be given to other
resources available in those areas; namely, the private non-
profit schools. It should be emphasized repeatedly that the
beneficiaries of any aid program should be the children wherever
their wants are found.

Of great significance is the fact that the President calls
for cooperation between the Nation's public and private schools.
I have always considered the public and private school systems
of this country to be partners, not competitors in education.
Our experience in many parts of the country proves the great
benefit that such a partnership can be to the children in
all schools. The administration's suggestion toaxtend that
partnership poses a new challenge for educators.'

This was not a strong endorsement of the President's attempt

to resolve the issue, but surely the Catholics eould not display

too much enthusiasm even if they were more pleased than indicated.

A public expression of compromise, not victory, was essential if the

possibility of repeating the 1961 conflict was to be minimized.

4411NLat41710211 January 13, 1965, p. 21.
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On the same day of the President's message and Monsignor

Hockwalt's statement, the National Education Association, an opponent

of private school aid,
45

issued a statement which approved the Admin-

istration's program 43 both realistic and "politically feasible"

and pledged to seek widespread support throughout the nation. The

position of the N.E.A. was expressed by Robert E. McKay, Chairman of

the N.E.A.Is Legislative Commission, who commented: "We're encouraged

to believe we're on the threshold of a major breakthre in Federal

support of education in this country." Asked about the church-state

issue, McKay said he saw no violation of the traditional separation

of church and state in the President's program.46

Apparently, the timing and the substance of the simultaneous

statements issued by these two influential groups were not coincidental.

Individuals who were involved with the 1965 effort have indicated

to this writer that the Administration (usually represented by Francis

Koppel) conducted a series of individual and joint meetings with

representatives of the National Catholic Welfare Council nd the

National Education Association du,"ng the summer and fall of 1964

45,
-a.E.A. policy states that it seeks federal support of public

education if it adheres to, among others, the following principles:
that expenditure of th© federal funds be only for the purposes for
which the states and localities, under their constitutions and statutes,
may expend their own public education funds (Title II violates this
principle); that the legislation be consistent with the constitutional
provision respecting an establishment of religion and with the tradition
of separation of church and state. N.E.A. Legislative Commission,
adeaLsziElativePolkm196L1966. (Washington, D.C.: N.E.A., 1965,)p. 7.

New York Times, January 13, 1965, p. 21.

InTABDAT:Ljorrjozzrzarrturzroncnolo=7,6E-jra-::1.7510Lwar:77:7:71EnziLi Ir3r
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to discuss "what kind of bill would be acceptable to all the major

parties." According to one interviewee, "this marked the first time

that the Council began to communicate with the NEA.11 In view of

the above statements and consequent enactment of the proposal, the

communication between the two groups and the Administration was

effective. Indeed, in reference to these meetings, one spokesman

went so far as to state: "that by the tire the bill became public

the real battle was already over."

One battle may have been over this early, but if the history

of the school aid movement contains a lesson it is that anything

conceivable can happen to an education bill before it reaches its

final destiny. If the Administration had successfully drafted a

proposal which gained prior approval of both the N.C.W.C. and the

N.E.A., it was still confronted with the task of winning over, or

at least neutralizing, some of the other major interest groups.4fi

Some opponents of school aid to non-public schools (in any

form) warned immediately that all would not run smoothly for the

1965 federal aid bill. Glenn L. Archer, Executive Director of the

Protestants and Other. Americans, commented that the program would

"erode the United States tradition of separation of church and state.

The plan seeks to slink under, around and about the constitutional

47It is also important to note that the American Federation
of Teachers had reversed its position on aid to parochial schools.
In November, 1964, the organization declared that it was in favor of
federal support for children "in every educational situation," including
private schools. Pew Yorline., November 8, 1964, p. 42.

far L7-200CADMETC;10.9,11.312=ZEJEJETTME.7".=lin 11=.7.1.P.:7-7.MEIIEZIDMRIF,:7507iy
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barrier against public subsidies to church schools."48 The reaction

of other religious and secular groups who were potential opponents,

such as the National Council of Churches, the Joint Baptist, the

Jewish groups, and the Chamber of Commerce, was unpublicized and

probably would be expressed at the hearings which were due to begin

before the House General. Subcommittee on Education on January 22.

On that day, backers of the Administration's bill received

additional support from an important center of power (at least

relative to federal aid for education) within the Congress. Repre-

sentative James Delaney, the Roman Catholic legislator who was instru-

mental in blocking President Kennedy's education program in the Rules

Committee during 1961, said in an interview that the "discriminatory"

approach of the Kennedy proposals for aid limited to public schools

had now been avoided by making "the child, not the school, the bts,

ficiary of the program." However, Delaney also warned that should

the House Education and Labor Committee report a 'bill that failed to

include any aid for parochial schools, he would "be against it."49

This announcement mad© the proponent task clear: they would have

to advance the bill through the committee stage essentially in tact

and resist amendments which would deplete parochial school assistance

and consequently endanger blockage of the bill once again at the Rules

junction of the legislative trek.

Although the House hearings began on Friday, January 22, it

was not until the following Monday that the first major interest group

48110id.,
49c0

January 13, 1965, p. 21.

_Egmadangkurjake, February 5, 1965, p. 201.
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expressed its official views on H.R. 2362 before a congressional

-ommittee. Robert McKay, representing the 903,000 members of the

N.E.A., reaffirmed the organization's announced support of the bill.

McKay described the proposal as "realistic" and stated: "It gives

a practicable basis for resolving some of the thorny controversies

which have surrounded earlier efforts to provide Federal support of

education."5C The witness enumerated the principles which guide

N.E.A. policy on federal aid and then said: "The President's proposals

do not, in my opinion, violate those principles. In its approach and

emphasis the program has the wholehearted support of the National

Education Association." Representative Carl Perkins (D., Ky.), chair-

man of the subcommittee, asked: "Do you consider the dual enrollment

as contemplated in Title I or any other provisions in this bill in

violation of the constitutional provision for separation of church

and state?" McKay answered, "Mr. Chairman, on behalf of the NEAmay I

express the firm conviction that this program in no way violates the

principle of separation of church and state."

This latter statement was challenged by Representative Charles

Goodell (R., N.Y.) on the grounds that McKay did not understand the

implications of the bill.

Mr. GOODELL. That is fine. You made the point, but
I am not sure you have read the bill.
Have you read Title II?

Mr. MeKAL I have road the bill from cover to cover.
Mr. GOODELL. Do you understand what happens in states

that bar aid to private schools under
Title II?

..111,11.1k

50
House Committee on Education and Labor, Aid to Elementary

artaduallgm, 89th Congress, 1st Session 1963), p. 236.
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Mr. McKAY. Perfectly.
Mr. GOODELL. The aid will go directly to the private

school for textbooks approved by the public
school officials.

Mr. McKAY. That is not the way I read that provision,
Mr. Goodell.

Mr. GOODELL. How do you read it?
Mr. McKAY. I read it that the instructional material,

the library books, the other materials will
go to the child.

Mr. GOODELL. We had testimony just the other day from
the Administration that it is not to the
child, but it is to the school or to the
library, How do you give a library book
to the child?

The issue at point in this exchange was not satisfactlrily

resolved; Representative Goodell maintained that private schools would

be given direct aid and the N.E.A. official stressed the interpretation

that aid would go to the child, not to the school. In fact, this

emphasis on providing assistance to the student not the private

school becomes, as will be indicated, the key theme that characterizes

the position taken by several other principal groups which in the

past opposed school aid to non-public schools.51

After the N.E.A. stated and defended its position, Thursday,

January 28, became the crucial day for the backers of school aid;

testimony in the morning would be given by the major. Protestant

organizations and the afternoon hearings would include a spokesman

for the National Catholic Welfare Conference. Conceivably, this was

the day that could "make or break" he school aid effort in 1965.

WINEMINil

51The reasoning behind this principle may be traced to the case
of Everson v. Board of Education. In this case a New Jersey law
authorized school districts to pay transportation costs of children going
to and f*,:om all nonprofit schools, with the district reimbursing parents
of children who use public transit. In a five-to-four decision, the
Supreme Court ruled that the primary object of she law was public safety,
not assistance to private education, and it ti.erefore did not violate
the First Amendment. This has come to be known as the "child benefit"
principle and was used repeatedly by groups in 1965 to justify their
position.
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Arthur Flemming, former Secretary of Health, Education,

and Welfare in the Eisenhower Administration, was the first witness.

Flemming appeared as a representative of the National Council of

the Churches of Christ, an organization consisting of 31 member

communions with a combined membership of over 40,000,000. Reacting

to Title I, he said: "We believe that it is a basically sound proposal.

We welcome it. We likewise welcome the inclusion of the pending proposal

of the concept of 'dual school enrollment' or 'shared time.'" He

continued by stating:

I should underline tne fact that our support is for a
program under which the Federal Government helps public
elementary and secondary schools to make some of their
facilities and other resources available to students from
private schools. A program for making Federal funds avail-
able to the private schools would be opposed vigorously by
many of the member communions of the national council. As
the general board stated in 1961: We oppose grants from
Federal, StAte or loca; tax funds for non-*Jublic elementary
and secondary schools..72

In reference to Titles II and III, Flemming expressed approval

c%n the grounds that they were "designed to give assistance to students

as contrasted -Jith assistance to private schools." However, he suggested

that the legislation be revised to insure that the resources made

available under these provisions be administered by public authorities

and be retained as public property to be loaned, not granted, to

non-public schools. The over-all tone of Flemming's testimony was

reflected in his concluding remarks. He noted that the church-state

issue "has boon one of the principal roadblock6 standing in the way"

of federal aid and a "divisive factor in the life of our Nation."

111111111=011.011101110Mar ITV MIIMINee
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52Aid to RemeutgyrLmd_Qa_xr____2nSecdaEdu.cati, pp. 736-764.
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that all concerned, both inside and outside of the Congress,
will analyze H.R. 2362 with the end in view of doing every-
thing possible to make it an instrument of reconciliation.
I believe that it can be. I believe that President Johnson
and his associates should be commended for providing us with
this opportunity of approaching an old unsolved problem with
a new spirit.

This statement of general approval by the first important

Protestant group representatiiie to testify before the House Committee

clearly added further support for the Administration's bill. Other

Protestant organizations expressed additional backing for the legis-

lation.

Dr. C. Emanuel Carlson, Executive Director of the Baptist

Joint Committee on Public Affairs, emphasized that the proposal was

quite innovative and would require new thinking about many complex

relationships. He noted that in the past education and welfare goals

were often separated. He suggested, however, that the proposed bill

brought these goals into closer context and remarked "we ought not

be distressed if we find that these two objectives fused into one

involve some rethinking, some creative work that may take a while to

53
accomplish.

11

In reference to the concept of dual enrollment, he

commented:

Dual enrollment, to our way of thinking can well be
defended as the right of all children to programs offered
in the public schools, and in this instance to programs
financed by Federal funds properly distributed through
public channels to the pubic school districts and carried
out in public facilities.54

53Ibid. p. 771.

54Ibid, P. 772.



Dr. Carlson also suggested that the vocabulary of the bill be

refined to indicate clearly where the ownership of materials was

retained.

The representative of the National Lutheran Council, Dr. Philip

A. Johnson, delivered a statement which, although not negative, was

not nearly as positive as the two preceding statements. He stated:

I believe I would reflect the judgment of the vast
majority of our people in generally approving the signi.
ficant new programs which have been designed to assist
Americans whose educational opportunities have been, or
are, limited and inadequate.

However, he also cautioned that: "It would be ironic if a laudable

concern for improving the quality of education should, by stretching

the pupil benefit theory to the limit, lead to the erosion of the

public school system."55

Dr. W. Astor- Kirk, representing the Methodist Board of Social

Concerns, indicated that although the legislative body of his church

did not have an opportunity to consider the specific piece of legis-

lation under review

the general legislative body in May did express itself
with respects to increasing and improving opportunities
for educating the economically and socially deprived . .

. I would say that generally one would expect Methodists,
or a good many Methodists, across the country, to support
the objectives of this bill.5°

The spokesman for the Executive Council of the Episcopal Church,

the Reverend Richard U. Smith, presented the clearest example of a

5Ibid., p. 775..

56110.9 P. 777.
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definite shift in position by an organization on the issue of school

aid. He pointed out that as recently as 1949 the general convention

of the Episcopal Church was "unalterably against the use of Federal or

State funds for the support of private, parochial, or sectarian schools."

The 1961 convention reaffirmed this position by a resolution which

stated: "Resolved, that we stand unalterably against the use of Federal

funds for the support of private, parochial, or sectarian schools. "57

However, in response to the "growing inquiry on several crucial

issues of church-state relations" a commission was appointed six months

after the 1961 convention to undertake a study of the issues. Its

report was presented to and adopted by the general convention in October,

1964. In part, the commission's report stated:

The resolution of the 1961 convention, expressing
disapproval of Government support of church-related
schools, should be amended and supplemented by a recogni-
tion of the propriety of the inclusion of such schools
in various secular public welfare programs. These programs
include the provision of standard textbooks for students
in X11 schools, the provision of equal bus transportation,
programs for training of teachers in secular subjects, health
and lunch programs, grants for the conduct of research, and
provision of scholarships and loans to college students.

The final testimony of the morning was delivered by E.B.

Sissel, representative of the United Presbyterian Church. His

statement illustrated a refined alteration in the policy position

of his organization on the question of federal aid to non-public

schools. He noted that the General Assembly of the Presbyterian

Church proclaimed its view on the subject in 1950.. At that time

it favored federal aid for elementary and secondary public education

without subsidizing private and parochial schools. This action was

MINIM
57Ibid, p. 781.
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reaffirmed in 1953, 1954, 1955, and 1956. After the legislative

"stalemate" of 1961, however, the question was re-examined in 1963

and again in 1964. Although still opposed to the use of public tax

funds for direct aid to Private or parochial schools, the general

assembly stated in 1964 that it

supports in principle a program of Federal aid to public
schools system that would encourage shared-time arran02-
merits to permit students enrolled in private or parochial
schools to obtain a portion of their education in public
schools.

Assessing the bill before the committee, Mr. Sissel commented:

First, I am glad to see for the first time in many
years a very real prospect for the enactment of a signi-
ficant program of Federal aid to Public schools. H.R.

2362.represents a fantastically skillful break in the
stalemate occasioned by the church-state dilemma in pre-
vious legislative efforts.

Second, the use of the poverty-impacted area concept
is a highly commendable device by which to match resources
with need. Only the most callous can quibble about the
principle of basing the amount of aid on the degree and
extent of need.

Third, the encouragement of shared time or dual enroll-
ment arrangements (around which, it seems accurate to say,
a growing Protestant consensus of saoport is fornine) pro-
vides one of the more creative breakthroueis that por7its
those who differ cn ideological grounds to exonerate on
pragmatic accommodation to each other's difference.

Fourth, the complexity, prolixity, and vagueness of
this bill in some of its sections is not only distressing,
but necessitates the raising of some very serious auestions
as to bow it would be admini.stered if passed in its present
form.5°

The accumulative impact of the testimonies given during the

morning session certainly disclosed further support for the Administration's

bill among key Protestant organizations and reprvented a crucial

initial success in averting a head-on clash between religious groups

over the church-state dispute. The tone and substance of the statements

58110.4.. pp. 784.789.
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were clearly more moderate and compromising than had been the case

during the 1961 hearings. The basic objections to the proposal

centered on who would retain title to the materials made available

under Title II and who would control the centers established under

Title III of the legislation. The witnesses recommended that in

both instances responsi'oility should reside with public educational

agencies.

This atmosphere of "reconciliation" continued into the

afternoon session when Monsignor Hockwalt appeared before the sub-

committee members. The Monsignor repeated the statement ho issued

on the day President Johnson delivered his education message and

continued by remarking:

This statement was generally characterized as one of
reserved approral and cautious optimism because, in my
opinion, the administration's proposals offered a work-
able comoromise in basing its provisions on the child,
the welfare of the student Those whO work with
me share my continuing optimism. We reserve our cautions,
however, since the legislative road ahead may be a long
and difficult one with the provisions subject to change
and amendments.

In an apparent attempt to indicate that the Catholics were

also willing to compromise on the issue it was pointed out that:

The formula for participation quite obviously is not
based on equality of treatment nor does it pretend that
it is. The formula suggested is obviously an accommda_

In our mind this accommodation, as wo understand
it to be stated in H R. 2362, presents a challenge which
can be met. There are a number of reasons for looking
expectantly to the outcome of the Perkins bill.

Diplomatic consensus-building on the part of the religious

organizations characterized the day's hearings which clearly promoted

the chances of a proponent victory. However, the following day,
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Friday, January 29, was conspicumis for the first trong opposition

'to the bill front a major interest group and the introduction of out.

ward partisan conflict into the hearings.

The:princlial'afternobn 143 Dr. Edgar Fuller, xecu.

tive Secretary of the Council of Chief State School Officiils.' This

organization is composed of the State commissioners and State suporin..,

tendents of education from the 50 States and Puerto Rico, American
.

Samoa, Guam, the Canal Zone, and the Virgin Islands. Dr. Fuller

explained that many of the chief state school officers had not as

yet responded to a questionnaire forwarded to th# by him; thereforp,

he was testifying on the basis of policies adopted in November, 1964,

and on returns from a considerable number of officers. Relative to

Title I he stated: "Present indications are that the council and

a substantial majority of its individual members mill support the

enactment." Such was not the case concerning Titles II and III. He

asserted that Title II "would use. Federal funds, in the face of

Federal constitutional uncertainty, to reverse most State constitu-

tions, laws and policies in education . The council's policies

clearly oppose the use of tax.raised funds for non - public educational

institutions whether granted directly or indirectly. in reference

to the provisions of Title III he asserted:

Title III could not be supported under the; current
policies of the council. The combination of broad Federal
administrative discretion in the .location, establishment,
financing, and scope of operation of such centers and
authority to choose among competing projects vest more
Federal authority than is appropriate in education.59

591bid.. pp.1118.1122.
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The basis for these opinions was challenged by Representative

John Brademaa (D., Ind.) who declared he was "profoundly suspicious

of the integrity . . . of these polls." Brademas, questioned the

validity-of FUllerld.iWstimOnk on the grundS that '.nin-/)age'letter

preceding the questionnaire sent'to the state officers was "highly.

'partisan, highly charged emotionally" and could' not produce objective

answers. Congressman Brademas quoted sections. of the letter sent

by Kr. Fuller as stating:

. The political situation here is not good for the states.
President Johnson and the congressional majority have a
mandate by the Federal electorate to overrule many State
electorates aradomas inserted: am not sure what the
distinction there is.TO on segregation, on rural emphasis
in State aid systems at the alleged expense) of the large
cities, and as Goldwater attitudes*genorally on Federal aid'
and States rights. They see their Federal attitudes rapidly
becoming more common in both State legislatures and in Con-
gress through reapportionment. They are feeling their 60
political oats, and there is much distrust of the States.

Fuller replied that the information contained in the letter

represented his own analysis and that the organization encouraged

dissenters, to which Brademas rejoined: "Is it not possible you are

the dissenter and that the balance of yoUr members may take a differ-

ent viewpoint ?"

After a series of exchanges between Fuller and Brademas,

Representative Goodell interrupted by declaring: "The thing that

bothers me is that the first time we gat criticism there apparently

is resentment and an attempt to muzzle the witness." This accusation

produced another long series of exchanges and shattered the rather

serene atmosphere which .had typified the first seven days of hearinrss.

6 WI.. p. 1144.
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Criticism of H.R. 2362 mounted during the last two days of

testimony. On Monday, February 1, a spokesman for the American

Jewish Congress, Howard, 14, Squadron, reaffirmed.th0
.orgaPizaqpn!e,.

commitment to fcderal aid for education but stated: "There are three

aspects of H.R. 1362 whiCh'caUse us grave'coricern. Indeed,. we find'

ourselves opposed to the measure in its present form." This opposition

was based on the following reasoning: (1) that the shared-time Pro.

gram would 'provide a form of financial assistance and subsidy to

parochial schools; (2) that there is no 4tforente between the grant,

of federal funds to sectarian schools to purchase materials and tho

grant of such materials themselves- ..both are'contrary to the princi..
.

ple of the separation of church and stab; and (3) the establishment

of centers under Title III must be under control of a public body,

"The idea of a partnership betmenn church and state . . . is directly

contrary to the entire philosophy of the first amendment."61

Leo Pfeffer, professor of constitutional law at Long Island

University, testified as an indiViduai with no organizational ties.

He indicated that he did not detect any serious constitutional problem

in Title I, but that the granting of funds for purchasing educational

materials to be used in parochial schools and' for special educational

centers could not be constitutionally justified on the child.benefit

theory basis because funds would be utilized to support religious schools.

A representative of the American Civil Liberties Union, Lawrence

Speiser, expressed the opinion that the Administration's bill as

written " could authorize the most dangerous subversion of the constitu.

&Algot pp. 1531-1535.
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tional principle of Church-state separation 'since . . 1786 . . . .

As. nowrwritten Titles II and III are clearly unconstitutional."62.

.

hr. Speiser also suggested that provisions of the bill might encourage

the'establiihfient Of%private.segregited scheolt to-amoidthe Brown '

1954 decision. He proposed a number of amendments to the bill. .In

part, these included a provision against segregation in the dual

programs under Title I; a deleting of the.. section _permitting the .

Commissioner, of Education to proviao funds for educational materials

for private schools in states where no state agency would be authorized

to do so; a provision 'which would vest title to such material with a

public agency; and an amendment that no administrative authority

over federally financed prOgrams be given to any church or religious

agency or institution.
10+

The final major group to testify before the House Subcommittee

repeated several of the reservations concerning H.R. 2362 that were

expressed by the organizations discussed above. Speaking for the

National Advisory Council of Protestants and Other Americans United

for Separation of .Church and State, 'Stanley Lowell read a statement

approved at the 1965 national conference of the organization. In part,

the statement said:

current proposals for Federal aid to education should
not viblatO or circumvent this country's long-time tradition
the separation of church and state. Since these proposals
D.R. 2362 do provide for grants of aid in the form of
funds, equipment and personnel for schools wholly owned and
operated by churches, we suggest and recommend that such
features of otherwise commendable legislation be deleted.

31244P4' im
62d p. 1660.
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We also ask reconsideration of those prepOsals which would
contravene State constitutional provisions regarding church.
state relations.0

In sum, the objections to the education bill centered on
" ,...:Titles `Althauish a'feVt organi:ZatiOns criticized Title

.
.

on the grounds that it would subsidize and encourage. the proliferation

of private Schools; the strongest and Most Pereiste_nt protest dealt

with public ownership and control of instructional mateTiald and
. .

structures made available under Titles .II and III and the y- passing,

of state constitutions, where necessary, te provide educational material

to private school students. In an effort to meet some of these objectives,

the House Subcommittee amended' the Administra tion draft bill to'insure,

among other things, theta public authority would retain title and

administrative control over library materials and textbooks purchased

for students attending non..public schools. Such material would be

made. available on a loan basis only, rather than given, to private

school pupils and teachers.. An additional amendment stipulated that

the supplementary educational centers established to provide enriched

educational opportunities for; both public and non.-public school

students would remain under control of public. agencies.64

The Subcommittee reported H.R. 2362 with amendments for fUll

Committee consideration on February 5 by a vote of 6 to 0. Only the

ax Democratic members of'the group voted for the measure as the three

Republican members boycotted the meeting to protest the "hasty and
aN111B111.11=.111=111milmoMMINIINNOINIMMMP

p. 1762.

64j

House Committee an Education and Labor, atTerttar end
Secondary Education Act of 1965,, 89th Congress, 1st Session (1965).
leportIO. 143.
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superficial".deliberation given the bill.. The full Committee on

Education and Labor considered the bill in executive sessions

between February' 2$ and March '2. On, the latter date it .order. ec

the bill reported. with amendments on a.twenty-three to eight Vac).

Two Republicans, Representatives Odgen R. Reid (N.Y.) and Alphonzo

Bell (Calif.) voted with the -twenty-one Democrats On the Committee

io.favor the.report.'

The. hearings which.took 0.ce before the Senate Subcommittee

on Education between January 22 and February 11 did not reveal any

alterations in the alignment of the major interest groups. Consequently,

the heiarings before both congressional committees indicated that those

organizations supporting the Administration's legislation included

most of the long-time secular proponents of federal aid with the major

exception of the Council of Chief State School OfficersVaich favored

Title I but objected to sections of Titles II and III. In addition

to these groups (such as N.E.A., A. F . of T.0 AFL-CIO, Americans for

. Democratic Action, etc.) the bill gained the general approval of both.

the Catholic groups
65

and most of the principal Protestant organiza-

tions plus a number of Jewish groups.
66

The sectarian opposition was.

,65
The non-sectarian Citizens for Educational Freedom split

with the Catholics by expressing reservations concerning the bill.

66The Jewish community was seriously divided over the bill.
Some groups, such as the National Society for Hebrew Day Schools, the
Union of Orthodox Rabbis. the American Jewish Committee, the National
Council of Young Israel, the Union of Orthodox Jewish Congrezations of
America, Agudath Israel, and the Rabbinical Alliance of America favored
the bill as a measure to support the growing number of all-day Jewish
schools. They were opposed by those organizational fearing the breakdo'in
of church-state separation. Among the latter were: the American Jewish
Congress, the Jewish Labor Committee, the Jewish War Veterans of the U.S.,
the National Council of Jewish *men, the Union of American Hebrew
Congregationists, and the United Synagogues of America.

,
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led by the American Jewish Congress plus a number of other Jewish

organizations listed below and the Protestants and Other Americans.

Thiy were joined in their resistanco.b,i. thelAmeScaa Civil 411prtits,

Union, which also stressed the constitutional "weaknesses" of* the bill.

IntereStingly, the groups which opposed` the legiSlation on

church.: state groundi reCeivee virtually no support from other non-

religious 'organizatibris.which have traditionally opposed federal school

aid on the basis of fiscal considerations, federal control, and,need.

Such organizations as the U.S. Chamber of Commerce, the various State

Chambers of Commerce, the National Association of Manufacturers,

the American Legion, the D.A.R., and the American Farm Bureau, simplI.

did not take their usual. active parts in opposing the school aid bill.

Indeed, none of these groups testified on the bill in 1965. Consequently,

the handful of religious groups, the American Civillaberties Union,

and the Council of School Officers were the only major organizations

overtly opposed to the legislation. Comparing this alignment to the.

unique lineup of groups on the proponent side, including such strange

bedfellows as the N.E.A. , the National Catholic Welfare Council, and

the National Council of Churches, it is not unreasonable to suggest

that during the 1965 school aid deliberations the interest group pattern

was characterized by the weakest opposition alliance facing the strongest

proporont coalition of the postwar period.

There appear to b4 several factors which help illuminate why

the proponent coalition developed the way it did. Fundamentally,

the responsible leaders in the Administration (particularly Secretary

Celobrozze, who is a Catholic, and Commissioner Keppol) apparently did

.4
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their.hoMework. Not only did they consult with important groups

separately before drafting the bill to get a fool for what would he

. aCceptablO, but they bore also ducqessful in setting Up discussions

between groups; such as the N.E.A. and the 2:C.14.C.,'Who were not

only on opposite sides of the issue in the'past, but did not even

communicate with, each other. 'Further, the Administration managed

to draft a bill in such a,manner.thst while it ,did not avoid conflict

over -the church.state,issue.completely, it did offer enough private

school assistance to gain the support of the Catholics and yet not

tilt. kind of aid which would force the Protestant groups into rigorous

opposition. The stress on providing aid to the child and thus expanding

the child-benefit theory, the use of dual enrollment programs, and

shared facilities, took advantage of the shift in Protestant thinking

that was evidently taking place between 1961 and 1965 aswas illustrated

by the statements issued.at,conferences and repeated in the hearinr;s.

The drafters of the Administration's proposal wore astute enough to

recognize the compromising potential of this shift and wise enough

to incorporate its features into the draft legislation.

Behind these explicit ,factors concerning the new lineup on

the church-state issue lingered the memory of the 1961 conflict.

In a sense, the 1961 clash over private school aid may actually ;

have been latently beneficial for the proponents of school aid if

one considers the impact of its feedback on the politics surrounding

the aid effort in 1965. Apparently, the debacle of 1961 did not

result in a termination :of the federal aid effort for a long period

to come as many close observers suggested ;, instead, it seems that it
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actual* stimulated a new determination anong several of the key

interest groups to seriously reconsider their positions and search

for grounds of compromise rather than run the risk of.repeating
f

. , .

.the

1961 incident. A- spokesman for one pf the religious organiza-

tions provides some support .for this suggestion. In an interview

he commented:

No one, wanted another eyeball to.eyeball episode,
like 161--a repeat of that would have meant .the end
of Federal aid for a long time. Since neither side
wanted to be responsible for such a development both:
sides were willing to look for ways to compromise.

Beyond the reminder and feedback of the 1961 religious strife

over schOol aid were several other factors which seem to have

. . ,

. .

encouraged moderate reactions by the religious orgar?zations to.the

1965 proposal. Certainly the reform movement in Catholic Church

initiated by Pope John and the'consequent ecumenical council beginning

in 1962 and the present ecumenical movement did much to improve relations

between Catholics and other religious groups. Both Catholic and Pro.

testant leaders were not disposed to have the newly developed

"ecumenical spirit" thieatened by another bitter fight over federal

aid to non-public schools.° Additionally, the shift in public

opinion among Protestants concerning flAeral aid to parochial schools,

discussed earlier, would also suggest that the Protestant leadership

could more easily 'support an "indirect" form of non-public school

assistance than it was able to in the past without risking a violent

grass-roots reaction.

1111111.1111111.11r

°The fact that the Pope and the Archtishop of Canterbury
met in March of 1966 for the first time in 500 years is indicative
of the new rapport between these religious groups and what another
school aid fight might have done to threaten this rapport in the
United States.
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The fact that the N.E.A. supported a proposal including

aid to non-.public schools requires ftrther.cOmment. Spokesmen

.:for.the..N.EzA..mainttan-thattaiegAid not compromiee their..prine4-.

ples.in supporting the bill,
66

but surely the provision in Title

II which allows the U.S..Commissioner of Education to' supply, eduoa.

tional material and textbooks directly to private school students

if the state constitution of a state piohibits such action clearly

violates-the stated princip:6 of` the 'N.E.A. "that. expenditure of

the Federal funds be only for the purpose for which the states

and localities, under theic constitutions and statutes, may expend

their .own public education funds," One can only infer from this

apparent contradiction between statement and behavior that the

N.E.A. leadership, like the relevant religious organizations, had

been reconsidering its ilositirn on non-public school aid as a result

of the 1961 episode. Unlike the religious groups, the public state.

ments of the do not reveal a shift in their principles;

however, after so many years of failure 'it apparently was decided
ti

that it was necessary to display flexibility and interpret principles

more liberally at a time when it seemed that the long- .sought victory

.would be within grasp.

Several explanations have been suggested to aceount'for.the'

lack of opposition by traditional Opponents.Of federal school aid:

One spokesman for a fiscally conservative organization stated the

opinion that the lack of activity on the part of the U.S. Chamber of

68
See testimony of McKie.: Aid to Elementary and Secondary

Education,. p. 236.

AltOmemsintem
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Commerce reflected a reaction to the 1964 Democratic landslide. The

Chamber apparently felt that opposition would do little to block the

bill given the overwhelming liberal Congress, thus they wore not willing

to become involved in a "hopeless" battle. They did not want to di-.

play, in face of the recent national mandate, an "imago" of opposition

for opposition's sake. Additionally, it would lbe better to reserve

whatever political resources they had for use on an issue when success

was more likely.

Others intermiewees suggested that while the above may partially

explain the development an additional factor was operative. They

suggested that the Chamber and other business groups may be altering

their stance on federal aid to education as it becomes increasingly

apparent that the health of the economy is not.unrelated to the educational

level of the population. This is particularly persuasive when aid

is put in terms of assisting poverty-stricken youngsters to become

employable in the society instead of wards of society.

It is proposed that this combination of a new proponent coalition

and a seriously weakened opposition is one of the salient factors

contributing to the passage of the Elementary and Secondary Education

Act of 1965. The lineup on the proponent side of the leading educational

groups plus the Catholics and major Protestant organizations meant

that more congressmen than in the past could assume that support for the

bill existed in their district. With the Jewish groups split over the

bill, only those congressmen from conservative Protestant districts would

have felt constrained to oppose the measure (assuming an interest group

interpretation).

1
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Some commentators have suggested that given the liberal

composition of the 89th Congress, President Johnson could have proposed

and the Congress would have enacted almost any kind of education bill.

However, this writer would argue that the Administration's success in

bringing the Catholics into the ;oroponent fold, was certainly an essen-

tial aspect of the mixture of factors which explains the eventual passage

of the legislation. Strong Catholic opposition would probably have been

sufficient, in view of Delanoy's statement, to block th© bill once again

in the Rules Committee. if a bill opposed by the Catholic organizations

successfully circumvented the Rules Committee, it would have been

confronted by th' greatest number of Catholic representatives (94) to

sit in the House. This fact in no small way mut have been considered

in drafting the education bill even if one assumes, no doubt correctly,

that factors other than religion are important in influencing a congress-

mants.vote on school aid. Although it is likely that a majority of

Catholic representatives would have voted for a "public school only

bill,
69

it is also conceivable that a determined minority of Catholic

congressmen (perhaps lead by Speaker McCormack) may have formed the

nucleus of a coalition that could have delayed, altered or possibly

defeated the 1965 education bill. Consequently, the support of the

Catholic hierarchy was a crucial proponent success.

Likewise, a bill that went too far in extending a;ssistance

to parochial school students would probably have been opposed both

by Protestant organizations and the Conceivably, such an alignment
111111.=m1

69Even in 1961 77% of Roman Catholic representatives voted
for the motion to consider the school aid bill that was brought to
the House floor via Calander Wednesday, including Delaney.
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could have brought the Chamber of Commerce and other long time fo©s

of school aid into active opposition. It is doubtful that a bill
opposed by the latter groups mad have passed.

In sum, with the segregation issue essentially neutralized

by the Civil Rights Act of 1964, the drafters of the school aid bill

in 1965 were faced with the to of constructing a proposal that yould

not inflame the church.state issue. Although not totally saccossl'ul,

the resulting group alignment mould imply that the bill was indeed a
iM

"fantastically skillful break in the stalematfi."
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CHAPTEI IV

DINAND ARTICULATORS: POLITICAL

PARTIES AND THE PRESIDENT

I. The Part Role in Policy Makinz

In terms of the model of legislative change being utilized

in this study, the discussion to this point has 'dealt with the cate-

gories of circumstantial conditions, constituents, and interest groups.

Each of these factors has been analyzed as a possible source of new

legislative input and has been related, directly or indirectly, to

the emergence of the new policy output under consideration. This

chapter relates federal aid for education to two other principal

pressures on legislators and the legislative system: political parties

and the chief executive.

Political parties perform a variety of functions in the American

legislative process. To a large extent the parties, among other things,

take the responsibility of organizing and providing the leadership of

the legislature, establishing the rules for negotiation and decision-

making, overseeing the activities of the executive branch, and providing

the public, to some degree, with contrasting policy positions on national

issues.
1

One aspect of the party role in the legislative process is

1
William J. Keefe and Morris S. Ogul, 2ine.Ameritims,

Process: Con Cless and tile States (Englewood iffs: Prentice-Hall,
Inc., 19 , p. 270. The latter point, of course, has been the center of
considerable discussion in the field of political science. See, for
example: "Toward a More Responsible Two-Party System," supplement to the
American Political Science Review, Vol. XLIV (September, 1950); Austin
Romney, The Doctrine of Responsible Part Government (Urbana: University
of Illinois Press, 195 ; and Stephen K. Bailey, The Condition of Our
National Political Parties (New York: Fund for the Republic, 19597
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particularly important for purposes of this investigation yet diffi-

cult to assess. It is the extent to which legislative outputs tire

a function of party votes. In other words, how influential is party

affiliation in explaining the voting behavior of congressional decision-

makers? The obvious difficulty in answering this question concerns

the isolation of the party influence on the individual from other

factors, a process which can only be accomplished by inference.

The subjective nature of this kind of analysis is suggested by one

political scientist's remark that "the ideal way to assess the nature

and role of party influence would be to get a machine that would look

into a person's mind as he was making it up and sort out and measure

ull the various considerations that went into the final result."
2

Lacking such access, political scientists have resorted to

roll call analysis, which enables the investigator to determine the

degree to which members of the same political party vote together on

issues and the composition of deviating voting blocks. In an analysis

of the proportion of party members voting in harmony during the various

congressional sessions between 1921 and 19148, Julius Turner found

that "par* pressure seems to be more effective than any other pressure

on congressional voting, and is discernible on nearly nine-tenths of

the roll calls examined. "3 The saliency of party voting has also been

pointed out by Lewis Froman who shows that for the years 1957 through

1961 the proportion of roll call votes in both the ,Senate and House

2Neil A. McDonald, The Study of Political Parties (New York:
Doubleday, and Company, 1955 , p. 70.

3Julius Turner, Party and Constituency: Pressures on Congress
(Baltimore: Johns Hopkins Press, 195Z:1713.
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which had a majority of Democrats opposing a majority of Republicans

was 42, 50, 42, 47, and 58 per cent, respectively.
4

In sum, this

model of policy making asserts that the most prominent factor affecting

a legislator's voting behavior is his party affiliation.

Within this framework legislative innovation may be brought about

in two principal ways: (1) one or both of the major parties may assume

a new policy posture on an issue; (2) the party ratios may be altered

as a result of an election which produces a new party majority. The

available evidence indicates that the latter possibility is applicable

in this case. Consequently, the question is to what extent can the

passage of the 1965 Education Act be related to the overwhelming

Democratic landslide of 1964? Did the Democratic gain of 2 Senators

and 38 Representatives, giving the Democrats a plurality of 36 in

the Senate and 155 in the House, help or hinder: the chances of federal

School aid in 1965?

II. The Parties and Federal Aid for Edus.ation

In order to treat this question it is necessary to compare the

publicly announced stance (via national party platforms) of the Demo.

cratic and Republican parties on Federal aid, the overt voting behavior

of Democrats and Republicans on key roll call votes involving enlarged

federal responsibilities in domestic affairs, and the preferences of

Democrats and Republicans on past federal aid to education roll call

4Tlewis A. Froman, Jz.,, Con. essmen and Their Constituents
(Chicago: Rand McNally and Company, 19 577.88."--11
MacRae, Jr., Dimensions f Con sessional. Voting (Berkeley: University
of California Press, 1958 and David B. Truman, The Congressional
helt (New York: John Wiley and Sons, 1959).
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votes. Once these factors are examined an attempt is made to limit

this information to the Democratic majority in the 89th Congress and

the passage of the 1965 school aid bill.

A review of party platforms in the postwar era reveals that

the Democratic Party has consistently favored federal aid for education

while the Republican Party has generally opposed such legislation,

although the Republicans supported limited aid in 1956 and 1960.

The Republicans included no mention of the school aid issue

in their 1944 platform, but the Democrats made their position clear

by stating: "We favor Federal aid to education administered by the

.states without interference by the Federal government.J5 Four years

later the Republicans once more avoided the issue by merely saying:

"We favor equality of educational opportunity for all and the promo-
6

tion of education and educational facilities." The Democrats

expressed a much stronger stance on the issue and accented the partisan

nature of the question.

We advocate Federal aid for education administered by and
under the control of the state. We vigorously support the
authorization, which was so shockingly ignored by the Repub-
lican 80th Congress° for the appropriation of $300 million
as a beginning of Federal aid to the states to assist them
in meeting the present educational needs. We insist upon
the right of every American child to obtain a good education.?

4MVINI.P.11PhaBNINWINIIM

5Kirk H.. Porter'anebonald B. Johnson, National Party Plat-
am) 1840-1960 (Urbana: UniVersity of Illinois Press, 1961), p.
403.

6Ibid., 453.

7
Ibid., p. 433.
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By 1952 the two parties had taken clearly opposing posi-

tions on the issue of federal assistance for education. The Deno-

cratic platform pledged "immediate consideration for those school

systems which need further legislation to provide Federal aid for

new school construction, teachers' salaries and school maintenance

and repairs." In contrast, the Republican platform stated: "The

tradition of public education, tax-supported and free to all, is

strong with our people. The responsibility for sustaining this system

of popular education bus always rested upon the local community and

the States. We subscribe fully to this principle."
8

In 1956 the Republicans indicated a moderate alteration in

their position. The Eisenhower Administration had proposed a limited

school construction program and the platform pledged that the party

would "r,3new its efforts to enact a program based on sound principles

of need and designed to encourage increased state and local efforts to

build mom classrooms." The Democrats re-emphasized their commitment

to federal aid by recommending a broad program:

The resources of our States and localities are already
strained to the limit.. Federal aid and action should be
provided . . to assist States and local ccmmunities to
build schools, and to provide essential health and safety
services for all school children; for better educational,
health and welfare opportunities for children of migratory
workers; for training teachers of exceptional children; and
for the training of teachers to meet the critical shortage
in technical and scientific fields.9

8Ibid., p. 504.

91111ges p 535.

1'"""""6""'""e"i"","Pj""jl'i".""Nl""".
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During the 1960 campaign the two parties again expressed

conflicting views on the issue. The Republicans endorsed limited

federal involvement in financing classroom construction only. Their

platform stated:

The Federal government should assist selectively in
strengthening education . . . We believe moreover that
any large plan of Federal aid to education, such as direct
contributions to or grants for teachers salaries can only
lead ultimately to Federal domination and control of our
schools.1°

Senator John F. Kennedy, the Democratic candidate for the Presidency

in 1960, endeavored to make federal school aid a major election issue.

He criticized the limited support given by President Eisenhower and

attacked the Republican candidate Vice President Richard 'axon,

for backing a limited construction program and referring to federal

aid for education as "too extreme."
11

The Democratic' platform reviewed

the nature of the educational "crisis" existing in America and stated:

Only the Federal Government is not doing its part.
For eight years, measures for the relief of the education
crisis have been held up by the cynical maneuvers of the
Republican Party in Congress and the White Rouse. We
believe that America can meet its educational obligations
only with generous Federal financial support .12

The 1964 Presidential campaign was characterized by the vast

differences in the ideological stance of the candidates and the parties.

The Republican convention13 was captured and controlled by the more
40MNINNINIMIN

10Ibid. p. 615.

11Theodore C. Sorensen, Kennedy (New York: Harper and Row,
1965), p. 200.

12Porter, op. cit., p. 590.

13
See Theodore H. White, The Making of the President, 1964

(New York: Atheneum Publishers, 193'0, Chapter 7.

av
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conservative elements of 'the party whose leader, Senator Barry Gold-

water, promised to provide American voters with a real choice, not

an echo, to select between two perspectives of American life. Among

the election issues of nuclear arms control, civil rights, the "quality"

of American life, and the Goldwater crusade against centralized govern

went, the latter issue is most relevant to federal aid for education.

Goldwater was a long-time critic of the e:tpanding role of the Federal

government and over the years had, among other things, denounced farm

subsidies; advocated the abolition of Rural Electrification; and urged

the selling of T.V.A. Speaking before the Senate Subconnittee on

Education in 1961,he expressed his views on federal aid for education.

It is my strong belief that most of these proposals
[education bills],including the bill, S. 1021, sponsored
by the administration, are both unnecessary and unsound.
I am convinced that they represent another long step in
the direction of reducing our State and local governments
to mere subordinate, administrative divisions of the central
government in Washington.

I wish to make it clear that I do not believe that we
have an educational problem which reguires any form of Federal
grant-in-aid program to the States.14

In contrast to Goldwater, President Johnson, as the Democratic

Party bearer, was a strong advocate of the positive role of the

Federal government and, as will be indicated in the second section

of this chapter, the strongest supporter of federal aid for education

to occupy the White House. His platform pledged further and more

comprehensive federal aid to supplement those programs enacted by

the "Education Congress of 1963."
15

INW1411=00

14
Senate Committee on Labor and Public Welfare, Public School

Assistance Act of 1961, 87th Congress, 1st Session (196177755733-539.

15Porter and Johnson, op. cit. (Supplement, 1964), p. 4.
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This brief review of party statements illustrates quite

clearly that at least at the verbal level the Democratic Party

has been a more enthusiastic champion of federal school aid than

the Republican Party. While Republicans have endorsed limited aid

on occasion, the Democrats have consistently called for an expanded

federal financial commitment to education. Further, the ideological

gap between the parties on this issue, and others, was probably

the greatest it has been in recent years during the 1964 campaign.

This gap and the subsequent election outcome would suggest that the

impressive Democratic victory in 1964 undoubtedly increased the

possibilities of enacting a federal aid for education program.

However, it is common knowledge that .party platforms are at best

a rough index to actual political behavior; 'therefore, an assessment

of the party dimension in this study requires an examination of

concrete action if credence is to be granted to the platform statements.

Party policy differences may be identified in a more empirical

manner through the analysis of particular roll call votes. 9,-)np-essional

Quarterly, for example, has utilized key roll call votes.on such

issues as area redevelopmento temporary unemployment compensation,

aid, for education, housing, public power, manpower retraining, standby

public works, and Social Security medicare to indicate the extent to

which Democrats and Republicans vote for legislation which would tend

to erLirge the Federal government's domestic responsibilities. Since

aid for education is a component of this broader issue, it is worthwhile

A

to note the differences which have been found. A glance at Table 13' .

shows that during the last three Congresses about 75 per cent of the

1$111114.
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Democrats have voted for such legislation whereas a little less

than 30 per cent of the Republicans have done so.

TABLE 13

PROPORTION OF DEMOCRAT3 AN]) REPUBLICANS VOTING

TO ENLARGE FEDERAL ROLE: 1959-1964

Both Chambers Senate Hotme

86th Congress (1959-60)

Democrats

Republicans

87th Congress (1961-62)

74%,

19

74%

27

NOONN

74%

17

Democrats 75 65 78

Republicans 24 26 24

88th Congress (1963-64)

Democrats 75 79 74

Republicans 4o 47 40

Mean

Democrats 75 73 75

Republicans 28 33 27

Source: 2:sessionalgulAlinanac, 1960, 1962, and 1964.

This finding, in conjunction with the party statements tncluded above,

adds support to the proposition that the enlarged Democratic majority

in the 89th Congress resulting from the 1964 election enhanced the

poasibilitr of enacting federal school aid legislation.

Further support for this proposition may be derived from

another set of statistics. An examination of roll call votes, by party,

,f."k r.Y.= '4.%° t,'"
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on federal aid bills which reached the floors of the two congre5sional

chambers since the end of World War II reveals several factors. The
fo.

first obvious point made by Table14 is that in both the Senate and

the House a majority of Democrats have voted for school aid lecislation

while, with the exception .of Republican Senators in 1948 and ,1949,

a majority of Republicans have voted against the same proposals.

It is also apparent from the table that the proportion of Democratic

Senators approving education aid bills, has been consistently higher

than their counterparts in the House--an average of 85 per cent of

the Senators compared to 64 per cent of the Representatives.

This'fact, in part, explainS' Why prioi tc 1965 the Senate ,,ased

school aid bills on four occasions in the postwar period in contrast

to the single instance (1960) a bill was approved in the House.

Another point is deducible from the data included. A comparison

of the relative proportions of party members voting for federal aid

indicates that the issue has become increasingly partisan. An uncom-

plicated index of partisanship, the difference between the percent of

Democrats and Republicans voting positively on the federal aid roll

call votes referred tog shows that, the variance between Democratic

and Republican support for federal aid has increased over the years;

particularly in the House where Democratic approval has steadily grown

and Republican support has decreased.

III. The Parties and the 1965 Education A t

The vote on the 1965 Education Act was clearly in line with

these partisan trends. The measure was supported in both the Senate



Year

1948

1949

1956

1957

1960

1961

1965

TABLE 14

PROPORTION OF DEMOCRATS AND REPUBLICANS VOTING

FOR FEDERAL AID: 1948-1965

86.1%

92.3

.

-

77.8

77.4.

93.3

Mean 85.3

Senate
House

Dem. :dup.' Index
au., Index

61.4% 24.7% - - -

64.7 27.6 . . .

- -
53.1%

- - 56.5

29.0 48.8 62.5

26.7 504 66.7

56.3 37.0 80.0

47.6 37.7 63.7

38.7% 14.4%

41.0 15.5

32.4 30.1

3.6 63.1

26.7 53.3

28.5 35.3

Source: For years 1948.1961, Frank Munger and RichardFenno, Jr., National Politics and Federal Aid to Education (Syra-cuse: Syracuse University Press, 1962 . For 1965, asmulQuarterl Weekl Re ort, April 2, 1965, pp. 600-601 and April lb,p. 91.

and the House by a larger proportion of Democrats than on any earlier

voting occasion. Additionally, in the House 80 per cent of the Demo-

crats approved the bill while only 27 per cent of the Republicans

supported it. In the Senate th.difference was smaller, but the

overwhelming proportion (93 per cent) of Democrats cast their vote

for the proposal while a little over half (56 per cent) of the Republican

Senators did likewise.

This combination of factors indicates the importance of parti-

sanship as it relates to the outcome of school aid legislation. Given
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the Democratic Party commitment to education hid and the voting

behavior of Democrats and Republicans on the 1965 bill, it becomes

apparent that the Democratic victory in the 1964 congressional elections,

particularly in the House where the Democrats, experienced a net gain

of 38 seats, Wad one of the key factors in the eventual passage of the

1965 Act. Indeed,, every one of the forty-eight newly elected Demo-

crats in the House who filled a seat formerly held by a Republican

voted for the Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1965.
16

An

equally interesting statistic is illustrated in Table15 which shows

that of the 201 non-Southern Democrats voting on the bill 197 supported

it while a mere 4 opposed. This margin meant that the proponents, needed

only 21 votes gathered from Southern Democrats and/or Republicans to

enact the measure in the House, where Vajorities for federal aid have

been most difficult to realize.

TABLE 15

PARTY VOTE ON EDUCATION ACT OF 1965

Sericite

'Yea Raz

Non-Southern Democrats 40 0

Southern Democrats 15 4

Total Democrats (55) (4)

Republicans 18 14

Total 73 18

'Yea .1,1.2.y.

197 4

31 53

(228) (57)

35 96

263 153

Source: Computed from Conaessiona3lReport,
April 2, 1965, pp. 600-601 and April 1 , 19 5, p. 91.

16
Computed from'Coraessional quarterly Weekly Report, January

16, 1965, pp. 16-17 and April 2, 1965, pp. 600-601.
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The above evidence all points to the conclusion that the

Democratic victory in 1961e presented the Administration with an

unusual opportunity to enact a federal school aid program. The

gain of two Democratic Senators reaffirmed the already, existing

liberhl majority in the Senate while the increase in the House resulted

in the largest number of Democratic Representatives (295) and the

greatest Democratic plurality (155) since the days of the New Deal.

With this advantage the task confronting the Administration forces

was the drafting of a bill that would not split the Democratic majority

over such perennial issues as segregation, religion, and the alloca-

tion of funds,

As Tablei5 above illustrates, three-fourths of the Democratic

Senators from Southern States voted for the bill whereas in the House

a majority of the Southern Representatives opposed the measure. The

Southern response in the Senate versus the House may be explained

in part by the more heterogeneous constituency of even Southern

Senators in contrast to the relative homogeneous constituency of

Representatives. Beyond this point, the Southern vote in the House

implies that for many Southern Representatives the Civil Rights Act

of 1964 by no means settled the issue concerning federal aid and

segregated schools. Although the Brown decision outlawed segregated

schools and the recent civil rights legislation has barred federal

funds to such schools, it is necessary to note that the South has

successfully resisted large-scale desegregation of its educational

facilities. In fact, only 2 per cent of the Negro students in the

South are attending integrated schools.17 Consequently, it is under-

17
. Southern.Educational Reyortinm Se.rvice,,December, 1964.



standable that many Southern representatives perceived the Education

Act of 1965 as another central government weapon which would be used

to undermine the traditional Southern school system. It is not unrea-

sonable to suggest that this kind of relationship between federal aid

and federal control:is what was disturbing Representative Howard

Smith as he spoke on the House floor against the bill:

Mr. Speaker, we apparently have come to the end of the
road so far as local control over our education in public
facilities is concerned. I abhor that. There is nothing
dearer to the American home than the neighborhood school,
where you have your PTA and your different organizations,
and all take a vital interest in the school and have some
control of it. I hate to see that tradition destroyed
and that Control removed fr.= the little neighborhood in
the county and located in the bureaucracy of Washington,
but I think I see the handwriting on the wall. This is
the great day that the bureaunrats in the Education Depart-
ment have looked forward to and have fought for a good
many years.18

However, in spite of 'the lingering of the racial question in

the minds of some, the bill did receive enough Southern support so

that the Democratic vote alone (228 to 57) was sufficient to pass

the bill in the House and in the Senate as well (55 to 4).

Aii6ther issue which contained the potential ingredients for

splitting .the large. Democratic majority was, of bourse, the religious,

question discussed in Chapter III. As was pointed out earlier, Roman

Catholics constituted the largest religious group in the 89th Congress

(107). Had an episode Similar to the 1961 religious conflict been

repeated and Catholic schools excluded fromthe legislation, it is

conceivable, though remote, that the Democratic Roman Catholics would

18Congressional Record, March 24, 1965, p. 5553.
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have defeated the proposal in the House. Such un occurrence would

be remote because there is little evidence to indicate that Catholic

representatives would vote as a block against a federal aid bill which

excludes assistance to parochial schools. Indeed, even the "watered-

down" public school bill which was brought.to the House floor in

1961 via Calendar Wednesday was supported by 77 per cent of the

Catholics in the House (see Table 16). This suggests that Catholic

opposition to a particular aid bill would generally not be problematic

for the proponents as a result of Catholics voting en rasse on the

floor. It is more likely that Catholic organizations could threaten

a bill they opposed by exerting pressure at the committee level,

particularly in the Rules Committee as was the case in 1961, or by

encouraging sympathic representativesto establish a coalition with

House members opposed to school aid on other grounds. The fact that

DemoCratic Roman Catholic congressmen were satisfied with the 1965

bill is evident from Delaney's vote in the Rules Committee and the

fact that only 3 opposed the bill while 89 cast their vote for its

. passage.

Finally, one other issue embodied a latent possibility for

dividing the Democratic block which was expected to sustain the

legislation. Republican opponents of the Administration's bill

presented the argument that the formula for Title I resulted in an

"absurd distribution of funds" since the most affluent school districts

in the nation who could well afford special educiational services for

their disadvantaged students would obtain federal assistance. They
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TABLE 3.6

VOTE OF ROMAN CATHOLIC CONGRESSMEN ON SCHOOL

AID ROLL CALL, 1961 AND 1965

1961 1r6

Percent Percent

Ho_use Yea Nav Yea Yea Nay Yea

Democratic
Catholics 65 7 90% 78 2 .. 96%

Republican
Catholics 2 13

Total 67 20

Senate Yea _acv_

13 6

77 84 9 9U

Percent Percent
Yea Y is Yea

Democratic
Catholics 6 3 66% 3.1

Republican
Catholics 0

Total

0 1

6 4 . 6o 12

l 92

1 50

2 86

Source: Compiled from CcoasaloariLLEILLEIral, 1961
and 1965,

pointed out that the 10 wealthiest counties; containing about 32,000

eligible children, would receive a total of $8,918,087 compared to

$4,507,149 which would be granted to a sample of 10 poor couAties

with a similar number of children.
19

Supporters .of the Administration's

formula countered by asserting that the federal contribution to the

IMMINIMNIMMUNIP

19See the Minority Views in House Committee on Education and
Labor, Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1965, 89th Congress,
1st Sesi17717577niaT157774175577Q -7"



ten wealthy counties would amount to only 1.9 per cent of their 1962

educational expenditures whereas the funds allocated to the poor

counties would be equivalent to 34.2 per cent of their 1962 expendi-

tures. They also argued that it was more costly to educate a student

in the north, particularly in urban slums, thah it was in the South.°

Congresswoman Edith Green (D., Ore.), a strong supporter of

federal aid, found this response unconvincing. She noted that since

the formula was tied to half the state's per pupil expenditures it

resulted in a distribution pattern which would give Mississippi $120

and New York $353 per "pooechild. She inquired: " . . where is the

justice,. where' is the equityln'this, to .give' the State which has

the highest or one of the highest per capita incomes the most money?
1121

In support of an amendment she offered which would grant a straight

$200 for each child from a low-income family she stated:

Mr. Chairman, I really am serious in saying to my liberal

colleagues, those of you who honestly and sincerely have been

terribly concerned about the events in Selma, concerned abars",
events in Mississippi during the last 2 or 3 years: Are you

really shedding crocidile tears? Are we making pious state-

ments about how awful things are and how we really want to do

something about it, and then, when we have a bill that is

before the House, we do the very least for these States of

any single^in the Nation:22

Representative Pepper respectively suggested that Ns. Green

had misunderstood the allocation principle underpinning the bill. He

stated:

-011010111111=

20CongEessionaljecord, March 249'1965, plx. 5560-5562.

21Ibid., p, 5778.

22Ibid., p. 5779.
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This bill is not designed to bring the expenditure for
all children in the elementary and secondary schools of
America up to the same level . . . It is to help the
local community bring the educational expenditure for
deprived children up to the level of the ordinarylchildren

That is what the gentlewoman overlooks.2-'

Congressman O'Hara (D., Mich.), warned against the "divide

and conquer" possibility implicit in tampering with the formnla. he

claimed that:

Many of those who are supporting; this amendzent and who
intend to vote for this amendmnt are Going, so not with tae
intention of supporting this bill if the amendment passe:;)
but with the intention of opposing this bill regardless and
they hope that others will join them if the change they
advocate is agreed to . . . If we want this bill we had
better protect this formula.46*

This amendment was defeated by a vote of 136-202 as were

several others which attempted to revise or delete the formula. In

fact, the administration forces retained enough cohesion to beat

back nineteen amendments so that the bill was passed essentially in

the form reported by the House Education and Labor Committee.
25

Consequently, the large Democratic majority was not seriously split

by any of the controversial issues which have traditionally complicated

the proponent effort.

The account thus far has stressed the extent to which the

shift in party ratios resulting from the 1964 election, partieLlarly

in the House, was instrumental in promoting the passage of the 1965

23
Ibid., p. 5811.

24
. Ibid., p. 5813.

Cif

25The only floor amendment accepted was proposed by Robert
Griffin (R., Mich.) which authorized the Commissioner of Education
to appoint a ten-member advisory council to consult with concerning
his functions under the Act.
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Education Act. However, a glance back to Table 1 shows that the final

House vote on school aid in 1965 was not only due to increased support

among Democrats in the North (where most of the formerly held Republican

districts were captured by the Democrats in 1964) but among Southern

Democrats and Republicans as well. Consequently, variables other

than party must be considered in analyzirr! 14: "65 aid vote of Repub-

licans and Southern Democrats. It is in this respect that the ratic,nale

underpinning the proposal plays a role in understanding the 1965 voting

pattern on federal school aid. The data suggest that the emphasis on

aiding poverty stricken students in urban centers not only gained the

. .

overwhelming support of Northern Democrats, but presumably was .responsi-

ble, in part, for the fact that a considerable number of Republicans

and Southern Democrats representing highly urban districts voted for

the bill.

Relative to the Republican vote this may be illustrated in

two ways. First, an analysis of the number of House Republicans voting

for the proposal by region of the country indicates that of the total

35 yes votes cast by Republicans 22, or 63 per cent, were registered

by Republicans from the most urbanized section of the country, the

Northeast (see Table 17 ). Indeed, 43 per cent (15 votes) of the total

Republican yes votes were recorded by representatives from New York

(8) and Pennsylvania (7), both highly urbanized states.

This relationship between Republican yes votes and, urbanism

is denoted more specifically by Table 13. It shows that when Republican

districts are grouped according to the proportion of the population

which is urban, the representatives from the highly urban districts



Meal.

Northeast

Border

Midwest

South

Nest

Total

TABLE 17

VOTE OF REPUBLICAN HOUSE MEMBER

FOR SCHOOL AID, BY REGION, 1965

Number of
Republican
'Districts

. Number
Voting Yes.
on School Aid

38 22

7 4

54 5

16 0

25 4

140 35

*Does not add to 100 per cent due to rounding.
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Percent of Total 35
Yes Votes Cazt
b' this Rei!ion

63%

11

14

0

11

Source: Compiled from 2....__________,.........z....2._Conaressionalw-IvWeek1Reort,

April 2, 1965, pp. 600-601.

(100-70%) contributed almost two-thirds of all the Republican votes

for federal school aid in 1965. Among the representatives from these

highly urban districts, 42 per cent voted for the aid legislation

while only 13 and 21 per cent of the representatives in the less urban

categories favored the proposal. In sum, the bulk of the Republican

support for the Education Act of 1965 came primarily from congress-

men representing urban districts, particularly those in the Eastern

portion of the nation. Certairay the substance of the 1965 Act must

have facilitated the decision made.by these Republicans to cross

party lines on this issue.



TABLE 18

PROPORTION OF REPUBLICANS VOTING FOR

SCHOOL AID, BY PERCENT URBAN

OF DISTRICT,'1965
. .

District: Number

Percent Total Voting Yes Percent

Urban Districts on School Aid Voting Yes

High Urban
(7D-l00%)

Medium Urban
(40-69%)

Low Urban
(0-39%)

Total

53 22 42%

68 9 13

19 21

140 35 25%

Source: Compiled from U.S. Bureau of the Census, Convessional

District Data Book (Washington, D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Office,

196) and 1..........Con-ressionet., April 2, 1965, pp.

600-601.

As was noted earlier, the majority of Southern temocrats

voted against the Education Act of 1965 (53-31), as they did against

the aid bills of 1960 (87-0) and 1961 (70-21). Consequently, the 31

Southern Democrats in the House who did support the 1965 bill constitute

a deviant group among their Southern colleagues.

Although it is not possible to isolate the factors which account

for the behavior of each of these 31 Southern representatives, it is

possible to cote some group characteristics. For example, at least

25 of the 31 may be considered, in terms of their roll call votes in
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1965, as "liberals" relative to other Southern Democrats in the

House. This conclusion is based on the data included in Table

19 which shows the frequency in which Southern Democrats voted, for

a larger federal role (as defined by -esclOuazL-LexConpa'.1..) on 13

'occasions during the first session of the 89th Congress. The table

illustrates that a total of 27 Southerns voted at least 70 per cent

of the. time (a minimum of 9 out of 13) for legislation which would

enlarge the Federal government's role. included within this "liberal"

group of 27 were 25 representatives who also voted for the Education

Act of 1965. In sum, a large majority (25 out of 31) of the Southern

votes for school aid in 1965 were supplied by the more liberal Southern

Democrats; those who would be most likely to vote in harmony with

their Northern colleagues on an issue which included greater f6deral

involvement in the education function and disproportionate assistance

to Negro students.

Another characteristic of the gro;p of Southern Democrats

who voted for the bill is" that about half of them represent highly

urban districts. As Table 20 indicates, there were 20 Southern

:congressional districts in 1965 where at least 70. per cent of the

population lived in an urban area. Of the 20 representatives from

-.these districts, 15.(or 75 per cent) voted for school aid in 1965

while only 30 and 16 per cent of the representatives from the less

urbanized dKstricts.supported the legislation. In other words, as

was the case with the Republicans who voted for school aid, the more

urban the congressional district the greater the possibility the

representative backed federal aid for education. Certainly the terms
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TABLE 19

SOUTHERN DEMOCRATIC VOTES ON ROLL

CALLS TO ENLARGE FEDERAL ROLE AND

Number of Votes
to Enlarge
'Federal Role

11-13

9-10

7-8

5-6

3-4
,..,

0-2

Total

157

VOTE FOR SCHOOL AID, 1965

Number of S.D.'s
in this

Number of S.D.'s Group and Voting
In this Group For School Aid

Percent in Group
and Voting
For School Aid

18 18 100%

9 7 '(8

9 3 33

12 1 o
.

19 2 11

22 0 0

89 . 31 35

Source: Compiled from Congressional Quenarliz1:22.122Biezort,
December 3, 1965, pp. 2422-2423 d pril 2, 1965,0.600-601.

of the 1965 bill played a role in attracting the votes of these

Republicans and Southern Democrats from urban districts.
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TABLE 20

PROPORTION OF SOUTHERN DEMOCRATS VOTING

FOR SCHOOL AID, BY PERCENT URBAN

OF DISTRICT, 1965

District: Total :lunber Voting Percent
Percent Urban Districts Yes on Aid Voting Yes

High Urban
(70-100%) 20

Medium Urban
(40-69%) 37

Low Urban
(0-39%) 32

Total 89

15 75%

11 30

16

31 35%

Source: Compiled from U.S. Bureau of the Census) Corirrenal
District Data Book (Washington, D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Offf.ce,
1963) and Congressional Quarterly Weekly Report, April 2, 1965, PP.
600-601.

IV. The Amerj.can Prorddent as
Le .isic.tive Initiatcr

Inasmuch as the conaessional component of the national

Democratic Party did not initiate but responded to the propose/

as drafteti "ww the executive branch, it is necessary to examine the

other major result. of the 1964 national election: the selection of

Lyndon Johnson as President. What kind of leadership, if indeed

any, did he contribute to his party's pledge to establish a program

of federal assistance for education?
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Chief of State, Chief Executive, Supreme Commander of the

Armed Forces, Chief Diplomat, Voice of the People, World Leader,

Chief of Party, and. Chief Legislator. are among the many well known

roles or "hats" of the American President.26 It is important to

note, however, as Richard Neustadt has pointed out, that the Presi-

dent must wear all the hats at once since his behavior in any one

27
sphere has implications for all the others. A study of the Presi-

4

dency per se would no doubt emphasize the complex interrelationships

among these roles; however, given the nature of this investigation,

this discussion will focus on the President as Chief Legislator,

or put in the terms we have utilized as a source of legislative input.

A variety of factors, including the emergence of America as

a world power, the growth of the Executive Branch, the communications

revolution, and the industrialization and urbanization of American

society,
28 have contributed to the expansion of the Presidential

office far beyond the limits conceived by the authors of the Consti-

tution. For example, all:. the Constitution states on the President's

legislative role is that he "shall from time to time give the Congress

information of the state of the Union, and recommend to their considera-

tion such measures as he shall judge necessary and expedient . . . ."

Yet in modern times the Executive has become the primary initiator

of most major bills. Rossiter has suggested that this development

"Clinton Rossiter, The American Presidency (New York:

The New American Library, 19.56), Chapter I.

27Richard Neustitdt, Presidential Po-Jer (New York: The New

American Library, 1960), Preface, VIII.

28For a discussion of these factors see Nelson Polsby,

Congress and the Presidenc (Englewood Cliffs: Prentice-Hall, Inc.,

pp. 12-1 4.

14.

_
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is basically due to the increased "complexity of the problems"

confronting the nation. He continues by asserting that:

The President alone is in a political, constitutional,
and practical position to provide such leadership, and he is
therefore expected, within the limits of constitutional and
political propriety, to guide Congress in much of its.law-
making activity.29

This dimension of Presidential functions requires, among other things,

the making of decisions concerning legislative priorities. Given

the limits of time and energy, the President is faced with the task

of deciding which problems among the vast array existing in the nation

and the world he will attempt tp treat and Vnich of his proposals

are most vital, requiring his utmost attention.

The linkage between this perennial problem of priorities

and federal school aid is suggested by one student of the aid movement

who concludes his analysis by constructing an ideal pattern that must

mesh together if a federal aid bill is to be realized, The primary

ingredient of this formula is a P'resident who is more than merely

in favor of federal aid for education, "the President would have

to be for it in a broad and comprehensive way, and Zeverishly enough

to give it a top priority in his program. 1130 To what extent has

school aid received this kind of attention; how willinz have postwar

Presidents been to lent: substantial amounts of prestige and persuasion

to the cause of federal aid to education? More specifically, how

does President Johnson's commitment to federal school aid compares to

2921221211221220.21LIGYA ps 190

3°Robert Bendiner, Obstacle Course on CaDitol Hill (New
York: McGraw Hill Book Company, 19), p. 192.
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that of other Presidents and what was his part in the proponent

victory of 1965?

A consideration of comparative Presidential views on and

attention to school aid plus presidential ability to influence Congress

is necessary to fashion adequate answers to these questions. The

latter, of course, is easier said than done. Although attempts have

been made to compare and rank the effectiveness of Presidents,31 one

must recognize that the multitude of. variables involved, makes such

omparisons only suggestive.

V. Postwar Presidents and Federal
Aid for Education

President Truman, as noted earlier,, was elected on a plat-

form, which endorsed federal aid for education and he made it part of

his "Fair Deal" program which was presented to the 31st Congress.

In his State of the Union Message of 1949 he stated:

We are not yet assuring all the children of our nation
the opportunity of receiving the tasic education which is
necessary to a strong democracy . . . I cannot repeat
too strongly my desire for prompt federal financial aid to
the states to help them operate and maintain their school
systems"

Although a school aid bill did pass the Senate during that year, the

House proposal launched a bitter controversy over parochial school aid

that has only been matched by the 1961 conflict. Subcommittee chair-

man Graham A. Barden (D., N.C.) introduced a bill authorizing grants of

31See, for example, Arthur M. Schlesinger, Sr., Paths to the
Present (New York: MacMillan Company, 1949), pp. 93-111 and Arthur
M. Schlesinger, "Our Presidents: A Rating by 75 Historians," New
York Times Magazint, July 29, 1962, p. 12.

3?Public Paners of the Presidents of the United Statel nnrry
as.acuman.jaha Washington, D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Office,
1960), p. 5.

ir
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$300 million annually, but restricted the aid to public schools.

When the bill created a deadlock over aid to private schools at the

full Committee level, the issue gained nation-wide attention as

Cardinal Spellman and Mrs. Eleanor Roosevelt became involved in a

public conflict over the dispute.

Although President Truman did not engage in a major effort
4

to resolve the impasse, the intensity of the conflict makes it doubt-

ful that action on his part would have settled the question. Addi-

tionally, other aspects of his domestic program, such as his compulsory

health insurance plan, the establishment of a new executive Department

of Health, Educations and Security, the repeal of the Taft-Hartley

Act, and abolishment of the poll tax, were all experiencing difficulties

which meant his attention to school aid was necessarily limited.

Consequently, although President Truman favored federal assistances

his difficulties with his overall domestic program and the heated

religious conflict surrounding the aid issue during his term afforded

him little opportunity to assume a leadership role relative to federal

aid for education.

A forecast of the fate awaiting federal aid under President

Eisenhower was also revealed during the 1949 action. As President

of Columbia University, Dwight Eisenhower spnt a letter to the House

Subcommittee on Education in which he expressed approval of federal

school aid to only those areas where the tax-paying potential could

not provide adequate education. It is significant that he also

remarked:
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I would flatly oppose any grant by the Federal Goverment
to all states in the Union for educational purposes . . .

Unless we are careful even the great and necessary educational
processes in our country will become yet another vehicle by
which the believer in paternalism, if not outright social.lem),,
will gain still additional power for the central government.."

With this conception of federal aid and the fact that he was

elected on a platform which clearly opposed aid to education, it is

not surprising that Preiident Eisenhower was opposed to school aid

during his first term. His reservations were expressed in his budget

message of January 21, 1954, when he stated:

I do not underestimate the difficulties facing the states
and communities in attempting to solve the problems created
by the great increase in the number of children of school
age, the shortage of qualified teachers, and the overcrowding
of classrooms . . . . At the same time t I do not accept the
simply remedy of Federal intervention.34

Among other things he advised a While House Conference to study

educatior problems, particularly the question of federal involvement,

before any congressional action was taken.

The White,House Conference on Education began in November,

1955, amidst charges that it was stacked by those who opposec federal

aid. Its eventual endorsement of school aid, holrever, muffled critics.

Subsequently, the Eisenhower Administration modified its opposition

toward aid and proposed a school construction bill in 1956, which

unfortunately for the proponents, became entangled with the segregation

issue and was defeated on the House floor. A year later a similar

3 3Quoted in Congressional Quarterly Service, Federal Role in
Education (Washington, D.C.: 1965), p. 19.

34Public Pweers of the Presidents of the United States,
Dwight D. Eisenhower 1954 Washington, D.C.: U.S. Government Printing
,Offiees 1900 pp. 151-152.
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proposal was killed in the House by a vote of 208-203 (111 Republicans

voted against the bill while 77 voted for it) as both Republicans

and Democrats charged President Eisenhower with providing less than

enthusiastic backing for his own bill. One veteran supporter of

education aid in the Senate summarized the sentiments at a later date

then he remarked:

It was what the administration did--or didn't do--that
killed the legislation. The truth of the matter was that
Eisenhower never wanted Federal aid. I think some of his
friends on the golf course must have told him that it was
creeping socialism. I really do. In 1957, the bill lost
in the House by 5 votes. He could have had a bill. A few
phone calls to members of Congresso 'This is the President
of the United States calling Congressman so and so'--and
he'd have gotten the votes. If he had called up Charlie
Halleck and Joe Martin and said 'I want the votes,' he could
have gotten them. The struggle would never have been as
close as it was. He just didn't want a bill. He did
nothing and an that situation, inaction meant,'No.'35

Certainly it is clear that President Eisenhower was anything

but "feverishly" in favor of federal aid; his original opposition

to the policy and his general budgetary philosophy did not result

in a strong Presidential effort to initiate such a program.

President Kennedy presented a striking contrast; he made

federal aid to education, as noted previously, one of the 1960 cam-

paign issues and a key item of his domestic program. :-is concern

with the question is testified to by Theodore Sorensen who has

written that education was "the one domestic subject that mattered

most to John Kennedy Throughout his campaign and throughout

his Presidency, he devoted more tine and talks to this single topic

than to any other domestic issue.06

lim1111111111

35qloted in Munger and Fenno, on. cit., p. 149. Also see
Congressional Guarterl Almanac, 1957, p. 592.

36Kennedy (New York: Harp= and Row, Publishers, 1965), p. 358.
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President Kennedy's first education message to Congress

reflected his commitment to school aid. In it he requested a program

of $2.3 billion in grants for three years to be used for school

construction and boosting teachers' salaries, loans to colleges of

almost $2.8 billion to be used over a five -year period for construction

purposes, and grants of $892 million for fcur-year federal college

scholarships. 37 The hitch, of course, was that none of the elementary

and secondary school funds would be available to private schools.

As the discussion in the preceding chapter pointed out, this provi-

sion eventually spelled the .doom of the Kennedy aid program. Although

the request was repeated in 1962, the intensity of the 1961 fight

discouraged both the Administration and congressional proponents from

making another major effort.

There is little doubt that President Kennedy strongly favored

school aid,aid, but his willingness to exert his full resources on Congress

to enact a program has been questioned. Price has suggested that in

the process of weighing the costs involved in the school fight against

his total legislative program the President "apparently decided to

knuckle under on aid to education." His study of the 1961 school

aid action led to the conclusion that: "The President was simply not

prepared to jeopardize his whole legislative program--and perhaps

his chances for re-election--by a bitter fight to the death for

aid to education."38

111m=1/1911111=1111=110111=11111111MINIaSIND

3IFtblic Pa ors 'of the Presidents of the United States John F.
Kennedy's_ 19 1 Washington, D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Office, 192),
pp. 107410.

38R
ugh Douglas Price, "Race,

The Kennedy Aid-to-Education Bills,"
of Power (New York: Harcourt, Brace,

I

it

1100,1011111111imigsmwsilorisroulikr.-

Religion, and the Rules Committee:
in Alan Westin (ed.), The Uses
and World, Inc., 1962)7776137
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One might also add the observation that had Kennedy decided

to do the opposite there was no guarantee that victory would result.

Indeed; given the President's campaign pledge on the question of

private school aid, the fact that he was the first Catholic President,

and the rigidity of the various groups on the issue, there apparently

was little room for Presidential manuverability that would have

resolved the conflict.

VI. President Lyndon Johnson
and Federal School Aid

The Democratic landslide of 1964 not only resulted in a more

liberal Congress, but it returned to the White House a President who,

like his predecessor, enthusiastically endorsed an expanded federal

role in the field of education. President Lyndon Johnson clearly

made federal aid to education at all levels one of the paramount

featuies of the "Great Society." He repeatedly emphasized that "every

child must be encouraged to get as much education as he has the

ability to take." In his State of the Union Message on January 4, 1965,

he designated educational goals to head the national agenda: "I pro-

pose we begin a program in education to insure every American child

the fullest development of his mind and skills." His education message

of January 12, 1965, reaffirmed this priority:

Nothing matters more to the future of our country: not
our military preparedness, for armed might is worthless if
we lack brainpower to build a world of peace; not our
productilm economy, for we cannot sustain growth without
trained manpower; not our democratic system of government,
for freedom is fragile if citizens are ignorant . . .

[Therefore] we must demand that our schools increase not
only the quantity but the quality of America's education .

I urge that we now push ahead with the No. 1 business
1
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of the American people--the education of our youth in
the preschools, elementary and secondary schools, and
in the colleges and universities.39

With a more than two-to-one Democratic majority in Congress,

President Johnson wasted little time in moving to convert these

words into action. His desire to have the Elenentary and Secondary

Education Act of 1965 passed and his willingness to exert every

available resource to do so have been commented on by friend and

foe alike, One Administration official, for instance, who worked

in both the Kennedy and Johnson Administrations, conmented on

Johnson's keen interest in the matter in the following way:

I don't know what other Presidents think and care
about but this one really cares about education. With
all due respect to Kennedy we never had the cooperation
or pressure from the White Hduse like we've had
with Johnson. He simply was determined to get this
thing through and everyone knew it.

A representative of a major interest group which worked closely

with the Administration on the bill also praised the President's

intimate support: "He supported it to the hilt. If a Congressman

wasn't going to vote for the bill, Johnson wanted to know personally

who he was and why he wasn't going to vote for it."

On the other hand, opponents of the measure claimed that

President Johnson's manner of backing the proposal resulted in

"railroading" the bill through the legislative process and reducing

the legislative branch of the national government to a "rubber stamp."

These accusations stemmed in part from the fact that the President

insisted that the bill be processed as quickly as possible and without

393enate Committee on Labor and Public Welfare, Elementary and

Secondary Education Act of l965: Background Material with Related
Presidential Recommendations, 89th Congress, 1st Session7117057pp. 12-13.
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'x'smision to redUce the possibility of repeating a serious religious

dispute over the issue.. To meet these demands committee chairmen

in both chambers were called upon to hold hearings on Saturdays

(almost unheard of early in a congressional session), amendments were

strongly resisted by the proponents in committee executive meetings

and on the floor, plps great pressure was put on the Senate to pass

a bill exactly in the same form-as the House version to avert the

need for a conference, thereby circumventing the House Rules Committee.

The dissatisfaction aroused by these procedures, even among

supporters of aid, was summarized by Senator Prouty (D., Vt.):

The Constitution of the United States vests legislative:
power in the Senate and the House of Representatives. Now,
by decree of the President of the United States, the Senate
is to be -shorn of its equal share of that power. This im-
portant and complex piece of legislation--on which your COED..
ittee heard more than 90 witnesses whose testimony filled
6 volumes and more than 3,200 pages--is to pass this body
without a dot or comma changed; this by fiat from the Chief
'Executive .

The intent of the sponsor of this legislation--the Presi-
dent of the United States--is that the Senate passively accept
his decree and pass this bill in exactly the form voted upon
by the other body

Today may be the day when the Senate of the United States,
after 176 years of greatness, yields to the insistent demand
of a Chief Executive 4.ts right and duty to perform its true
legislative function.40

The fact that some may view President Johnson's role in the

proceedings as "presidential leadership" and others as "political

arm-twisting" is a secondary point. The primary fact is that he

pushed for federal school aid 112 ; ao other postwar President has and

4ogoaressional Record, April 7, 1965, pp. 7064-7065. Also
see Rogee. A. Freeman, "how to Railroad a School Bill," National
Review, 17:419-422, May 18, 1965, and "Through the Back Door,
Nation, 200:434, April 26, 1965.
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he was successful. In terms of the Presidential dimension of the

1965 school aid victory, why was this so; why is it that President

Johnson succeeded when all other Presidents have witnessed the defeat

of their school aid proposals?

In addition to the factors discussed in previous chapters,

there are several characteristics which are unique to President

Johnson which help to answer this question. His legislative achieve-

ments in the field of education must be viewed in the context of

his personal interest in this area, his 4uge victory and the Democratic

Party landslide in the 1964 election, his overall legislative accomplish-

ments, and his much heralded ability to understand and work with

Congress.

The positive congressional response to his programs is

explained, in part, by the fact that Mr. Johnson was elected by

a plUrality of almost 16 million votes, the greatest Presidential

margin in American history. Contrasted, for example, to President

Kennedy's slight victory (see Table 21), this impressive mandate at

the polls provided President Johnson with a significant levet in dealing

with Congress. He could convincingly argue, as he did, that the

public had clearly endorsed his policy orientations and he was responsi-

ble as was the Congress for fulfilling the mandate.

An equally important factor is that his personal sweep at

the polls was also largely responsible for his party's gain in seats

within the legislative branch. Surely the forty.eightsrepresentatives

who won formerly held Republican districts in tile 1964 election were

to some extent indebted to.Johnsonls 'coattails" and would be expected
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TABLE 21

4

' .4

S

PLURALITY OF DEMOCRATIC NATIONAL LEGISLATIVE

SEATS AND PLURALITY OF PRESENTIAL VOTE,

1948-1964

Democratic Plurality Popular
of Seats Vote

House Senate President Plurality

1948 92 12 Truman 2,135,747

1950 36 2

1952 .8 1 Eisenhower 6,621,242

1954 29 1

1956 33 2 Eisenhower 9,567,720

1958 128 30

1960 89 28 Kennedy 112,803

1962' 83 36

1964 155' 36 Johnson 15,952,085

Source: Derived from Conress and the Nation (Congressional
Quarterly, Inc., 1965), pp. 63- 6.

to support most of the President's legislative requests.
41

As has

already been pointed out, this increased margin of liberal Democratic

representatives furnished the President with a party advantage that

certainly lubricated the congressional process for both his educational

and non-education programs. In sum, this plurality in popular votes

41..-wne seventy-one Democratic freshmen supported the President
on 89, per cent of twelve key roll call votes identified by Corgressional
carter and on 83 per cent of the sixty-six roll call votes held by

August of 1965. Quarterly August 27, 1965,

p. 1746.
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and in party make-up of the legislature was greater for Mr. Johnson

than for any other postwar President and consequently made the oppor-

tunity for enacting a federal school aid bill, considering his great

interest in doing so, unusually good.

Although a large numerical majority in the legislature may

present a President with the opportunity of fulfilling his agenda,

it is not axiomatic that large majorities equal great legislative

records. Members of the party with a considerable edge are at to

decide that their votes on a particularly sensitive question, such

as federal aid to education, are not vital. The argument that "the

President really needs you on this one" is much less effective than

in the situation where the majority is narrow and every vote is crucial.

Therefore, it is quite tempting for those in the majority to subordinate

party loyalty when there is a conflict between Presidential wishes

and constituency opinions or special interest. A large majority carri's

with it the additional danger that the opposition party and the press,

will eventually stress the argument that the President is dictating to

the legislature. A continuous repetition of this "rubber stamp"

accusation may pressure members of the majority to rebuff the President

in order to maintain congressional independence and prerogatives.

Both of these hazards were confronted. by President Johnson

during the first session of the 89th Congress, but as the data included

in Table 22 indicate, he was extremely successful in overcoming them.

It points .out that of the 1e69 proposals he submitted to the Congress

321 or 68.14'per cent were approved, en all-time high since such scores

have been systematically kept. Obviously, there are several pitfalls
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TABLE 22

PRESIDENTIAL LEGISLATIVE SCORES: 1953-1965

'Proposals Approved by Approval

Submitted; Congress Score

1954 (Maershaver) 232 150 64.7%

1955 207 96 46.3

1956 225 103 45.7

1957 206 76 36.9

1958 234 ;10 47.0

1959 238 93 40.8

1960 183 56 30.6

1961 (Kennedy) 355 172 48.4

1962 298 133 44.6

1963 401 109 27.2

19641Johnson) 217 125 57.6

1965 469 321 68.4

1'(2

Source: Congressional uturlaulteakigort, Netember 19,

1965, p. 2341.

in taking comparative legislative boxscores too seriously. However,

used with caution they do provide at least a rough estimate of how

well a President has done with his legislative program, and how he

compares with otheryresidents. In such terms, President Johnson

would have to rate highly not only for the proportion of proposals

approved but for the number put forth for congressional consideration.

In fact, if the number of proposals in Table 22are broken down into

those which Congressional Quarterly designates as roll call votes which
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"present clear-cut tests of support," then Johnson's legislative

success is the highest attained by any President since that publica-

tion began its Presidential support studies in 1953. Of 274 such

roll call votes in the first session of the 89th Congress, 93 per

cent were approved. This proportion was five points higher than

President Johnson's own 1964 score and exceeded the score of 87.1

per cent made by President Kennedy in 1963 and 89 per cent achieved

by President Eisenhower in 1953.
42

Certainly the fact of party majority was an important aspect

of what has been referred to as "unquestionably one of the most glittering

records of legislative accomplishment in history"43 but as has already

been suggested, the President must be particularly skillful in deal-

ing with a Congress that is characterized by a large party majority.

The fact that Lyndon Johnson has been proficient is attested to by

the evidence included above and the reams of newspaper accounts which

have utilized every conceivable adjective in describing his ability

in handling the Presidential job. Few would disagree with the state-

ment of one close observer of the Washington scene that "Mr. Johnson

is the most expert politician, the most artful accumulator and dispenser

of power, and the most dominant personality to sit in the White House

since Franklin Roosevelt."
44

There are many personal factors which reportedly underpin

President Johnson's ability to get his programs through Congress: his

p. 2387.

42See is.fr...tezConressiolaWeet2ptlReort, November 26, 1965,

New York Times,, September 5, 1965, p. 44.

"Tom Wicker, "The Awesome Twosome," New York Times liagazine,
January 30, 1966, p. 6.
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long experience in the Congress, his skill in accumulating power

and astuteness in utilizing it, his ability to sense public opinion

on an issue,
45

his touch for great timing; and on and on. One factor,

however, is repeatedly emphasized in the more extensive accounts which

deal with this topic: Mr. Johnson understands and appreciates the

internal workings of Congress and has the greatest reservoir of

informal congressional relations of any other recent President, and

probably any President in American history. James Reiton put it well

when he wrote that President Johnson

. accepts the Congressional system the way it is--
warts and all. Kennedy was in the Congress, Johnson
is of it. He struggled to the top through the system
and therefore thinks it's all right. He is not a critic
of the elders of the Congress but their companion. He
has lived with them for 30 years, spoken for them in their
elections, stood un with them at their family weddings
and christenings and funerals; drunk whiskey with them
in Mr. Sam Rayburn's 'board of education' hideaway in
the House. 46

President Johnson's part 4.n the passage of the 1965 Education

Act must be viewed as one thread and a key one, within this general

picture of unprecedented Presidential influence. His great personal

interest in education ( it is reported he would like to be known as

the "Education President"), the party line-up, and his remarkable

talent for dealing with Congress all favored the enactment of a school

aid bill. Additionally, it is also important to note that Mro Johnson,

45
Press Secretary, Bill Moyers, for example, claims that the

President has "a great natural gift for knowing, feeling and sensing
the mood of the American people I think he has antennae that
give or take one or two degrees, keeps him pretty closely attuned to
the problems, moods and attitudes of the people," Pew York Times,
November 10 1965, p. 3.

46
Janes Reston, "What's He Like?", The New York Tilles Mae-

sine, January 17, 1965, p. 8.

,01.41
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not being a Catholic, was in a much better position to propose

an education bill which included some assistance to non-public

schools. With the racial, issue generally neutralized, this was

done skillfully enough so that the one remaining issue which had

the greatest potential for blocking his proposal did not re-explode.

In conclusion, all the available evidence makes it clear that Presi-

dent Johnson deeply desired a federal aid to education program and

he pressed with a sure hand as no other postwar President had to

insure its enactment.

This chapter has attempted to demonstrate that the overwheming

Democratic victory of 1964 at' both the congressional and Presidential

levels presented an opportunity and eventually the realization of

passing a federal aid to education bill. The election triumph made

possible the articulation of the Democratic Party's long-time interest

in the issue of school aid and supplied the party with a leader who

was deeply committed to the cause of federal school aid, gave it high

priority on his legislative agenda, and used his resources to push

the enactment of the proposal.
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CHAPTER V

ALTERATIONS WITHIN THE POLITICAL SYSTEM

I. Introduction

All of the changes examined to this point in the study

involve alterations in the environment of the legislative system

and constitute, in terms of the framework being utilized, new

inputs. One might presume that the described alterations among

these factors would be sufficient to account for the new policy

output. Although tempting, this is not a safe assumption. Exter-

nal changes do not automatically bring about innovation within

the system and in its policy outputs for the simple reason that

the institutional structure of the system is rigged against

producing change. This bias against innovation derives from the

fact that the proponents of a new policy must win approval from

the two House committees, a Senate committee, both legislative

bodies, the House Rules Comml.ttee a second time if a.conference

is necessary, the President, and finally, if the policy is to be

carried out, the Appropriations Committee. On the other hand,

the opponents of innovation need to block a proposal at only one

of these hurdles to prevent realization,

Given this decentralization of power in the congressional

system, the opponents of federal school aid bills have found the

nommoseasoliercompummiliAMPROMOWIPPF
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internal institutional structure an important advantage in their

efforts to defeat proposals. In fact, one studeat of the history

of federal aid to education has interpreted the proponent failure,

prior to 1965, as basically a result of the formal institutional

structure of Congress. He has written:

It is plain that sponsors of Federal aid to the
schools have again and again been bilked of their prize
solely by the mechanical arrangements of the national
legislature. That is to say, they have been beaten not
because a majority of the Congresz deciced, after reasonable
thought, that the scheme was contrary to the public good,
but simply because a minority used the arrangements in ques-
tion to have its own way. a standing committee of the
House regularly buried the legislation in the 1940,s, some-
times by a single vote; riders and tricky maneuvers killed it
on the floor throughout the following decade; and since then
it has twice been done to death by that pectliar institition,
the Committee on Rules.

Although much has been written about the need for institition-

al reform of the national legislature, it is important to note that

the institutional system serves a variety of functions, even for

those who often criticize it. It is a fairly well known fact, for

example, that congressmen have on occasion written home to their con-

stituents complaining about the Rules Committee blocking a piece of

legislation and at the same time have. encouraged members of the Rules

Committee to keep the measure from the floor.2 Consequently, an

institutional interpretation of proponent failure may tend to simpligy

the underlying politics of the school aid issue and must be considered

with this reservation in mind.

1Robert Bendiner, ObsIac.1....ASz22291ci:Ciaoitol Hill (New York:

McGraw Hill Book Company, 1964), p. 207

2lt1d., p. 155. Also see Howard W. Smith, "In Defense of the
House Rules Committee," in Joseph S. Clark (ed.), Con1=104011.

o Pr 1 m a (New York? Thomas 27-browell Company,

1965 pp. 138.150.

arlaiiivonree.
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According to the institutional perspective, change in past outcomes

can occur if institutional alterations are made which reduce the

ability of a powerful few situated at key junctions in the system

to block the will of the majority. In other words, change is

more likely to come about when the structure is altered to facili-

tate a more fluid flow of majority wishes. The primary objective

here, then, is essentially to describe changes within the system

which increased the probability that the 1965 bill would reach the

House floor for a vote, since the structural features of that

chamber have most often contributed to past proponent failures.

In this context, there were three institutional changes made

prior to 1965 which were instrumental in paving the way for the

eventual passage of the 1965 Education Act. These changes include the

revision of the party ratio in the House Committee on Education and

Labor in 1959, the shift from Graham Barden to Adam Clayton Powell

as chairman of that oommittee in 1961, and the temporary expansion

of the House Rules Committee in 1961 and its permanent expansion in

1963. A discussion og each of those changes and their respective

roles in making the 1965 proponent victory possible constitutes

the focus of this chapter.

II. 2.,hp House on

:411921121.11110221:

In contrast to the Senate, where federal aid bills were

approved in 1948* 1949 1960, and 1961 before the 1965 enactment,

the House of Representatives has been a hostile environment for

school aid proposals. The lack of earlier proponent success in the

V
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House stems from the basic fact that the supporters of aid were

unable to accomplish the most elementary victory, that is, to

muster sufficient strength in the House Committee on Education

and Labor to have a bill favorably reported. As Figure 2 indicates,

the proponents were usually able to secure Committee hearings

during the years after World War II; however, it was not until

1955 that a bill was finally reported from the Committee.

In an attempt to explain this action, Richard Fenno has

called attention to several characteristics of the Committee

which have made general consensus building difficult and concurrence

on tha issue of school aid particularly formidable.3 He notes that

"nearly all of its members agree that it is probably the most diffi-

cult House committee in which to achieve a consensus and the easiest

in which to promote prolong conflict. "4 The factors under.

pinning this assessment pertain to the nature of the Committee's
I

jurisdiction, the composition of its membership, and its decision-

making procedures.

Much of the Committee's preoccupation with conflict instead

of consensus building results from the fact that many of the most

controversial and highly partisan doirsestic issues fall within the

Committee's jurisdiction. With responsibilities' spanning from the

Taft-Hartley Bill (the Committee's first major bill) to the current

Anti-Poverty legislation, is understandable that one member

commented that "this is probably the most partisan Committee in

%ee Chapter V in Frank Munger and Richard Fenno, Natioral.
Politics an ".drmal A +0 Educe i (Syracuse: Syracuse University
Press, 1962 and "The House of Representatives and Federal. Aid to
Education," in Robert Le Peabody and Nelson W. Polsby, ed., Ni et' Pnrs-
ectives on the House o Re es ntatives (Chicago: Rand Wally &

Company, 1963 pp. 195.235.

.1Munger and Fenno, Ibid. p. 109.
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FIGURE 2

HOUSE ACTION ON FEDERAL AID FOR
EDUCATION BILLS: 1945-1965
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the House, because this is where the fundamental philosophical

battles are fought**5, him such a situation, flexibility is

generally lacking and compromise is hard to come by. This was

stressed by a former committee member who recalled the federal

aid fight during the 1950's: "Some of us were unalterably

opposed to Federal aid and some on the other side were just as

unalterably in favor of it There weren't many minds changed

by discussion. "6

ver, as Fenno has pointed out, issues alone do not

?roduce conflict; it is the personnel on the Committee and their

relative; perspectives on issues which cause disagreement. In this

sense, the composition of the Committee's membership is a vital

factor and as Masters has noted*

The assignment of members to the Education and Labor
Committee - with jurisdiction over the explosive issues of
school aid, segregation and labor management relations - has
called for the most careful attention to the constituencies
of applicants * It is no place for a neutral when
there are so many belligerents around.?

Both of the polit3,cal parties recognize this fact and attempt to

control the composition of the membership through careful assigns!

ments procedures. The Democrats have promoted their perspective

in the Committee by encouraging the appointment of "dependable"

liberals--"those who can afford politically to take an outright

pro-labor position"8--and limiting the assignment of Southerners.

The Republican party leaders, on the other hand, protect their

5Quoted in 110.

Itll
7Nicholas A. Masters, "House Committee Assignment,"

American Political Science Reyiew, Vol. LV. (June, 1961), P. 354.

8
Ibid.

-mm 11"1""
,........"....,............m40, arm
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influence in the Committee by assigning to it those who are not

moderate on labor-management issues but strongly pro-management.9

These assignment practices tend to accentuate the philo-

sophical and partisan division among members resulting from the

issues raised by the jurisdiction of the Committee. The relative

intensity of this split is reflected by the data included in Table

23. It compares the ideological differences between Democrats and

Republicans in the House as a whole and to the same variations in

the Senate. These differences are derived from a series of roll

call votes selected by Concrestelv in 1961 and 1965 to

distinguish, as noted earlier, those congressmen who support a

larger federal role in domestic affairs (e.g., liberals) from those

who are opposed to a larger federal role (e.g., conservatives). The

table shows the mean percentage of each group's vote for an expanded

federal involvement.

The results of both the 1961 and 1965 analysis indicate that

the ideological variation within the House Committee is greater than

the disagreement between the opposing party members on the same issues

in the House as a whole. In both instances the mean percentage dif-

ference between Committee Democrats and Republicans was about 20

per cent greater than between all gouse Democrats and Republicans,

although the Republican percentage has increased significantly during

the four-year period.

The pattern in the Senate is quite different. The 1961

variation in voting behavior along party lines between Senate Commit-

tee members and all Senators was small. Additionally, the convergence

11111.111=111111111111111111100.171M111141111711111111111111111

9This stress by both parties on appointing members according
to their views on labor, not education, is another factor which influ-

ences the lack of consensus on the issue of school aid.

.1;



TABLE 23

EDUCATION COMMITTEE MEMBERS FAVORING A LARGER
FEDERAL ROLE CO.' PARED TO HOUSE AND SENATE AS A WHOLE,

1961 AND 1965

glean Percentage of Votes for
FrAp.1 Role
1961

(10 Roll Calls) (13Roll Calls)

All House Democrats 73A 7912

All House Republicans 12 32.-

Difference 66 46

Committee Democrats 91 95

Committee Republicans .....7.- -44)

Difference 84 4 65

(10 nal Calls). . (12 Roll Calls)

All Senate Democrats 6712 82%

All Senate Republicans 12 _LE_____.

Difference 35 36

Committee Democrats 90 99

Committee Republicans ...2 ..1.

Difference 3a le

Source; Cormressional Quarterl- Weekli Report, October

20, 1961, PP. 1751-1763 and December 3, 1965, pp. 2417-2420.
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of views is more apparent in the Senate Committee where both

Democrat, and Republicans have indicated a greater willingness

to support enlarged federal activity than their respective

cbunterparts in the entire Senate. This pattern at the Committee

level contributes to the favorable action federal aid proposals

have received in the Senate. In contrast to this relative agree-

ment in the Senate C6mmittee, the House Committee Democrats voted

during both periods more liberally than all House Democrats whereas

Committee Republicans voted more conservatively than all Republicane.

This fact illustrates' the basic discordance in the House Comnittee

and underpins the past difficulties faced by school aid proponents

in guiding legislation through' the House.

The combination of jurisdictional and membership character-

istics of the House Committee on Education and Labor obviously

influences the nature of the Committee's decision-making procedures.

Given these. factors it is not surprising that the Committee's style

of decision-making does not emphasize accommodation and c=promise.

In fact, Fenno has commented: "It tends to funCtion in a flercelY

competitive style in which the techniques are those of naked power

and the decision goes to whoever can command a simple majority in

a showdown vote."1° The informal norms which advance committee

integration, such as mutual respect between members of opposite

parties, haVe not developed to the extent they have in other commit-

tees.
11 This trait is exemplified by an exchange during the 1965

e.unger and Fenno, oo. cit., p. 117.

11
See, for example, Richar(1 F. Fenno, Jr., The House :Lppro.

priations Committee as a Political System The Problems of Intczra.

tion," amtlaanEalusaluamo Review, VI (June, 1962) , 310.324.
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subcommittee hearings among the Chairman of the full committee:

Adam Clayton Powell, Representative Ford (D., Mich.), and Repre-

sentative Goodell (R., N. Y.) .

CHAIRMAN
POWELL: Will the gentleman yield?
En. GOODELL: I have had enough with debating with

the other side of the coamittoe. I
would like to hear the panel answer
some questions.

MR. FORD: I may observe I have been here since
9:3° and have not had a chance to ask
any questions.

MR. GOODELL: You asked one earlier and you will have
a chance. This is the first Republican
question we have had here.

caiallmAu The gentleman from New York has 1 more
POWELL: minute under the 5.minute rule (which

was not observed up to thic point in the
hearings).

MR. GOODELL: Mr. Chairman, I serve notice, then, if any
more speeches are to be delivered in this
subcommittee, I will object at the end of
5 minutes under the 5-minute rule .

You have more power and you will supress4
the minority, but you will hear from us."

The decision-making environment in which the House Education

Committee functions magnifies the significance of the ratio of Demo-

crats to Republicans on the Committee. If the possibilities for

cooperation and compromise are limited then decisions are indeed

an outcome of naked power and those with the votes rule. In this

respect, the sweeping Democratic congressional victory of 1958 and

the consequent alteration of the Committeels party ratio to produce

twenty Democrats to. ten Republicans in 1959 instead of the previous

line-up of seventeen Democrats to thirteen Republicans constitutes

one of the key institutional changes of the federal aid movement.

1 Z.
:louse Committee on Education and Labor, aid o1.,

and Secondary Education, 89th Congress, 1st Session (1969 pp. 59n-

597.
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At that time, liberal committee members claimed that in

past sessions the old ratio allowed the alliance of the Republicans

with Chairman Graham A. Barden (D., N. C.) and Phil M. Landrum (Dot

Ga.) to bring about a fifteen-to-fifteen voting split thus blocking

action on education aid as well as anticorruption labor legisla-

tion and revisions of the Taft-Hartley Act.1' This conservative

coalition permitted the opponents of federal aid
14

to bottle up

proposals at the Committee level until 1955 when the Eisenhower Ad-

ministration presented a program and the Eisenhower-oriented Repub.

licans on the Committee joined the majority of the Democrats to

report the bill out. The same alignment was responsible for reporting

bills out in 195 and 1957; however, it was dissolved in 1958 when

President Eisenhower withdrew his support for federal aid and the

old line-up again stalled the proposal in the Committee. The

installation of the new two-to-one ratio and the appointment of

five "liberal" Democratic freshmen in 1959 were made to strengthen the

position of Committee liberals and give them a dominant majority./5

Since that alteration was made the support for federal aid within

the Committee has essentially been an all-Democratic majority (one

Republican joined the Democrats in 1960 and two in 1965 although

they did not affect the result) which has been able to process bills

through the Committee stage whenever earnest Administration requests

were made. In 1965 the bill was reported out of Committee by the

MOW

13Con'res,2121.111.111111ZILITA/Lit4=1, January 23, 1959,

p. 101.

1
kOn some occasions those members who generally favored

aid also voted against specific bills in committee due to the lack

of aid to non-public schools or the allocation formula.

he five new Democrats were Roman C. Pucinski (ill.),

Dominick V. Daniels (N. J.), John Brademas (Ind.) , Robert Giamo

(Conn.), and James G. O'Hara (Zich.) .

IMY.Nxnl1145.2110 11INISINII
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twenty-one.Democrats who were joined by Republicans Ogden Reid

(N. Y.) and Alphonzo Bell (Cal.). Had the 1959 revision not been

accomplished the committee treatment of the 1965 proposal would

probably have been more rugged.

III. ijotrai:tt L

Another modification with the congressional system which

has recently facilitated the task of advancing education aid propo-

sals through the House Committee was the change from Graham Barden

to Adam Clayton Powell as Chairman of the Committee in 1961. The

importance of this change in leadership stems from the power alio-

cated to committee chairmen in the national legislature. Committee

chairmen have at their disposal a wide assortment of powers which

permits them to exert a strong influence4on the fate of legislation

under their jurisdiction. The chairman, for example, controls the

agendi of his committee and schedules hearings on those bills, among

the many pending, which he feels are most important. He determines

the work load by organizing subcommittees, appointing their chair-

men, and establishing their jurisdictions. In fact, he may create

. special subcommittees instead of standing subccmmittees (who generally

have more autonomy) to give himself even greater, leverage. He also

makes the vital decisions concerning when and how long the committee

will meet, whether there is a quorum, ,who will be heard from and

for how long, and the size and competence' of the commitee's staff.

Additionally, the chairman manages committee bills on the floor

and usually sits on conference committees when legislation from

his committee is under consideration. In sum, the chairman of a

, ,'''c ' ,

liTIARNOPINSPAN' 11.01,1NRIPAIMPACIRMIIIM4111011101WPWROVINWRIONOWNVISMNIONOWIRROINWANNWAINIP0411,WWWW41004fant,.
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committee has an assortment of formal powers and a variety of

informal powers which provide him with the means to promote or

delay legislation.

Graham Barden, during his eight-year tenure (1951-52 and

1955-60) as Chairman of the House Committee on Education and Labor,

utilized every one of these powers to bury the school aid proposals

before his committee. Fenno, for example, has written that Barden

"worked tirelessly to defeat federal aid legislation.°6 Barden

has been described as a master at using delaying tactics to make

his Committee inactive. One Democratic member of the Committee

commented:

He never shut any one up. Held let you talk yourself
around the clodk and in circles if you would. One year,
he brought in 92 witnesses from the Chamber of Comme4ce on
the school bill and was going to let them all talk.1(

Another favorite delaying tactic employed by Barden was

his authority to declare the absence of a quorum to halt Commit tee

meetings: Even after the 1959 ratio alteration he was able to

exercise this prerogative to procrastinate Committee business.

When liberals on the Committee attempted to hold sessions without

him but with the necessary quorum, "Barden would come, look around

and say, 'I see there's no quorum present,' bang his gavel and it

would be all over."
18

Barden also used a host of other tactics which weighed

against any favorable action on school aid by his Committee. Among

other things, he refused to establish a regular meeting day for the

16Atngor and Fenno, OD* cit., p. 122. As a subcommittee
chairman in 1949 Barden initiated .the bill and added much of the
subsequent fuel to the religious conflict which surrounded the issue
during that period.

171bill;

p. 123.

lAck.
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Committee, would not create ,standing subcommittees with permanent

areas of jurisdiction, declined to place a time limit on the

questioning of witnesses during hearings, kept the Committee's

staff small and of little quality, and in 1956 when a school aid

bill was reported from the Committee he demanded the right to

manage the floor debate and allocated a disproportionate amount

of time to the opponents of the bill. In sum, the House Education

Committee under the chairmanship of Barden was ruled by a conservative

who used all his available powers to obstruct school aid legislation.

The proponents of federal education aid, and liberal legisla..

tion in general, were presented with an unexpected treat on January

22, 1960. On that day Chairman Barden at the age of sixty-three

announced to the surprise of House leaders, including Speaker Sam

Rayburn, that he was not going to seek election to a fourteenth

term but was going home and take it easy."19 Although liberals

may have uttered a sigh of relief upon hearing this news release,

it immediately became apparent that the notification had a double

edge: Barden would no longer be Chairman of the House Committee

on Education And Labor but in all probability Adam Clayton Powell,
the

next in seniority: would be heir to/throne. Powell's well-publicized

conduct as a congressman of high absenteeism, high and careless

spending of public money, and difficulties with the Internal

RevenUe, among,other :things.) earned him 'the reputation (outside his

Harlem district) of being nirresponsible."2 In fact, the prospect

19New York Times:January 23, 1960, p. 1. Also see "Bottle-
neck in Congress aires," Ilainaumpa, January 30, 1960, p. 93.

20see, for example,' the azi.ls editorial of
January 26, 1960, on Powell's ability to be Chairman of the
Committee. For background on Powell's political "style" seR
James Q. Wilson, "Two Negro Politicians: An Interpreuation,
Midwest' Journal of Political Science Vol. IV (Novembep 1960).
PP 346-369. 4
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that Powell would become the new chairman renewed the long-time

proposal to split the committee in two. Under this move Powell

would be chairman of a new labor committee while Representative

Cleveland Bailey (D., W. Va.), who had a number of hot brushes

with Powell over the issue.of school aid and segregation, would be

the chairman of the education committee.

Representative Powell, however, made it clear that he would

by no means be agreeable to such a modification and indicated that

Speaker Rayburn had promised him the position as chairman of the

full Committee.
21

At a new conference Powell pledged a more liberal

and effective Committee than the present one and indicated that

he would no longer press his anti- segregation amendment to school

aid bills if the majority of the committee did not support him.

He stated:

I don't think Mr. Barden had the friendship and rapport
that I have with these men. Mr. Barden is a dogmatic an
with set views against which Young Turks on both sides of the
House were rebelling. I'm not going to be anti an;body or ,

anything in Committee. If something like segregation came up,
I would accept the committee majority and, if need be, fight
it down on the floor of the House.24

Soon after the Democratic victory in the fall of 1960,

Mr. Pcwell indicated that the Committee would be organized for

action in contrast to the past. Although it was nearly two months

before the 87th Congress would convene he made assignments to all

the majority members of the Committee and set them to work for the

coming session. He also piedicted that the Committee would approve

21m
The following day Rayburn announced that the assignment

would probably be made "in the natural way" if the Democrats won
-the election--meaning Powell would be chairman since he had the
seniority. lew!../..Oxl...cTiti.m, January 24, 1960, p. 1.

22New York Times, January 23, 1960, p. 11.

-Nijmnani ompormionimmemirearmw limemmamarow mom SOWERVIKE.
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bills on minimum wage _and federal aid to education within a month

after the Congress began its session.
23

Although the Kennedy education bins were reported from

committee the controversy over parochial schools, as was discussed

earlier, eventually doomed theme This occurred through no fault

of Chairman Powell wno dropped his perennial segregation amendment

and advocated a compromise by suggesting limited parochial assistance

to resolve the impasse.

Relative to minimum wage legislation, he demonstrated a

similar willingness to take positive action. Shortly after the

Administration submitted its minimum-wage proposal he instructed

a subcommittee to consider its legislation and to hold no more than

three days of hearings. This was in sharp contra4t to the four

months of hearings held the year before when Barden was chairman

of the Committees
24

On May 3 of that year the House finally passed

a compromise wage bill (230 to 196) and several of his colleagues

admitted that Chairman Powell exhibited unsuspected dkill during

conference hearings and in pushing the compromise legislation through

the House. One member of his committee, Edith Green (D., Ore.).

expressed the observation, He sees this at the great challenge of

his life. He wants to be an outstanding chairman. "25

There is additional evidence to indicate that Powell seas

the Committee as an instrument of action rather than inaction. In

contrast to procedures under former Chairman Barden, Powell has

2310.7.0/14.11m, November 12, 1960, p. 11.

2
48ee Paul Duke, "A New Role for Mr. Powell," Th9 Rnnerter,

September 28, 1961, pp. 30-32.

25111dpe 3%
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instituted practices such as an antim.filibuster rule which may

be used to prevent members from talking:more than Sive minutes
,

. .

in full Comiittee during the discussion of bills and has doubled

the size of the staff that 'served under Barden in his effort to

speed-up the work of the Committee. Indeed,' his reorganization

of the Committee has reportedly, included the consideration of the

installation of a new intercommunication system in his office

that would enable him to participate in absentia in subcommittee

sessions by cutting in. with, "This is your chairman speaking.

I.',

ft 26

Certainly there are many who Continue to have grave reserva-

tions 'about Powellt s suitability to-be a ciongressman let'alOne the.

chairman of a key domestic Committee. His widely publicized jaunts

to foreign countries and the recent New York City lawsuit against

him provide constant fuel for such accusations. However, if one is

interested in assessing Powell strictly on his willingness and

ability to process liberal legislation through the House Committee

on Education and Labor, particularly federal aid bills, it is clear

that he is a vast improvement over Barden.

The part he played in the passage of the 1965 Education Act

is a good example of this appraisal. Prior to the beginning of

the first session of the 89th Congress, Chairman Powell indicated

that federal school aid would be a top priority item in his Coiritttee

and reaffirmed his pledge not to entangle school aid with segrega-

tion. Noting the Democratic majorities in both houses Powell said,

"If we don,t get Federal .aid to education in this Congress, we

might as well forget all about it for another generation."27

26=40, p. 32. Also see Murray Kempton, "Adam Powell: The
Ocelot of the House of Representatives," The New Republic, 143:10-13,

May 25, 1963.

New York Times* December, 24, 19641 p. 10.
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President Johnson delivered, his education message on
4

January 12 and only ten days laterTorell hakthisssubcommittee

conducting hearings on the bill which lasted from January 22 to

...February 2. By February $ the subcommittee cleared the bill and rp.

potted it to the full Committee, all, in record-time:- Indeed, action

occurred at such.alast pace thaf.some individuals and.geOups

accused Chairman Powell of attempting to "rush through° the pbblic

hearings on the President's program before the public became .

28
acquainted with what was involved* At this SUnation however

Powell once again reminded those who might have forgotten that he

knows how to be unsciipulOus in his manipulation of power. While

the Administration was waiting for action by the full Committee it

was disclosed that the Chairman was stalling and refused to call

executive. sessions on the bill. It became apparent that this action

was taken in response to the possibility that Mr. Powell's request

for committee operating funds might be trimmed* In other words,

if he did not get the committee budget he wanted, the school aid

bill would gather dust. He made it clear that this was the case

after. the appropriation was made by stating:

I consider the Committee on,Education and Labor the most
important committee on domestic. legislation in Congrees.
I held up everything until I got the money I needed to operate
the committee*

I have informed the White House that I will do everything I
can to get it through the committee this week if we have to
meet all day every day, including Saturday* provided we can
hold a quorum on Saturday.29

111.111411NomillIIIII

28See, for examle, the statement made by Dr. Joachim Prinz,
President of the American Jewish Congress, atri1s!'L21_01kn, January 22,

1965, P. 23.

*Quoted in NAMYork Time-, February 25, 1965, p. 16.

r
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Consequently, Powell, scheduled the f411 Committee to meet

that Thursday, Friday, and Saturday to approve the bill....However.,
.
. .,. v..: ... - .

onSaturday six Democrato joined the Committee's ten Republicans'

to suddenly adjourn the meeting, by a vote .of sixteen to fifteen

thus reportedly depriving Powell of fulfilling his promise to the.

,Ubite House of approval by the end of the week, The bill,

however, was reported by the full Committee the following Tues-

day, March 2, which was less than two months after the President

had sent it to the House. Thisspeedy and favorable treatment

must, to a laige extent, be 'credited to Adam ClaytonTowell who

. apparently has gained some grudging respect from his colleagues

for his talent to get things done. One reporter notes that the

school aid action "illustrates what many Congressmen see as one

of the representative's chief redeeming virtues: his ability to

run the committee efficiently, processing large amounts of signifi-

cant and complicated legislation . ."31

IV. The House Rules onirttsee. and

Federal. Aid to Education

The two internal system alterations discussed thus far

unquestionably enhanced the possibilities of securing favorable

committee action on federal aid legislation. The shift in party

ratio and the ascendance of Powell to the chairmanship meant that

major liberal legislation would be blocked at this point in the

New Yottliasz.Februery 28, 1965, p. 45

31Warren Weaver, Jr., "Powell: Man and Image," NW') York TinPS,

February 28, 1965, Part 1V, p. 4% Apparently this ability and willing-
ness on Powell's part to run the committee efficiently has not extended
into the 2nd session of the 89th Congress. In September, 1966, the
members of his committee banded together to strip him of several powers
for his alleged mismanagement and negligence of committee work.
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legislative process. only Ilnder'.unusual circumstances. However,. if

SphoOl_aidtprpponentt had successfully vaulted' thia hurdle, they
. ,

were .also confronted with. another barrier: the House Rules Commit.

tee, where aid to education bills were killed in 1959, 1960, and

1961.

As noted'earlier,.the Rules Committee functions as the

intervening structure in the House situated'between the c6mmittees

and the floor. 'It is charged with the responsibility of determining

which committee-approved measures will, be debated and under what

conditions on the House floor. Its influence is described by one

political Scientist in the following manner:

The base of the Committee's power consists in its
opportunities to give or withhold, hearings for rules, to
give or withhold rules, to trade a change in the bill for
a rule, to permit or forbid amendments and set the length
of debate, to take advantage of time constraints near the
end of a session, to arbitrate differences between legisla-
tive committees, and to initiate action in the absence of
legislative committee decisions. Its means of power are

. the actual exercise of these opportunities plus the delay,
threat, or anticipation of their 'exercise. 32

It is not these powers alone, but the utilization of them

by a bipartisan conservative alignment to block "liberal" legisla-

tion which has been the source of conflict surrounding the appro-

priate functioning of the Rules Committee. The Committee. was

first taken over by such an alliance in 19'37 when a group of

dissident Democrats joined the conservative Republicans on the

Committee to oppose much of President Franklin Roosevelt's legisla.

32James A. Robinson, T ouse Rul.s Co: mi t (Indianapolis:
The Bobbs4Kerrill Company, e. , 3
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Live program. Between that time and A961, except. for the Republican

80th.and 83rd Congresses, the Rules Committeitwas 'generally dominated..,.

by this bloc, althOugh Speaker Rayburn occasionally was able to pry

loose a crucially needed vote or two through. his relationship with

Minority. Leader' Joe Martin."

11:1955 Rowaz4 Smith assumed the chairmanship of the Committee.

His skill at using his position and the rmers.of the Committee to

keep close rein'aver the kind of legislation emerging from the House

has become almost legendary. One of his colleagues has described

his political skill in the following manner:

One of the interesting things is'to.watch the way he
plays all these different things the way a great conductor
conducts an orchestra on an economic issue, or a wel-
fare issue 0 4. let's say there are five or six of them, he'll
play them as carefully as he can and very skillfully to kill as
many as possible, but if he has to knuckle under in order to
get 'X' by aping along with 'A' he will. It's really magnifi-
cent skill.34

In a manner similar to Barden, Smith has used a variety of

techniques to discourage legislation he does not favor. If, for .

example, legislation is pending which he finds objectionable it is

not unusual for him to delay for long periods of time the convening

of his committee. The story is told that:

'In August, 1937, he vanished from Washington; leaving his
committee without the power to egll itself to order, while
the civil rights bill gathered dust in its files. Word seeped

33.11210; also see Milton C. Cummings, Jr. , and Robert L.
Peabody, "The Decision to Enlarge the Committee on Rules: An Analysis
of the 1961 Vote," in Robert Peabody and Nelson Polsby, Now Pesnec.
tvso f hHuso. stvs(Chicago: Rand McNally and

7ompany, 19.3. p.

34
Congressman Richard Bolling on CBS Reports, The Keeper of

the Rules: Congressman Smith and the New Frontier," CBS TV, January 19,
1961, quoted in Nelson Polsby, ConvessarlPresinnav (Englewood
Cliffs: Prentics.aall, Inc., 1964). p. 73.
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back from Virginia that Judge Smith had gone to inspect a ,

barn that had burned on his nearby dairy farm.
1/ knew HowardSmith would do mort anything to block a

civil rights bill;; but I.never"sus,pected he woulft rport
to arsoilit''Speaker Rayburn quipped, sonieiihat'Uryly..)

If matters eventually came to zt vote Chairman Smith and

William Colmer, a Mississippi. Democrat, would:consistently align

themselves with the four Republican members of the committee to

produce a six-to-ex tie vote, thus denying a rule. Dissatisfaction

with this situation gained momentum following the 1958 Democratic

congressional sweep. Amcious to build a liberal legislative.

.record"to. campaign kntho 1940. election, a group of Democrats who

constituted the Democratic .Study Group went to Speaker Rayburn

early in 1959 and requested that something be done about the Rules

Ctimraittee, Counting on his informal relationship with Minority

Leader Martin to*produce the vital moderate Republican votes to

override Smith and Colorer on key issues, Rayburn assured the group

that measures would not be bottled up in the" Rules Committee, How-

ever, shortly after this commitment was made, Martin was defeated

as the Republican leader by Charles Halle& in a surprise vote
36seventy-four to seventy. Furthermore, two Republicans on the

Rules Committee were replaced by Halle* with two more conservative

members and consequently the 'Democratic liberals and leadership saw

many of the bills they stronglyfavored stalled or buried in the Rules

Committee. 37

35rom Wicker, "Again That Roadblock in Congress," Tilt:. ca
Dalsalmrapactazine, August 7, 1960, p. 15.

*Robinson, 922.4111.6 p. 72.

371van, lienderaker, "From the 86th to the 87th Congress:
Controversy aver 'Majority Rule,'" in American ertt Apnual,
1961 -1962 (New York: Bolt, Rinehart & Winston, 196119 pp. 76-98.
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Included among the House bills which were not granted a rule

in 1939 was the Murray-Metcalf education bill (H.R. 22) which. would

'aufhorize41.1"billian 4.year for a four=iyear period to be used for'

school construction and teachers', salaries. School aid supporters
:

....AgigMt0111W4.

Were able to secure committee approval by a vote of eighteen to .

.twelve (Barden and Latndrum voted with the ten Republicans) but they

were unable to generate ough pressure to mcve the proposal through

the rules stage where the bill as lodged from June to the end of

the session.- There is evidence to indicate that the proponents

actually did not expect approval of the bill, but were interested in

'spotlighting the obstructive posture of the Rules Committee, One

of the co-authors of the bill commented:

We got that bill out of .Committee and we knew it didn't
stand a chance of getting through the Rules Committee, but

we just let it sit there., It put a few feet to fire. Ne
got enough pressure built up so that the next year when we

came back with a construction bill w got one extra vote and

got it through the Rules Committee.J0

During the 1960 session the Senate passed a bill that was

introduced the previous year by Senator Pat McNamara (D., Mich.)

which called for an authorization of $1.8 billion for both school

construction and teachers' salaries to be spread in such a manner

that the poorer states would receive more money than the more

wealthy states.

The House bill was more moderate; it provided for construc-

tion only and did not include an equalization formula. The proposal

38Munger and Fenwto, 922.41Ip. p. 134,

if

ir
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was passed by the House Committeir,on Education and Labor by a

vote of nineteen to eleven and sent to the Rules Committee on4

0.
March 25 where n'ottling haPP ened-'to- it the 'middle 'Of May:

" .

Inpatient over the long delay in Rules, the sponsors of school

aid .decided to use Calendar Wednesday (which had been successfully

used to pass the Area Redevelopment bill earlier) to bring the

bill to the House floor. However, twenty-four hours before the

deadline, Chairman Smith "all° it known ,that he would hold a

hearing on the education bill on Thursday morning (Nay 19) if

plans for, Calendar Wednesday were.dropped.1.:9,

Rather than encourage the use ,of Calendar Wednesdays thus.

undercutting the influence of the Rules Committee, Smith presumably

decided that it would be wise for the Committee members to make the

decision. It soon became apparent that Smith had resisted putting

the issue to a vote because the coalition which blocked much legis-

lation with a six-to-six tie would be temporarily broken. This

development resulted from the fact that B. Carroll Reece, a Republican

from Tennessee, was reportedly under considerable fire from his

. financially needy constituency who were aware that the Rules Commit-

tee had blocked school aid the previous year. .Consequently, they

were pressuring Reece' to support the 1960 education bill and he pledged:

to do so. Therefore, on May 19 the bill received a lule to proceed

to the floor by a vote of seven to five (see Table214).

Action on the floor eventually' resulted in the House approval

of a general school aid bill for the first time in American history.

w mrsimmossimassrsvasaverwass.

39Bendiner, pit', p. 166.

40

,.,!.,,
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Bolstered by the Democratic victory in 1958, the pro.aid forces
1 =

wore able to fashion a 206-189 vote for passage. However, the
. 4 di

.'.vicory was. gained.at the cost 'of Attaching t)ab Powell Amendment !ao. the . .

bilL Despite the pleas.pf Democratic floor leaders,. 100 Northern

and Western Democrats, who were facing a fall eleationi'voted for

the Civil Rights proposition* They were joined by seventy-seven

Re0U1licans who idbsequently turned around and voted against

final passage. The inclusion of the Powell Amendment, as it turned

out, eventually doomed the legislation.4
4

Since the House version differed from the Senate's education

bill, a conference wan necessary to work out the api;:opriate adjust.

merits. Unless unanimous consent is granted for such a conference it

is necessary to secure a special rule from the Rules Committee and

this did, become. necessary when Representative August Johansen (R.,

Mich.) objected. The House Committee on Rules while meeting in

executive session on June 22 refused by a seven-to-five vote to send

the legislation to conference.

'Representative TriMble, an Arkansas. Democrat, and Representative

Reece, both of whom voted to e4pedite the measure on Nay 19, reversed

their positions and voted against it. on this occasion. It was

reported that Trigible,'a supporter of. federal aid, found it politi.

'daily hazardous to promote a bill containing an anti-segregation clauSe.

while Reece no longer felt. obligated to vote against his convictions

since he had fulfilled his original, pledge. Subsequently, little

was done between June 22 until Congress adjourned on September 1

to alter the situation. Apparently, Republicans were relieved that

4494,41EzigaThasaacts, May 27, 1960, pp.
919.920.
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President Eisenhower would not 'have to make a chioce between

vetoing an education bill in an election, ear and signing a bill

.

hi had public* denounced. Manir ljeiodiats, .ozi the 'other"

hand, were. more interested in a. campaign issue than pushing
.

for a 'conference which would undOubtedly result in deleting the

teacherst .salaries from the bill. One of the five Democrats on

the Rules Committee who voted for the conference indicated later

why they did not fight. for' a turnabout: nwe were planning a full-scale

attack on the power of the Committee and we felt that the worse it

looked, the better,"42

After the 1960 electiono President-elect Kennedy and his.

fellow liberal Democrats realized that confrontation with the

Rules Committee was necessary:, Kennedy felt that unless something

was done to break the conservative block "nothing controversial

would come to the floor of the Congress. Our whole program would

be emasculatede"43 However, the President also,knew that the

initiative for change must come from the House of Representatives

not the White House; consequently, Speaker Sam Rayburn would be

largely responsible for deciding how to handle the Rules Committee."'

42This statement of Reprbsent4tive
Richard Bolling was quoted

by Bendiner, agA4140 p. 171.

°Quoted in Sorensen, 21e...0111:), p. 343. On August 26, 1960,

eleven members rose on the House 'floor to denounce the Committee on Rules

and demand. reform. 92ns22012,MUMersla. August 26, 1960, pp. 16698.

16706.

411There are several informative studies of this topic. See:

Hugh Douglas Price "Race, Religion, and the Rules Committee," in Alan

Westin, ed.,
Tja1.162.2faozwe(Nsw York: Harcourt, Brace, and World,

1962), pp. 1.73; Cummings and Peabody, 2usito Robert Peabody, "The

Enlarged, Rules Committee" in the came volume; Robinson, op. cit.; Neil

MacNeil, T o o pc ac (New York: David McKay Company. 1963)

pp. 410- an ye,ANwCaitio Takes Control:

The House Rules Committee Fight or lki New York: Mcaraw.iiill Book

Co., 1963

t
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The several alternatives open to the Speaker all involved

a basic decision concerning whether a change should be made to

dilute the insititutional power pf the Corramittee or alter its

political balance without tampering with its authority. For example,

an attempt could be made to reinstitute the "twenty-one-day rule"

used in 1949, to reduce the number of names required for a dis-

charge petition, restrict the powers of the chairman, and limit the

jurisdiction of the Committee. On the other hand, the Speaker could

opt for retaining a strong Rules Committee by changing the compo-

sition of the membership thus harnessing the Committee's power to

work for the will of the majority. This could be done in two basic

manners. First, the decision could be made among Democrats (as was

suggested by the Democratic Study Group) by removing Representative

Co lmer from the Committee on pounds that he campaigned against the

Democratic Party in the past election. 45 He could then be replaced

by a "loyal" Democrat who would create a seven-to-five "liberal"

majority. Secondly, the entire House could be called upon to enlarge

the Rules Committee from twelve to fifteen members. The two-to-one

ratio of majority:to minority could be maintained by allowing the

Republicans to add one member while the Democrats added two. Since

Ha lleck could be expected to add .a conservative and Rayburn two

"liberal" Democrats (one Southern to maintain the balance on civil

rights), this alteration would generally result in an eight-to-seven

line-up that would ordinarily report "liberal" legislation, except

civil rights which would need Republican support on the Committee.

4MaoNeil, op. cit., pp. 416-417. 901 rihrradl.ono Quarterly
Weekly Report, January 6, 1961, p. 4. .

usimieweimonommancimemwromiallii
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- After reportedly feeling out Smith and finding him unagreeable

to any kind of change, Rayburn indicated that he leaned, though

reluctantly, toward replacing Colmer. This inclination immediate-

ly triggered strong resistance, particularly from those committed

to the seniority system. It was pointed out that others had not

been chastised for similar action in the past. Adam Clayton Powell,

for example, had supported Eisenhower in 1956 but retained his place

in the party hierarchy. It was also noted that this action was

likely to alienate Southern Democrats to the point where they would

join Republicans on the floor of the House, thus endangering the

LA
President's program even if it was able to proceed through Rules.--"-

Consequently, Rayburn announced later that favored an

enlarged Rules Committee as the most "painless" way out of the-

47
circumstance. This decision meant that the entire House would be

involved in the .outcome; Rayburn would need considerable Southern

support and votes from liberal Republicans to pull it off. However,

the day after Rayburn disclosed his strategy the Republican Policy

Committee announced its opposition and declared its support for

Chairman Smith. Vatcillating Republicans were called upon to

make a difficult choice since committee assignments were yet to be

made.°

January 25 was originally selected as the day for the show-

down vote. As it approached it beemme evident from extensive

polling by both sides that the issue would be settled by less than

ten votes. In fact, the vote promised to be so olose that Speaker

Rayburn had it postponed until January 31.

46MaoNeil, pp. 419-146.

'Congressional QlarteTlv Nee) 1122E1, January 31, 1961

,.

e
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On the day of the crucial vote the gallery was packed

to witness one of the most dramatic congressional decisions

in recent years. The debate was limited to one hour and thirty

minutes for each side. Judge Smith and his supporters argued

against "packing the committee" and the Rayburn forces opposed

"frustrating the will of the majority:" Finally the long-awaited
and

roll call vote was made/the the House adopted the resolution to

enlarge the Rules Committee to 15 members by a vote of 217 to 212.

Rayburn gained all of the 129 Northern and Western Democratic

votes, 66 votes from border and Southern states, and 22 Republican

votes. Smith had gathered 148 Republican votes and 64 Democratic

votes, all from Southern and border states.,

The Speaker was now in a position to "reform" the Rules

Committee. He selected Carl Elliott, an Alabama liberal (on economic

issues), and B. F. Sisk, a liberal from California, as the two Demo-

cratic appointees to the Committee. Both rem favored federal aid

for education and as Table 214 shows they both voted to expedite

school aid legislation in 1961. Representative Sisk, who remained

on the Committee, also voted to grant the 1965 bill a rule.

The account of the 1961 school aid action presented in Chapter

III related how this enlargement did not prevent the Kennedy aid

bills from being killed in the Rules Committee after all. However,

in that particular instance it was not the action of a conservative

coalition which cut off the bill; it was Representative Delaney,

a liberal (but Catholic) Committee member, who dealt the fatal blow.

Presumably, the federal aid bill would have been processed through

the Rules junction had not the religious conflict flared as it did.

Week Redo t, February 3, 1961,
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In 1963 the House Rules Committee was permanently expanded

50
to fifteen members. , This institutional change meant that in

1965 the proponents of school aid were likely to be granted a

rule if, among other things, the religious issue was resolved.

It is important to note, however, that it was not only vital for

the proponents to gain Delaneyfa vote; they also needed the

support of the Protestant Democrats on the Rules Committee in

view of the fact that in 1961 Representatives Elliott, Thornberry

and Trimble, had indicated that they would have voted to table

the NDEA Amendment bill if Delaney had not joined the conservative

coalition to kill all three education bills. Consequently, the

fact that the religious issue was generally resolved among the

major interest groups probably prevented the blockage of the 1965

school aid bill in the Rules Committee once again since Trimble and

three other Protestant Democrats (Bolling, Young and Pepper) voted

for the 1965 bill. The fruits of the enlargement fight and the

settling of the religious question, then, were realized by federal

aid to education backers on March 22, 1965, when the Rules Committee

voted eight-to-seven to clear the school aid bill for floor con-

',Adoration. Clearly, the enlargement of the Rules Committee made

such an action possible once the other controversial issues surrounding

federal aid were resolved in the House, as they essentially were in

1965.

53For a comparisOn of the 1961 and 1963 votes see Robert
Peabody, "The Enlarged Rules Committee," pausa. ., pp. 129.164. Carl
Elliott passed away in 1961 and was replaced by John Young of Texas
which did not alter the "liberal-conservative" composition of the
Coolants°.

31Triable WU the only one of the three stal a member of
the House.
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VOTES IN RULES COICISTEE TO TIPEDITE
FEDERAL AID LM1SLATION 1960-1963

1960 1960 1961 1961
1st 2nd 1st 2nd 1965Led wit latit Vote Vag

.10.9.9.Mts.

Smith (Va.) N N N N 9T
19

Colmer (Miss!) N N N N N
Madden (Ind.) Y Y r Y "i
Delaney (N. Y.) Y I N N Y
Trimble (Ark.) Y N I Y Y
Thornberry (Tex.) I I Y I
Bolling MO , Y I Y Y I
Meal (Mass.) I Y N I Y
Elliott (Ala) Y Y
Sisk (Cal.) I Y I

Y
I

young (Tex.)
Pepper (Fla.)

B2221a,cant.

Allen (Ill.) 4.t.
N N

Brown (Ohio) N N
Reece (Tenn.) I N
Budge (Ida.) N N
St. Gecrge (N. I.)
Smith (Cal.)
Roffman (in.)
Avery (Kan.)
Anderson (I11.) N
Martin (Neb.) N
Quill= (Tenn.) ....... IINOMMIO

N

N N N

N N
N : N
N N
N N

Totals

Yes Vote
N i9 Vote

11-3 1-6 14
N1.5 N4 11.8 N4

4 \ iC.4'4444' "1,7e.:._4_,L..r. 2.

141101110111011.110101.111.11.111111111001.110111/.11,110011111110.11r0011.11,11.10,
,
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The alterations Within the congressional system discussed

in this chapter cleatly facilitated the enactment of the 1965

Education Act. The three major changes contributed to the pro.

ponent victories at points in the system prior to floor .considera.

tion and to a speedy legislative trek for the proposal. This

latter point should not be overlooked. The accent on speed

stressed by the Administration and congressional proponents of the

bill. stems from the view that if a highly controversial bill can be

procesied smoothly and quickly it is less likely to be diverted by

the several issues involved and ultimately defeated. With a long

history of controversy surrounding the question of federal school

aid, it is understandable that the backers of the 1965 bill were

anxious to process it quickly to minimize the possibilities of

its fatal entanglement with the perennial issues. The fact that

they were successful the bill was passed by the Rouse in less

than three months must be explained, in part, by the changes

which occurred within the system prior to the introduction of the

t965 proposal.
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After many years of frustrating failure, the proponents

of general federal aid for education finally achieved victory

with the enactment of the Elementary and Secondary Education

Act of 1965. This study has been primarily concerned with

identifying the factors which contributed to the passage of this
legislation.

In an attempt to organize the many relevant factors into

a meaningful pattern, the decision was made to utilize a version

of one of the more recent methodological approaches in political
sciences an input-ott systems model. The national legislature

was designed at the unit of analysis. The primary task was to

indicate which factors impinging upon the legislature and within

the legislative system had undergone sufficient change prior to
and during 1965 to produce the new outputm-the Id cation Act of

1963.

The most fundamental finding which emerges from this endeavor

is that the final passage of the school aid bill cannot be explained

by a single major change at tfie exclusion of others. The long-

awaited prep*** victory oust be viewed in the contact of several
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inextricably plaerralited factors. The interdependence among the

set of changes is such that it 'is not possible to systematically

rank thew in order of importance in any meaningfcl fashion.

Indeed, it would be a mistake to attempt such a. ranking since

it would imply a simpliaed conception of the complex interaction

among the factors which made the passage of the proposal possible.

All are necessary to explain the outcome while no single variable

le sufficient.

Although no hierarchy of factors la achievable, it is

instructive to review the major changes which took place and to

note their respective contributions to the outcome. It is

conceivable that a faltering at any one of the links would have

doomed the bill or modified it cnsiderably.

Concerning the changes among the input factors, the Demo.

cratic victory in the 1964 election is one of the crucial compo.

nentis of the pattern. As has been demonstrated, the question of

federal school aid became an increasingly partisan issue and the

ideological gap between the parties was unusually wide during the

1964 campaign. Consequently, the overwhelming Democratic victory

provided a solid foundation for the 1965 federal aid effort. The

election resulted in a predominantly liberal Congress with a

Democratic majority of 36 in the Senate and, most importkntly, 155

in the House of Representatives. This congressional line-up meant

that the Democrats mere presented with an exceptional opportunity
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to deliver on their longuitime pledge to enact a federal aid for

education program.

Fortunately for the supporters of federal aid, the 1964

election also resulted in another favorable input factor, the

retaining of President Lyndon Johnson in the White House. This

is another key aspect of the pattern since it is apparent that

President Johnson is both one of the strongest advocates of fed-

eral school aid and the most astute and persuasive politician to

occupy the Presidency in the post-World War II period. There is

little doubt that he made school aid the priority item on his

legislative agenda for the first session of the 89th Congress and

provided the necessary leadership to assure enactment of the bill.

Not only was the Johnson Administration strongly committed

to federal aid, but the President and his associates displayed

considerable ingenuity in constructing the bill, working with key

interest groups, and devising the strategy for guiding the proposal ...

through the legislative process. Their task in all three of these

respects was simplified by the passage of the Civil Rights Act of

1964, an earlier output of the legislative system which eventually

had a "feedback" effect on the 1965 school aid action. Title VI

of this legislation outlawed the allocation of federal funds to

segregated programs. Consequently, one of the controversial com-

ponents of the federal aid issue was largely removed as a complicating

factor in the building of a consensus for the school aid bill. The

Proponents were free to plan their strategy on the assumption that

the proposal would not become seriously entangled with a civil rights

amemdiemt as was the wise in 1956 and 1969.
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Given the impressive congressional majority and the

neutralization of the segregation question, the Administration

forces assumed the responsibility of drafting an "acceptable"

bill, a bill that would gain the support of the major organized

interest groups. They concentrated on deirising an appropriate

formula for resolving another complicating variable: the ques-

tion of aid to non-public schools. The ingredients of such a

formula were plain. it was necessary to include some form of

assistance that would gain the support of the Catholic organiza-

tions yet not alienate the Protestant groups and the National

Education Association. The Administration wisely decided to

include representatives from both of these perspectives in working

out the approach. Separate and joint conferences were held by

the Administration officials in the fall of 1964 with the National

Catholic Welfare Conference and the National Education Association,

The fact that these meetings were successful was attested to by

the simultaneous approval of the bill by these two key organiza-

tions on the day President Johnson made it public. Eventually,

these organizations were joined in their support of the legislation

by most of the major Protestant organizations. The willingness

of these groups to compromise on the issue was doubt related

to the desire by most of the groups to avert a repeat of the 1961

'conflict, :the "ecumenical environment" that had developed, and

possibly to the growing support of public opinion on the question

of aid to private schools.' .
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Not only did the Administration fashion a bill that satis-

fied both the Catholics and Protestants, it also presented a

proposal which was particularly "in tune" with developing

circumstances during the mid-19601s. Three major environmental

changes had occurred in the society which contained important

consequences for the education function. These changes included

the "rediscovery" of poverty in America,4he metropolitanization

of the society, and the renewcd vitality of the civil rights

movement. The combination of these factors prodiced a new poli-

tical environment and set of inputs on the national legislative

system. The drafters of the Administrationts bill took advan-

tage of these developments and successfully linked the question

of federal school aid to the problem of poverty in America, the

crisis confronting urban and rural schools, and implicitly to

the civil rights revolution. This put the issue of federal assis-

tance in a refreshing context which had considerable possibilities

for gaining widespread support. Indeed, it is difficult to imagine

a proposal which would have more "political appeal" than the bill

presented by the Administration. The proposal reflected sensitiv-

ity to the major environmental changes which were, and still are,

occurring in the society to such an extent that even the opponents

of federal assistance to education found it difficult to develop

a cabs against the basic concept underpinning the legislation.

The combination of a proposal WW1 simultaneously articulated

a response to pressing circumstantial factors and resolved (it only

temporarily) the church -state dillmma, resulted inaninterest
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group alignment that weighed heavily in favor of the proponents.

Whereas the great majority of school aid supporters backed the

bill, the long-time group roes of federal aid mustered virtually

no resistance to the legislation. In fact, it appears that the

staunchest historical opponents of federal aid to education

abdicated their position during the 1965 action and viewed resis-

tance as a "lost cuase." Consequently, the new group coalition

which emerged in 1965 constitutes an additional integral part of

the input factors which acted on the national legislature to produce

a new response to the educational problems of the nation.

All of these input variables operated in favor of the

enactment of the proposed school aid bill. Their combined pressure

made it unlikely that the legislative system would not produce the '

new policy output. However, changes within the system constituted

additional factors which eventually assured that the legislation

would not be unduly delayed and -tendangered by the countless number

of hazards which may erupt while a bill is under consideration. Adam

Clayton Powell as Chairman of the House Committee on Education and Las.

bor in place of Graham Barden meant that the Administration had a

supporter of federal aid at a vital point in the system and could

count on cooperation, which it received with a slight delay. The

new two-to-one ratio of .Democrats and Republicans on the Committee,

instituted in 1959 and retained in 1965, provided further assurance

that favorable Committee treatment would be given to the bill.

Finally, the enlargement of the House Rules Committee and the

resolution of the religious issue *song the various groups contributed

5
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to favorable committee action and consequently removed the

last institutional pitfall in the system which had blocked

earlier aid bills.

Reflecting on the mixture of both inpixt and system changes

which occurred prior to and during 1965, it would be somewhat

surprising if the Elementary and Secondary Education Act had

not passed. The trio of system changes which had occurred over

a period of three years (1959-1960 removed key institutional

obstacles and inched the proponents of aid closer and closer to

their goal. Once the Rules Committee was enlarged in 1961 the

institutional structure la se of the legislative system was no

longer a hindrance to the proponents of aid (if, indeed, it ever

wap). The next requirement was a cohesive majority that could

process a school aid bill through the relatively streamlined

system. The Democratic victory at the congresSional level provided

the basis for such a majority and the victory at the presidential

level supplied a President who was not only capable of leading

the majority but with the political skill to devise a proposal that

was acceptable to the relevant non - governmental groups. in sum, all

of the major factOrs were altered in the direction which favored the

enactment of school aid legislation. .There is 'no apparent change

which operated to reduce the chances of the proponents' victory;

the ideal pattern finally 'meshed. Congressman Powell summarized

the situation when he stated: It we don't get Federal aid for

education in this Congress we night as well forget all about it

for another generation."
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At a more general level of analysis this account of the

passage of the 1965 Education Act provides a source for hypothe-

sizing about how major political innovation occurs in relation to

the national legislative system. ,.This study suggests that major

innovation is likely to result fvom a series of incremental changes

which culminate at a point in time rather than result from a

single major event. This appears to be the usual case for at

least two reasons. First, the legislative system involves a

more difficult terrain for proponents of change because they

are required to win approval at a series of junctions while oppo-

nents need to halt innovation at only a single point in the syStem.

Second, any major controversial issue is usually not a single

issue at all, but a group of interrelated controversial issues

which must somehow be resolved before the basic change can occur.

For example, consensus on federal aid for education as a policy

. position is not enough; consensus must also be built on the question

of aid to segregated schools, aid to non-public schools, the alloca-

tion of aid among the States, and the "appropriate'' role of the

Federal government in the education function. To the extent

that other issues are also characterized by a variety of controver-

sial sub - issues, major innovation will generally take place only

when it is possible to resolve the component parts. This is likely

to involve several incremental changes over a period of time. As each

incremental alteration occurs or is accomplished, the proponents

of innovation may ocmcentrate their efforts on the remaining hurdles.

If they are fortuitous and skillful they can be successful.
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This account also indicates the significaifoe of the

feedback effect of earlier system outputs on pending legislation.

The supporters of school aid viewed, with good reason, the 1961

outcome as a major defeat which probably doomed the possibilities

of victory in the near future., However; as it turned out, the

1961 action and output did not terminate the efforts to bring

about change, but actually stimulated the relevant groups to

search with a new vitality for a compromise solution. Thus, what

appeared to be a negative output eventually had a positive impact

on future proceedings.

Similarly, the enactment of the CiOil Rights Act of 196k,

although it did not directly include references to federal aid

to education, had an important feedback effect on the passage of

the 1965 school aid bill. By dealing with the question of federal

aid and segregation at the broadest level it, in effect, removed

from considerationf,(at least for Northern Democrats and Republicans)

one of the major issues which had helped to block the enactment of

earlier proposals. In sum, the student of political innovation

should be cognizant of the latent implications of earlier outputs

for the change he is analyzing.

Finally, this study and some recent subsequent developments

suggest a more speculative, but worth mentioning, hypothesis concerning

the kind of political change we have discussed. It seems that once

the, proponents achieve victory in an area where they were unsuccess-

ful for a considerable time, they move to expand the magnitude of
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their victory rapidly. More specifically, the backers of school

aid were able to increase considerably the Federal government's

fiscal commitment to the 1965 program during the 1966 Congressional

session. In October of 1966 both the House and the Senate passed

amended Administration bills authorizing new funds under the

JAucation Act of 196$. Although the original Administration

bill requested Fl authorization of $1.3 billion for the fiscal

year 1967, the House authorized about $1.8 billion and the Senate

$2.2 billion for 1967 and $3.3 billion and $3.6 billion respecti7iely for

1968. In other words, assuming action by the appropriations commi-

tees, the federal,support for elementary and secondary education

would experience a six-fold increase during the first three years

of the 196$ law. This development provides strong evidence for

considering the Education Act of 1965 as the "dreaded break-through"

opponents of federal aid fought against for so long. There is good

reason to believe that a substantial expansion of the Federal

government's role in education is now established and will no

doubt increase rapidly.
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Title I--Financial Assistance to Local Educational Agenciesfor the Education of Children of Low-Income Families.

Policy -- . to provide financial assistance to local edu-cational agencies serving areas with concentrationsof children from low-income families to expand and
improve, their educational programs by various means
(including preschool programs) which contribute
particularly to meeting the special educational
needs of educationally deprived children.

Estimated Funds--$1, 1744887, 454

Duration- -July 1, 1965, to Juno 30, 1968

Formula- -The allocation to each county is computed by adding
(a) the number of children aged 5 to 17 from fami-
lies with incomes of less than 02,000 1).(b) the
number of children Eva 5 to 17 from families re-
ceiving an annual income in excess of 02,000 from
payments through the program of aid to families
with dependent children under Title IV of the So-
cial Security Act and (c) multiplying the sum by
ono-half the state average per pupil current ex-
penditure during the school year 1963-1964.

Administration- -Local educational agencies may receive funds
mm-m-r6friany fiscal year only upon application therefor

approved by the appropriate state educational agen-
cy, upon its determination:

(1) that payments will be used for programs and
projects of sufficient size, scope, and quality
to give reasonable promise of substantial pro-
gress toward meeting the special educational
needs of children.from low-income families;
(2) that the local agency has made provision
for including special educational services and
arrangements (such as dual enrollment, educa-
tional radio and television, and mobile educa-
tional services and equipment) in which low-in-
come children attending non-public school can
participate;
(3) that a public agency will administer the
funds and property ac "uired under the title;

. :$41,.. . , N , 6 f ps , .1.94
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CO that the construction of school facilities
_wider the title be consistent with overall
state plans for the construction of school
facilttics;

(5) that effective procedures will be adopted
for evaluating at least annually the effec-
tiveness of the programs in meeting the
special needs of educationally deprived
Children;

(6) that the local educational agency will make
an annual report to the State educational
agency including the above information;

(7) that wherever there is, in the area served
by the local educational program, an Anti-
Poverty Program, the programs and projects
have been developed in cooperation with the
public or private non-profit agency respon-
sib/8 for the community action program; and

(8) that effective procedures will be adopted
for acquiring and disseminating to teachers
and administrators significant information
derived from educational research, demoa-
stration, and similar projects, and for
adopting, where appropriate, promising edu-
cational practices developed through such
projects.

Title II--School Library Resources, Textbooks, and Other In-
structional Material

Policy - . . . to establish a program for making grants for
the acquisition of school library resources, text-
books, and other printed and published instructional
materials for the use of children and teachers in
public' and private elementary and secondary schools.

Estimated Punds--0100,000,000 for the fiscal year ending June
-70771966; the Congress to dotermine the authoriza-

tion thereafter.

Distribution- -Each state will receive a proportion of the
w----Taal grant that is equal' to that state's propor-

tion of all public and non-public school children.
enrolled in elementary and secondary schools.

Administration--In order to participate, a State' would submit
the Office of Education a plan spelling out
ow s a* ea y ay. ay a ray. es .41. .. . *Me 4mm... MMINNIO ,111 e
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criteria to be used in allocating funds within
the State. The plan must take into consideration
the need of children and teachers for such mate-
rial and provide assurance that such materials
would be provided on an equitable basis for all
elementary and secondary school children and
teachers. Title to library resources, textbooks,
and other printed and published instructional
materials furnished pursuant to this title, and
control and4administration' of their use, *shall
vest only in a public agency.

TIIILLIk-Supplemontary Educational Centers and Services

Policy - . to establish a program for making grants
to supplementary educational centers and services,
to stimulate and assist in the provision of vi-
tally needed educationdl services not available
in sufficient quantity or quality, and to stimu-
late and assist in the development and establish-
ment of exemplary elementary and secondary school
educational programs to servo as models for regu-
lar school programs.

Estimated FUnds--$75,000,000 for the fiscal year ending
Juno 30, 1966; the Congress to determine the au-
thorization thereafter.

Distribution --Each state would receive a flat grant of
42'00,000. In addition, each state would receive
two more grants based on their proportion of
children 5 to 17 and their proportion of the
total national population.

Administration--Under this program the local educational
agency or agencies apply for a grant through the
State Department of Education. The plan, in the
establishment and carrying out of the program,
must include the participation or persons broadly
representative of the cultural and educational
resources of the area to be served. The plan may
include such educational services as guidance and
counseling, remedial instruction, school health
services, dual enrollment programs, and special-
ized instruction in subjects not taught in the
local schools. Cultural services may include
symphony orchestras, museums, planetariums,

-1101111111110.110.-
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theaters, and the like.

Title TVEducational Research and Training

Polio and Funds- -The title amends the Cooperative Research
c o authorize $100,000,000 over the next five

years for the construction of national and regional
research facilities. In addition to the construc-
tion funds, there is provision for expansion of the
current research prograMs administered by the Of-
fice of'Education.

I.

Administration-- Grants would be distributed for construction
a---7"-iird"programs of national and regional research

laboratories. Proposals for such grants would bo
developed by groups representing State departments
of education, local school systems, and universi-
ties. Programs would basically be located in areas
of population concentration where an adequate oper-
ating staff may be assembled, but laboratory ac-
tivities would extend throughout each region.

Tit_ le V -- Grants to Strengthen State Departments of Education

Policy, --To establish a program for making grants to stimu-
late and assist States in strengthening the leader-
ship resources of their State educational agencies,
and to assist those agencies in the establishment
and improvement of programs to identify and meet
the educational needs of the state.

Estimated Funds --41 450,000 for the fiscal year ending
June 30, 1 66° the Congress to determine the au-
thorization thereafter.

DistributionEach State shall receive a 0100,000 flat grant
a proportion of es per cent of the remaining

funds that is equal to its proportion of all public
school pupils.

Administration--State departments, when applying for grants,
wcTilla review their present programs and indicate
their greatest needs. Grants could be utilized to
improve educational planning; identity special edu-
cational problems and needs; 'evaluate educational
prograna and any number of projects that woulds .`0..,..M..01. 0.0



improve the operation of State departments of
education and the services they provide to local
educational agencies.
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